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Abstract
All constructions of general purpose indistinguishability obfuscation (IO) rely on either
meta-assumptions that encapsulate an exponential family of assumptions (e.g., Pass, Seth and
Telang, CRYPTO 2014 and Lin, EUROCRYPT 2016), or polynomial families of assumptions on
graded encoding schemes with a high polynomial degree/multilinearity (e.g., Gentry, Lewko,
Sahai and Waters, FOCS 2014).
We present a new construction of IO, with a security reduction based on two assumptions:
(a) a DDH-like assumption — called the joint-SXDH assumption — on constant degree graded encodings, and (b) the existence of polynomial-stretch pseudorandom generators (PRG) in NC0 .
Our assumption on graded encodings is simple, has constant size, and does not require handling composite-order rings. This narrows the gap between the mathematical objects that exist
(bilinear maps, from elliptic curve groups) and ones that suffice to construct general purpose
indistinguishability obfuscation.
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Introduction

Indistinguishability obfuscation (IO) is a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm O that takes as
input a circuit C and outputs an (obfuscated) circuit C 0 = O(C) satisfying two properties:
(a) functionality: C and C 0 compute the same function; and
(b) security: for any two circuits C1 and C2 that compute the same function (and have the same
size), O(C1 ) and O(C2 ) are computationally indistinguishable.
IO is a surprisingly powerful cryptographic notion. Defined first in the seminal work of Barak,
Goldreich, Impagliazzo, Rudich, Sahai, Vadhan and Yang [BGI+ 01a], it was largely unnoticed
(with the singular exception of [GR07]) until the recent work of Garg, Gentry, Halevi, Raykova,
Sahai and Waters [GGH+ 13c] who demonstrated a candidate construction of indistinguishability
obfuscation, and the work of Sahai and Waters [SW14] who showed that despite appearing somewhat useless to an untrained eye, IO has enormous power, so much so that it is virtually “cryptocomplete”. Starting from [SW14], we now know that IO gives us a treasure-chest of cryptographic
constructions, solutions to a number of open problems (see, e.g., [SW14, GGH+ 13c, GGHR14,
GHRW14, CHN+ 15, GP15, BPW16, BGJ+ 16] and many more) and even has implications in complexity theory [BPR15, HY16].
In the tradition of theoretical cryptography, one defines a useful cryptographic object (a definition involves a notion of functionality and one of security), demonstrates a construction of this
object using mathematics, and finally, proves its security from computational hardness assumptions (such as the hardness of factoring, discrete logarithms, or learning with errors). Garg et
al. [GGH+ 13c] showed a construction of IO using ideal lattices (which they abstracted into a
framework called cryptographic multilinear maps [GGH13a]) but the construction came as-is with
no security proof. There have since been a series of attempts at security proofs for IO under assumptions of varying complexity (which we will review in detail in the sequel). This state of
affairs motivates one of the most important questions in cryptography today:
Does indistinguishability obfuscation exist, and under which cryptographic assumptions?
Let us cut to the chase: in this work, we show a construction of IO from the joint SXDH assumption on prime-order multilinear maps with constant multi-linearity. This narrows the gap between
the mathematical objects that exist (bilinear maps) and ones that suffice for IO (O(1)-linear maps).
We now describe what each of these terms mean through the lens of existing IO constructions.
Constructions and Proofs of Indistinguishability Obfuscation Over the last three years, there
has been a great deal of work trying to construct IO schemes and prove their security. The mathematics underlying all IO constructions, broadly speaking, arises from the geometry of numbers
(or the theory of integer lattices), but this has been abstracted out into the framework of graded
encoding schemes (also called cryptographic multilinear maps) [BS02, GGH13a].1
In a nutshell, a graded encoding scheme for a ring R provides us with a (potentially exponentially large) collection of groups (written multiplicatively) of order q together with a relation
pairable on them such that for any two groups Gi and Gj such that pairable(Gi , Gj ) = Gk , we have
giα ⊗ gjβ = gkαβ where ⊗ is a pairing function and α, β ∈ Zq are scalars. If pairable(Gi , Gj ) = ⊥,
1

In reality, we do not have any instantiations of graded encoding schemes, but rather only noisy graded encodings
which turn out to suffice for functionality.
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then we say that Gi and Gj are not pairable, and otherwise they are pairable. (In the literature,
such graded encoding schemes are referred to as clean graded encodings, and can be generalized
to noisy graded encodings. For most part of this introduction, we will use the interface of clean
graded encodings; see Section 1.3 for a discussion on noisy graded encodings towards the end of
the introduction.)
We can use these groups to compute multivariate polynomials in the exponent. That is, given
α
p(α ,...,αn )
a sequence of elements gj j , compute gk 1
where p is an n-variate polynomial and gk is an
element in the appropriate group, provided that p can be computed using a sequence of group operations in the same group and pairing operations over different groups as specified by pairable.
The maximum degree of a multivariate polynomial that can be computed in the exponent is called
the multilinearity of the collection. We call the number of groups in the collection the universe size
(which could be constant, polynomial or exponential in the security parameter). The order of the
group is q, and we will differentiate between prime-order and composite-order groups. In this
language, the well-known bilinear maps have multilinearity 2 and universe size 2 (or 3 in the case
of asymmetric pairing groups).
• Proofs in Ideal Models: Several works [GGH+ 13c, CV13, BR14, BGK+ 14, AB15, Zim15]
showed proofs of security for obfuscation in the so-called ideal multilinear group model.
Roughly speaking, these models postulate that the only way an adversary can operate on
group elements is through the legal group interface (namely, group operations between two
elements in the same group and the pairing operation between two elements in pairable
groups). Restricting the power of the adversary in such a way is unrealistic, and is underscored by the fact that in this model, one can actually get virtual black-box obfuscation
(which by [BGI+ 01a] does not exist for general programs).
• Concrete Assumptions on Graded Encodings (GES): Pass, Seth and Telang [PST14] postulated an uber-assumption on multilinear maps which, roughly speaking, say that any attack
on a collection of group elements can be translated into an attack in the ideal multilinear group
model. Gentry, Lewko, Sahai and Waters [GLSW15], following the work of Gentry, Lewko
and Waters [GLW14], took the first step in simplifying the assumption and came up with a
construction under the multilinear subgroup elimination assumption on composite-order groups.
Bitansky and Vaikuntanathan [BV15] and Ananth and Jain [AJ15], showed how to convert
any functional encryption scheme into an IO scheme. Together with the FE construction of
Garg, Gentry, Halevi and Zhandry [GGHZ16], this gives us an IO scheme based on similar
assumptions on composite-order groups.
The main deficiency of all these constructions is that they require graded encoding schemes
with large multilinearity – either poly(|C|, n, λ) stand-alone, or at least poly(n, λ) after applying the bootstrapping theorem of Canetti, Lin, Tessaro and Vaikuntanathan [CLTV15].2 In
addition, they all either rely on a very complicated uber-assumption, or rely on compositeorder graded encodings. Furthermore, the universe size in all these cases is at least poly(n, λ).
• Towards Constant Multilinearity: The closest in spirit to this work is the recent result of
Lin [Lin16] who showed that constant-degree multilinear maps suffice for IO. (This is in
spite of recent implausibility results [PS16, MMN16a, BV15, MMN+ 16b] showing that construction of IO in the ideal constant-degree multilinear map model, implies construction of IO
2
There are other IO bootstrapping theorems in the literature, notably that of [GGH+ 13c]. However, they do not
appear to help in reducing the multilinearity.

2

in the plain model; in other words, constant-degree multilinear map does not “help” blackbox construction of IO. [Lin16] circumvents this by making non-black-box use of the graded
encodings.) Unfortunately, her work has the following drawbacks: First, the concrete complexity assumption was a complicated über-assumption (borrowed from [PST14]); and secondly, her graded encoding collection has composite order and large, polynomial, universe
size, namely poly(n, λ).

[BR14]
[BGK 14, AGIS14]
[AB15, Zim15]
[PST14]
+

[GLSW15]
[BV15, AJ15, AJS15]
+[GGHZ16]
[Lin16]
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Figure 1: A Summary of Known IO Constructions. ‡ denotes the fact that the complexity (multilinearity or universe size) was originally poly(|C|, n, λ) but can be brought down to poly(n, λ) using
bootstrapping.

See Figure 1 for a summary.
In short, all assumptions used in the construction of IO are either a complicated uber-assumption
that encodes the computation in the assumption itself, or an assumption on composite order
graded encodings (GES) with polynomial universe size. The gap between bilinear maps and
these objects is rather large. Even the construction of Lin [Lin16] requires a collection of poly(n, λ)
groups with a complex interaction between them (through the uber-assumption), even though the
multilinearity is constant.
With the aim of narrowing the gap between the mathematical objects that exist (bilinear maps)
and ones that suffice for IO, we seek to:
Construct IO from a simple assumption on prime-order GES with O(1) multilinearity and
universe size.

1.1

Our Results

Joint-SXDH Assumption on Graded Encodings. Our joint-SXDH assumption on graded encodings is a natural generalization of the standard symmetric external Diffie-Hellman (SXDH)
assumption on (asymmetric) bilinear pairing groups. In short, SXDH states that the decisional
Diffie-Hellman assumption holds in every source group. That is, let G0 and G1 be a pair of source
groups, whose elements can be paired to produce elements in a target group GT .
n
o
n
o
SXDH over bilinear maps: ∀l ∈ {0, 1}, g0 , g1 , gT , gla , glb , glab ≈ g0 , g1 , gT gla , glb , glr
3

where gi is the generator for group Gi and a, b, r are random exponents. Note that SXDH possibly holds in asymmetric bilinear groups because elements in the same source group do not pair;
otherwise, one can easily distinguish the above distributions by checking the equality e(gla , glb ) =
e(glab , gl ).
The SXDH assumption naturally generalizes to graded encodings with a collection of groups
{Gl }l : It postulates that the distribution of gla , glb , glab in any group l should be indistinguishable
to that of gla , glb , glr , provided that elements in Gl cannot be paired with themselves. Here, because
graded encodings allow for a richer computation structure, it is not only necessary that elements
cannot be paired directly (i.e. pairable(Gl , Gl ) = ⊥), but they also do not pair “indirectly”, via a
sequence of pairings with elements in other groups. This leads to the notion of the closure of the
pairable function, denoted as pairable∗ , which roughly speaking indicates whether two groups
Gl1 , Gl2 can ever be paired via any sequence of pairing. More precisely, pairable∗ (Gl1 , Gl2 ) = 1
if there are groups Gl3 and Gl4 such that pairable∗ (Gl1 , Gl3 ) = 1, pairable∗ (Gl2 , Gl4 ) = 1, and
pairable(Gl3 , Gl4 ) 6= ⊥; otherwise, pairable∗ (Gl1 , Gl2 ) = 0. Then,
SXDH over graded encodings: ∀l s.t. pairable∗ (Gl , Gl ) = 0,
o
o
n
n
{gi }, gla , glb , glab ≈ {gi }, gla , glb , glr where {gi } is the set of generators of all groups.
Finally, joint-SXDH further generalizes SXDH. It considers the joint distribution of elements
(gla , glb , glab )l∈S in a set S of groups, with the same exponents a, b, ab. By the same argument above,
if any two groups Gl1 , Gl2 in the set are pairable, directly or indirectly, one can distinguish the
joint distribution from the distribution of (gla , glb , glr )l∈S with random exponents a, b, r. Otherwise,
in the same spirit as SXDH, the distributions are possibly indistinguishable — this is exactly our
joint-SXDH assumption.
Joint-SXDH over Graded Encodings:
∀ Set S satisfies ∀ l1 , l2 ∈ S, pairable∗ (Gl1 , Gl2 ) = 0,
o
o o
n
n
n
n
≈ {gi }, gla , glb , glr
{gi }, gla , glb , glab
l∈S

o

l∈S

Furthermore, the subexponential joint-SXDH assumption requires the above distributions to
have subexponentially small distinguishing gap to all polynomial time distinguishers. (See Section 4 for the precise statement of the assumption.)
IO from joint-SXDH on Constant-Degree Graded Encodings. We are now ready to state our
main theorem.
Theorem 1 (Main Theorem, Informal). Assume the existence of a sub-exponentially secure n1+α -stretch
pseudorandom generator (PRG) in NC0 for any positive constant α > 0. Then, IO for P/poly is implied
by the sub-exponential joint-SXDH assumption on a constant-degree graded encoding scheme, with prime
order and constant universe size.
Tree-GES: The graded encoding scheme that our main theorem relies on has a specific pairable
function that allows computing arithmetic circuits of layers of additions and multiplications; we
refer to such a scheme a tree-structured graded encoding scheme, or tree-GES for short. Roughly
speaking, a tree-GES consists of a set of groups arranged at the nodes of a 4-ary tree, together with
a pairable function defined in the following way. If Gl0 , Gl1 , Gl2 and Gl3 are the (groups in the)
4

four children of a node Gl , then pairable(Gl0 , Gl1 ) = pairable(Gl2 , Gl3 ) = Gl , whereas all other
combinations are not pairable (e.g., pairable(Gl0 , Gl2 ) = ⊥, and so on). Naturally, given glaii for
i ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}, one can compute gla0 a1 +a2 a3 (one layer of multiplications followed by additions),
and cannot compute (via the honest interface) any quadratic polynomial containing monomials
ai aj for i = j or i ≤ 1 < j.
One of the nice features of this general interface is that it captures directly the computation
structure we need from GES, and it can be instantiated from both set-based and graph-based
(prime- as well as composite-order) multilinear maps, which gives it a great deal of flexibility. For
example, while none of the previous abstract constructions [PST14, GLSW15, GGHZ16, Lin16] can
be instantiated based on the graph-based multilinear maps of [GGH15], our IO scheme will admit
such an instantiation.
In the language of tree-GES, our IO construction relies on the joint-SXDH assumption on treeGES with a tree of constant depth. Carrying this over to the set-multilinear map setting, this
translates to constant multilinearity and constant universe size. Our main theorem also relies
on a sub-exponentially secure polynomial stretch PRG. See Section 2.3 for a discussion on this
assumption.
Our Approach via Bootstrapping FE for NC0 to IO: Our approach towards constructing IO from
constant-depth tree-GES is through a bootstrapping step showing that assuming the existence of
polynomial-stretch pseudorandom generators (PPRG) in NC0 , a (collusion-resistant) Functional
Encryption (FE) scheme for NC0 implies indistinguishability obfuscation for all of P; the FE scheme
for NC0 needs to have linear efficiency, in the sense that, encryption time depends linearly in the
message length. Then, we use constant-depth tree-GES to implement a such FE scheme.
We invite the reader to pause for a moment and note that while common sense would dictate
that obfuscation is more powerful than functional encryption, obfuscation for NC0 circuits is completely trivial (namely, for each output bit of the circuit, publish the truth table of the circuit that
generates it, and the constant number of input bits that the output bit depends on) and yet, FE
for NC0 is far from trivial. Indeed, the theorem below says that FE for NC0 is powerful enough to
imply indistinguishability obfuscation for all of P.
Theorem 2 (Informal, following [BV15, AJS15, Lin16]). Assume the existence of a sub-exponentially
secure n1+α -stretch pseudorandom generator in NC0 for any positive constant α > 0. Then, IO for P/poly
is implied by FE schemes for NC0 with encryption time linear in the input length.
The theorem follows from combining observations in previous works [BV15, AJS15, Lin16],
in particular, combining randomized encoding in NC0 and PRG in NC0 to transform any NC1
computation into an NC0 computation. See Section 3 for more details.
Constructing FE for NC0 from Constant-Degree GES: Our main technical contribution is the
construction of an FE scheme for NC0 with linear efficiency under the joint-SXDH assumption on
tree-GES for constant-depth trees.
Theorem 3 (Informal). Assuming the existence of a prime-order tree-GES for depth-O(1) trees with the
joint-SXDH assumption, there is a (collusion-resistant) FE scheme for all NC0 circuits, with encryption
time linear in message length.
Thus, put together, we get IO for P/poly, assuming joint-SXDH and the existence of polynomialstretch PRGs in NC0 . We now proceed to describe the techniques behind the FE construction.
5

1.2

Technical Overview

Since Theorem 2 follows from observations in previous works, we focus on the question:
How does one construct a collusion-resistant functional encryption scheme for NC0 , with linear
efficiency?
The State-of-the-Art of Collusion Resistant FE. In the literature, the only constructions of collusionresistant FE from standard assumptions are for computing inner products, referred to as Inner
Product Encryption (IPE). Roughly speaking, a (public key or secret key) IPE scheme allows to
encode vectors y and x in a ring R, in a function key sky and ciphertext ctx respectively, and
decryption computes the inner product hy, xi ∈ R. Abdalla, Bourse, De Caro and Pointcheval
(ABCP) [ABDP15, ABCP16] came up with a public key IPE scheme based on one of a variety of
assumptions, such as the decisional Diffie-Hellman assumption, the Paillier assumption and the
learning with errors assumption. Following that, Bishop, Jain and Kowalczyk [BJK15] (BJK) constructed a secret-key scheme based on the SXDH assumption over asymmetric bilinear maps; their
scheme achieves the stronger security property of weak function-hiding (explained below). Both the
ABCP and BJK schemes do not compute the inner product hy, xi in the clear, but computes it in
the exponent g hy,xi ; the BJK scheme in fact computes the inner product θhy, xi masked by a scalar
θ in the exponent; see more discussion later.3
Given IPE schemes, it is trivial to implement FE for quadratic polynomials: Simply write a
quadratic function f as a linear function over quadratic monomials f (x) = Σi,j ci,j xi xj = hc, x ⊗ xi,
where ⊗ is tensor product. Then, use an IPE scheme to generate a ciphertext ctx⊗x and a function
key skc , which produce f (x). However, the ciphertext size scales quadratically in n = |x|. This idea
easily generalizes and gives a FE scheme for NC0 with encryption time nd , where d is the degree
of the computation. Unfortunately, improving these FE schemes to have encryption time linear in
the input length under standard assumptions (e.g. bilinear maps) has proved elusive.
Coming from the “other side”, Garg, Gentry, Halevi and Zhandry (GGHZ) [GGHZ16] proposed a general-purpose FE scheme from polynomial-degree GES (with composite-order). A natural next attempt would be to try to specialize their FE scheme to NC0 circuits, in the hope that we
can pull off the construction using only constant-degree GES. This wishful thinking runs into trouble. Very roughly speaking, the GGHZ construction works with a universal branching program
and requires GES with multilinearity that is O(`) where ` is the length of the branching program.
Now, even if we only want to handle NC0 circuits that take n bits of input, converting them into a
universal branching program results in a program of size Ω(n).
One might hope to get around this problem by representing the NC0 circuit for each output
bit as a constant-sized branching program; however, in this case, it is not clear how each function
key can “index” the right input bits in the n-bit input to compute on. This “indexing problem”
prevents us from tweaking the construction to support NC0 circuits with constant multilinearity.
In this work, we come up with a completely different FE construction that not only gives us
constant multilinearity, but also relies on GES with prime order and constant universe size, and
the simple joint-SXDH assumption.
3
There has been a long line of work on “inner product testing functional encryption” or “zero-testing IPE” (see, e.g.,
[KSW08, LOS+ 10] and many others) which is different from what we need here. In IPE, we require that function key
sky and ciphertext ctx produce the inner product in R in the exponent. In contrast, in zero-testing IPE, one can only
?

compute whether hx, yi = 0 in R. In particular, they do not produce the inner product in the exponent, in a way that
allows for further computation. Hence, they are insufficient for our construction of FE for NC0 .
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Overview Towards constructing FE for NC0 with linear efficiency from constant-degree GES, our
first observation is that functionality is easy to achieve, since NC0 circuits f can be represented as
constant-degree arithmetic circuits or polynomials, and constant-degree GES supports evaluating
constant-degree polynomials in the exponent. Once the output y = f (x) is computed in the exponent g y , it can be extracted as it is Boolean. Thus, the main challenge lies in achieving security,
ensuring that the input and all intermediate computation results are hidden.
To hide the input and computation, the first tool that comes in mind is Randomized Encodings
$
(RE). An RE scheme allows one to use randomness to encode a function f and an input x, Π ←
RE(f, x; r), so that, the encoding algorithm is “simple” and the encoding Π reveals the output
z = f (x) of the computation and nothing more.
The key difference of RE from FE in that RE cannot be reused, whereas the ciphertexts (respectively, function keys) of a FE scheme can be reused across an unbounded number of function keys
(respectively, ciphertexts).
The First Idea and Challenges. Our first and foremost idea is to combine the re-usability of IPE schemes
with the capability of hiding inputs and computations of RE schemes, by designing techniques to use an
IPE scheme to compute randomized encodings. More specifically,
Outline of Our FE scheme
• Key Generation: To create a key skf for f ∈ NC0 , first encode f in a set of vectors {uk }, and
then publish IPE function keys skf = {skkuk } for these vectors, using independently sampled
master keys.
• Encryption: Similarly, to encrypt an input x ∈ {0, 1}n , encode x in a set of vectors {vk }, and
encrypt them in IPE ciphertexts ctx = {ctkvk } with corresponding master keys.
The vectors uk and vk are set up in a way so that their inner products huk , vk i = Πk produce
exactly the k th element Πk in the randomized encoding for f, x. Thus, the IPE scheme ensures that
evaluating skkuk and ctkvk produces Πk in the exponent glΠkk in some group Glk .
In the literature, the idea of using FE for a weak function class, to compute the randomized encodings of a stronger function class has been used in bootstrapping FE for NC1 to FE for
P/poly [ABSV15]. In some sense, our construction can be viewed as bootstrapping FE for inner
products to FE for NC0 . Here, unique challenges arise due to the fact that we can only compute
inner products.
• Challenge 1: How to generate randomized encodings using only inner products?
To do so, we crucially rely on affine randomized encodings, where each element Πk of an
encoding of a computation f, x is of the form xπ(i) ·pi (r)+qi (r), where π is an input-mapping
function, and pi , qi are polynomial functions of the randomness r. That is, a linear function
of a single input bit (and a polynomial function of the randomness r). The idea is then to
represent each element Πk as the inner product between some coefficient vectors (depending
on f ) and input vectors (depending on x), so that, Πk can be computed using IPE.
In particular, we will use the arithmetic randomized encodings for NC1 of Applebaum, Ishai
and Kushilevitz [AIK14], which is affine and has many other useful properties.
• Challenge 2: How to generate the randomness for randomized encodings?
Consider a scenario where our FE for NC0 scheme is used to publish m function keys {skfj }
and m ciphertexts {ctxi }. Every pair of key and ciphertext skfj , ctxi computes a randomized
7

encoding Πj,i ∈ RE(fj , xi ) (in the exponent), which requires using fresh (at least, “computationally fresh”) randomness rji . Note that we need in total m2 “pieces” of randomness, but
has only m function keys and ciphertexts — rji ’s can only be pseudorandom.
In the case of bootstrapping FE for NC1 to FE for P/poly, this problem is easily resolved
using Pseudo Random Functions (PRFs): One can simply encrypt a PRF seed s together
with the input x, and the function keys evaluate the PRF on s to expand pseudorandomness
for computing the randomized encoding. However, in our case, the functionality of IPE does
not support PRF evaluation. Not even extremely strong local PRGs can help here, since any
quadratic-stretch PRGs (from O(m) bits to m2 bits) has at least degree 3.
We resolve this problem by, instead, relying on built-in pseudorandomness assumption,
namely joint-SXDH, in GES. Indeed, the SXDH assumption w.r.t. a group Gl guarantees that
s
given a set of 2m random elements in the exponent {gl j , glti }j,l∈[m] , the set of m2 products in
s t
r
the exponent {gl j i } are indistinguishable to elements {gl ji } with truly random exponents.
The rji ’s in the exponent will be the randomness for generating RE. They can be computed
from short, length-2m, seeds {sj , ti } in degree 2; just that they must reside in the exponent.
Before going into details on how to resolve the above two challenges, we first complete the construction outline.
Achieving Functionality. Given that we can use IPE to compute randomized encodings in the exponent {glΠkk }, it is tempting to think that one can simply extract Π if the encodings are binary, and
compute the output y in the clear. If this could be done, we would have obtained FE for NC0 from
only bilinear maps, and thus IO from bilinear maps. The catch is that we have to use arithmetic
randomized encodings (where the elements that compose the randomized encoding, namely Πk ,
live in a large field) and cannot use binary randomized encodings. Roughly speaking, the culprit
is our solution to Challenge 2. As mentioned above, the elements of the randomized encodings
are generated pseudo-randomly. The randomness used for generating the randomized encoding
lives in the exponent ring R, and can only produce pseudorandomness in the exponent through
the joint-SXDH assumption. In turn, as a result of this, we need to use arithmetic randomized
encodings (in particular, [AIK14]), which cannot be extracted from the exponent, unless discrete
logarithm is easy. In fact, extracting these arithmetic randomized encodings would lead to attacks
on the joint-SXDH assumption.
Therefore, we rely on constant-degree GES to achieve functionality, by evaluating the arithmetic
randomized encoding Π in the exponent. Evaluation produces the output y in the exponent, which
can be extracted since it is binary. More specifically, recall that we use a tree-structured GES that
supports evaluating arithmetic circuits with a constant number of layers of multiplications and
additions, in particular, the RE evaluation circuit for NC0 computation. We will carefully instantiate different IPE instances (skkuk , ctkvk ) using different groups in the tree-GES so that IPE evaluation
produces the randomized encoding glΠkk in appropriate groups lk , on which RE evaluation can be
performed.
With these insights, let’s now circle back and resolve challenges 1 and 2.
Resolving Challenge 1. Our key tool is the affine AIK arithmetic randomized encodings (ARE) [AIK14],
which depends linearly in the input. More specifically, the AIK arithmetic randomized encoding
for an (arithmetic) NC1 function f and input x ∈ Rn is computed using a set of m = poly(n) fixed
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linear functions Lk as follows:


Πk = Lk (x, r) = pk (r)xπ(k) + qk (r); π : [m] → [n]
Here, each randomized encoding element Πk depends on a single input bit xπ(k) , determined
by an input mapping function π. The coefficients of the linear functions pk (r) and qk (r) are fixed
multi-linear polynomials that act on the randomness r. The only part that depends on the function
f is the input mapping function.
To use IPE to compute such arithmetic randomized encodings, the idea is that the FE key
generation algorithm encodes the coefficients pk (r), qk (r) and the input mapping function π, and
the FE encryptor encrypts x; they together compute the affine functions Lk (x, r). More precisely,
Our FE scheme, version 1
• Key Generation: To generate a key skf for f , sample randomness r, and publish IPE keys
skf = {skkuk } for vectors uk = (pk (r)||qk (r)) ⊗ eπ(k) (using independently sampled master
keys).
• Encryption: To encrypt x, publish IPE ciphertexts ctx = {ctkvk } for vectors vk = (xi ||1)i∈[n]
(using corresponding master keys).
It is easy to verify that huk , vk i = Πk . In other words, we achieve the goal of computing AIK arithmetic randomized encodings using IPE. The above scheme is, however, insecure: In particular, the
randomness r for generating randomized encodings is hardcoded in the secret key, meaning that
the randomized encodings for the same function f and different inputs x1 , x2 , · · · share the same
randomness, which renders them insecure. This leads us back to resolving the second challenge
of generating the randomness for randomized encodings.
Resolving Challenge 2. We rely on joint-SXDH to generate randomness. What we need is that
for every pair of key and ciphertext, the randomized encoding should use fresh (at least, “computationally fresh”) randomness. We accomplish this by (re-)writing the affine functions as


Πk = Lk (x, r, s) = pk (rs)xπ(k) + qk (rs)
The randomness in use is the coordinate-wise multiplication of r and s. We will put one multiplicative “share” r in the key, and the other s in the ciphertext. To see how to compute such a
thing, note that if
X
X
0
pk (r) =
Mkj (r)
and
qk (r) =
Mkj
(r)
j

j

0 are monomials, then
where the Mkj and Mkj

pk (rs) =

X

Mkj (r)Mkj (s)

and

j

qk (rs) =

X
j

We modify our FE scheme as below:
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0
0
Mkj
(r)Mkj
(s)

Our FE scheme, version 2
• Key Generation: To generate skf for f , sample r and publish IPE keys skf = {skkuk } for vectors

uk =



0
Mkj (r), Mkj
(r)

⊗ eπ(k)

(1)

j

• Encryption: To encrypt x ∈ {0, 1}n , sample s and publish IPE ciphertexts ctx = {ctkvk } for
vectors






0
0
0
vk = Mkj (s)x1 , Mkj (s)
· · · Mkj (s)xi , Mkj (s) · · ·
Mkj (s)xn , Mkj (s)
(2)
j

j

j

Now, the inner product huk , vk i is the randomized encoding element Πk generated using randomness rs. Moreover, the AIK randomized encoding has the property that the total number of
0 is bounded by 2O(d) , where d is the depth of the arithmetic circuit computmonomials Mk,j , Mk,j
ing f . Thus for NC0 computations, the vectors uk , vk are of length O(n), linear in the input length,
giving us the desired linear efficiency property.
Overview of Security Proof FE security states that the ciphertexts ctx0 and ctx1 of inputs x0
and x1 should be indistinguishable, even in the presence of keys {skfj } as long as they satisfy
that fj (x0 ) = fj (x1 ) for every j. We want to reduce this indistinguishability to the security of
randomized encodings — that encodings {Π0j } for fj , x0 , and encodings {Π1j } for fj , x1 are indistinguishable. But, before invoking RE security, we must first argue that the input xb is hidden,
and the randomness {rj s} for generating Πbj is jointly pseudo-random. This is certainly not the
case w.r.t. honestly generated keys and ciphertexts: First xb is embedded in the ciphertext, and
second it seems impossible to argue that the products {rj s} are pseudorandom, when rj and s
reside respectively in IPE keys and ciphertexts that can be paired together.
To resolve this conundrum, our idea is leveraging the function hiding property of a secret-key
IPE scheme, in order to “move” the input xb and s into the function keys in security hybrids.
Let us explain. The function hiding property guarantees that IPE keys and ciphertexts for two
sets of vectors {ai , bi } and {a0i , b0i } are indistinguishable if they produce identical inner products
hai , bj i = ha0i , b0j i. We now further modify the FE scheme to encode vectors with some trailing
zeros.
Our FE scheme, version 3
• Key Generation: To generate skf for f , sample r and publish IPE keys skf = {skkuk } for vectors
u0k = uk || 0, where uk is described in Equation (1).
• Encryption: To encrypt x ∈ {0, 1}n , sample s and publish IPE ciphertexts ctx = {ctkvk } for
vectors vk0 = vk || 0, where vk is described in Equation (2).
The trailing zeros do not affect the functionality. But, in the security proof, they provide the crucial
“space” for hardwiring the randomized encoding Πb in the function key skf , without computing
it. More specifically, in the proof, we move to a hybrid, encoding vectors of form u00k = uk ||Πk ,
and vk00 = 0||1. Since hu00k , vk00 i = hu0k , vk0 i = huk , vk i, by function hiding of IPE, this hybrid is
indistinguishable to the honest execution. Notice that in this hybrid, the ciphertext contains no
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information of the input xb , and the key for a function fj has the corresponding randomized encoding Πbj (for fj , xb ) hardwired in. Furthermore, the fact that the randomness share s disappears
eventually allows us to argue that {rj s} used for generating {Πbj } are pseudorandom. Then, we
can finally invoke the RE security, that {Π0j } and {Π1j } are indistinguishable, to argue that FE
security holds.
The proof strategy of using computational assumptions to reduce the FE security to RE security
resembles that of many FE and IO schemes in the literature in a high level (e.g., [GLSW15]), but
the details of how we make this approach go through are very different.
Additional Challenges Additional challenges must be addressed in order to make the above
security proof overview go through. First, applying joint-SXDH to argue the pseudorandomness
of {rs} is tricky. This is because we (have to) compute elements Πk in a randomized encoding
Π in different groups glΠkk in order to further evaluate Π in the exponent. But, the collection of
elements {Πk } are correlated through shared randomness rs. An attacker can potentially leverage
this correlation, and through computation over different groups, distinguish Πk generated from
rs and that from true randomness. It turns out that the structure of the tree-GES, together with
the join-SXDH assumption is exactly what we need to prevent all attacks that arise out of such
correlations.
Second, the above proof relies on a secret key IPE that is fully function hiding. Looking back
into the literature, we see that the BJK secret key IPE [BJK15] is only weak function hiding. A
followup work [DDM16] constructed fully function hiding secret-key IPE. In this work, we show
how to generically transform any weak function hiding IPE to full function hiding IPE; our transformation is black-box, extremely simple and of independent interest.
A further issue is that these function hiding secret-key IPE schemes do not produce the inner product in the exponent directly g hu,vi , but produce the inner product masked by a scalar
(g hu,viθ , g θ ), where the scalar θ is determined by the randomness used in key generation and encryption. This creates the problem that randomized encoding elements computed using different
IPE instances are masked by distinct scalars (glΠkk θk , g θk ), preventing RE evaluation in the exponent.
To resolve this, in our FE scheme, the secret-key IPE instances {skkuk , ctkvk } are generated using different master secret keys, but the same randomness. Thus, they produce randomized encoding
elements masked by the same scalar (glΠkk θ , g θ ) and then evaluation can be done as before. As a
result, we need function hiding secret-key IPE that allows sharing randomness among instances
generated using different master secret keys. It turns out that our function hiding secret-key IPE
derived from the BJK scheme has this property.
Stitching all pieces together, we obtain a secret-key FE for NC0 with linear efficiency, from
constant-depth tree-GES.
Slotted IPE and Public-key FE. We have to go one step further to construct a public-key FE for
NC0 with linear efficiency. The natural first idea is to use, instead of a secret-key function-hiding
IPE scheme, a public-key function-hiding IPE. However, a moment’s reflection tells us that such
an object cannot possibly exist: that is, the properties of function-hiding and being public-key do
not play well with each other.
Our solution to this issue is to construct a “hybrid” encryption scheme that we call a slotted
inner product encryption (or slotted IPE) scheme. Roughly speaking, a slotted IPE scheme generates
keys for vectors ypub ||ypriv , encrypts vectors xpub ||xpriv , and given the functional secret key, computes an inner product between them. Crucially, a slotted IPE scheme has the following seemingly
11

contradictory properties:
• Public Key for the first Slot: Anyone can encrypt vectors of the form xpub ||0. (However, it is
computationally hard to encrypt any vector with a non-zero component in the second slot.)
The usual notion of semantic security holds, that is, encryption of xpub ||xpriv and x0 pub ||x0 priv
are indistinguishable if all published function keys do not separate them.
• Function Hiding for the second Slot: We require hiding for the second component of the vector
in the secret key. That is, the following two worlds are indistinguishable: In the first world,
one gets the secret key for ypub ||ypriv and the ciphertext for 0||xpriv , and in the second world,
0
one gets the secret key for ypub ||ypriv
and the ciphertext for 0||x0priv such that hxpriv , ypriv i =
0
0
hxpriv , ypriv i.
It turns out that this notion is the right combination of public-key and function-hiding FE
which is both achievable and useful. Slotted IPE is similar in spirit to objects defined in [KSW08]
and also similar to (but simpler than) the slotted FE definition of [GGHZ16]. We refer the reader
to Section 6 for the definition and construction of the slotted IPE scheme. Replacing the secret-key
IPE with a slotted IPE in our construction yields a public-key FE for NC0 with linear efficiency.
Constructing Slotted IPE from Joint SXDH. The final piece of the puzzle is to construct a slotted IPE
scheme. We do this by combining our secret key function hiding IPE scheme, derived from the BJK
scheme [BJK15], and the public-key IPE scheme of Abdalla et al. [ABDP15]. We refer the reader to
Section 7 for the construction of the FE scheme.

1.3

Noisy Graded Encodings

So far, we described our constructions and security proof in the language of clean graded encodings, however all the instantiations [GGH13a, CLT13, GGH15] are for noisy graded encodings.
(see Section 4 for more details). Our constructions of FE for NC0 and IO can be instantiated with
noisy graded encodings. However, the security reduction to the joint-SXDH assumption does not
go through, as the reduction performs scalar multiplication in order to “re-purpose” elements in
the joint-SXDH assumption, to elements in the security experiments of FE for NC0 . Known noisy
instantiations, when modified to support scalar multiplication, succumb to attacks. Nevertheless,
our FE for NC0 scheme when instantiated with ideal noisy graded encodings is secure. We leave
it as an interesting open question whether our construction of FE or IO is secure (or can be made
secure) in the recently proposed weakly ideal multilinear model [MSZ16a, MSZ16b, GMS16] which
seems to capture all known attacks against noisy graded encodings.

1.4

Local PRGs

We briefly survey constructions of low depth PRGs. See Applebaum’s book [App14] for more
references and discussions. The existence of PRG in TC0 follows from a variety of hardness assumption including intractability of factoring, discrete logarithm, or lattice problems (e.g. [NR95,
NR97, NRR00, BPR12]). More works focused on PRG in NC0 . On the negative side, it was shown
that there is no PRG in NC04 (with output locality 4) achieving super-linear stretch [CM01, MST03].
On the positive side, Applebaum, Ishai, and Kushilevitz [AIK04] showed that any PRG in NC1 can
be efficiently “compiled” into a PRG in NC0 using randomized encodings, but with only sub-linear
stretch. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge, there is no construction of PRG in NC0 with
super-linear stretch from well-known assumptions. But, there are candidate constructions.
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The authors of [AIK04] constructed a linear-stretch PRG in NC0 under a specific intractability
assumption related to the hardness of decoding “sparsely generated” linear codes [AIK08], previously conjectured by Alekhnovich [Ale03]. Goldreich’s one-way functions f : {0, 1}n → {0, 1}m
where each bit of output is a fixed predicate P of a constant number d of input bits chosen at
random, is also a candidate PRG when m > n. Several works investigated the (in)security of Goldreich’s OWFs and PRGs: So far, there are no successful attacks when the choice of the predicate
P avoids certain degenerate cases [CEMT09, BQ12, OW14, AL15].

1.5

Organization

We show the construction of IO from FE for NC0 in Section 3. Section 5 shows a function-hiding
secret-key IPE scheme and Section 6 defines the notion of slotted IPE and uses it to construct
a public-key IPE scheme with the right notion of function hiding. In Section 4, we define our
notion of tree-structured GES schemes and the joint-SXDH assumption on them. We also show
how to use tree-GES to implement other common forms of graded encoding schemes such as
set-multilinear maps and graph-based multilinear maps. Finally, in Section 7, we put these components together to construct our FE scheme.

2

Preliminaries

Let Z and N denote the set of integers, and positive integers, respectively. Let [n] denote the set
{1, 2, . . . , n}, R denote a ring with 0 and 1 being the additive and multiplicative identities.
We denote by PPT probabilistic polynomial time Turing machines. The term negligible is used
for denoting functions that are (asymptotically) smaller than any inverse polynomial. More precisely, a function ν(?) from non-negative integers to reals is called negligible if for every constant
c > 0 and all sufficiently large n, it holds that ν(n) < n−c .

2.1 µ-Indistinguishability
Definition 1 (µ-indistinguishability). Let µ : N → [0, 1] be a function. A pair of distribution ensembles {Xλ }λ∈N , {Yλ }λ∈N are µ-indistinguishable if for every non-uniform PPT distinguisher D, every
sufficiently large security parameter λ ∈ N, and auxiliary input z ∈ {0, 1}poly(λ) , it holds that
$

$

| Pr[x ← Xλ : D(1λ , x, z) = 1] − Pr[y ← Yλ : D(1λ , y, z) = 1]| ≤ µ(λ)
Definition 2 (Computational and Sub-exponential Indistinguishability). A pair of distribution ensembles {Xλ }λ∈N , {Yλ }λ∈N are computationally indistinguishable if they are 1/p-indistinguishable for
every polynomial p, and are sub-exponentially indistinguishable if they are µ-indistinguishable for some
ε
sub-exponentially small µ(λ) = 2λ with a constant ε > 0.
Note that the above definition of sub-exponential indistinguishability is weaker than standard
sub-exponential hardness assumptions that consider distinguishers running in sub-exponential
time.
Below, we provide definitions of standard cryptographic primitives using the terminology
of µ-indistinguishability, which implicitly defines variants with polynomial or sub-exponential
security. As a matter of convention, we will drop µ when µ is a negligible function, and say subexponential security when µ is a sub-exponentially small function.
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2.2

Indistinguishability Obfuscation

We recall the notion of indistinguishability obfuscation for a class of circuit defined by [BGI+ 01b],
adding the new dimension that the class of circuits may have restricted domains {Dλ }λ∈N .
Definition 3 (Indistinguishability Obfuscator (iO) for a circuit class). A uniform PPT machine iO
is an indistinguishability obfuscator for a class of circuits {Cλ }λ∈N (with potentially restricted domains
{Dλ }λ∈N ), if the following conditions are satisfied:
Correctness: For all security parameters λ ∈ N, for every C ∈ Cλ , and every input x (in Dλ ), we have
that
Pr[C 0 ← iO(1λ , C) : C 0 (x) = C(x)] = 1
where the probability is taken over the coin-tosses of the obfuscator iO.
µ-Indistinguishability: For every ensemble of pairs of circuits {C0,λ , C1,λ }λ∈N satisfying that Cb,λ ∈ Cλ ,
|C0,λ | = |C1,λ |, and C0,λ (x) = C1,λ (x) for every x (in Dλ ), the following ensembles of distributions
are µ-indistinguishable:
n
o
C1,λ , C2,λ , iO(1λ , C1,λ )
n
oλ∈N
λ
C1,λ , C2,λ , iO(1 , C2,λ )
λ∈N

Definition 4 (IO for P/poly). A uniform PPT machine iOP/poly (?, ?) is an indistinguishability obfuscator
for P/poly if it is an indistinguishability obfuscator for the class {Cλ }λ∈N of circuits of size at most λ.

2.3

Pseudorandom Generator

Definition 5 (Pseudo-Random Generator (PRG)). Let ` be a polynomial-bounded function. A deterministic polynomial-time uniform machine PRG is a `(λ)-stretch pseudorandom generator if the following
conditions are satisfied:
Syntax For every λ ∈ N and every r ∈ {0, 1}λ , PRG(r) outputs r0 ∈ {0, 1}`(λ)
µ-Indistinguishability: The following ensembles are µ-indistinguishable
n
o
n
o
$
$
r ← {0, 1}λ : PRG(r) ≈µ r0 ← {0, 1}`(λ)
For every λ ∈ N, let PRGλ : {0, 1}λ → {0, 1}`(λ) denote the total Boolean function corresponding to
PRG for λ-bit inputs. We say that PRG has degree d (for a universal constant d), if for every λ, every
output bit of PRGλ is a degree d function of the input bits.
Since every PRGλ is a total function, by the Nisan-Szegedy result [NS94], a constant-degree
pseudorandom generator PRG must belong to NC0 .
Claim 1. Every constant-degree PRG is in NC0 .
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2.4

Randomized Encodings

In this section, we recall the traditional definition of randomized encodings with simulation security [IK02, AIK06].
Definition 6 (Randomized Encoding Scheme for Circuits). A Randomized Encoding scheme RE consists of two PPT algorithms,
$

• (Ĉ, x̂) ← REnc(1λ , C, x): On input a security parameter 1λ , circuit C, and input x, REnc generates
an encoding Ĉx .
• y = REval(Ĉx ): On input Ĉx produced by REnc, REval outputs y.
Correctness: The two algorithms REnc and REval satisfy the following correctness condition: For all
security parameters λ ∈ N, circuit C, input x, it holds that,
$

Pr[Ĉx ← REnc(1λ , C, x) : Eval(Ĉx ) = C(x)] = 1
µ-Simulation Security: There exists a PPT algorithm RSim, such that, for every ensemble {Cλ , xλ }
where |Cλ |, |xλ | ≤ poly(λ), the following ensembles are µ-indistinguishable for all λ ∈ N .
n
o
$
Ĉx ← REnc(1λ , C, x) : Ĉx
n
o
$
Ĉx ← RSim(1λ , C(x), 1|C| , 1|x| ) : Ĉx
where C = Cλ and x = xλ .
Furthermore, let C be a complexity class, we say that randomized encoding scheme RE is in C, if the
encoding algorithm REnc can be implemented in that complexity class.
2.4.1

Program-Decomposable Randomized Encodings

Roughly speaking, a program-decomposable randomized encoding (PDRE) scheme is a randomized encoding (RE) scheme with a special syntax, but the same security and correctness properties
(See Section 2.4 for a definition of randomized encoding schemes). Roughly speaking, a PDRE
scheme is an RE scheme whose encodings consist of many components — polynomial in the size
of the circuit— where each component can be generated in time independent of the complexity
of the computation. Perhaps the most famous example of a PDRE scheme is Yao’s garbled circuits [Yao86] where the components are the “garbled gates” which can each be generated very
quickly.
Formally, a program-decomposable randomized encoding scheme PDRE consists of three
algorithms (Decomp, REnc, REval). For any λ ∈ N, any function f ∈ Fλ,N,D,S described as (C, ρ),
and input x ∈ {0, 1}N , the algorithms proceed as follows. (We denote by ` = `(λ, N, S) the
upperbound on the length of the encodings as well as the number of random bits needed for
generating the encoding.)
• Program Decomposition: Decomp(1λ , f ) “decomposes” f into ` components {(Fi , Si , Ii )}i∈[`] ,
where Fi describes a part of the function f , Si ⊆ [N (λ)] is a set of indices of input bits
(generated depending on ρ), and Ii ⊆ [`] is a set of indices of random bits.
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• Encoding: REnc on input x ∈ {0, 1}N , and the “function decomposition” {(Fi , Si , Ii )}i∈[`]
$
samples a random string r ← {0, 1}` , and produces each bit of the encoding {fd
(x) }
i i∈[`]

independently using only a single function component:
n
o
fd
(x)i = renc(Fi , x|Si , r|Ii )

i∈[`]

• Evaluation: REval on input fd
(x) outputs a value y = f (x).
2.4.2

Linear Efficiency

In [AJS15], it suffices to require that the upperbound ` on the size of the randomized encoding,
and the number of random bits needed for encoding to be poly(λ, S, N ), and each output bit can be
computed in a fixed polynomial size poly(λ) independent of S and N . Here, we consider stronger
efficiency requirements:
• The upper bound ` is linear in the size of the circuit, and independent of the input length.
That is,
`(λ, N (λ), S(λ)) = p(λ) · S(λ)
Such a requirement makes sense for NC0 circuits where the input may be much longer than
the circuit description. This property is achieved by Yao’s garbled circuit, where the encoding can be
divided into exactly S(λ) parts, each depending on a single gate in the circuit, and can be computed
in a fixed polynomial time and in logarithmic depth, assuming PRG in NC1 .
• Each output bit can be computed in constant size. That is, renc ∈ NC0 .
This second property is achieved by the information theoretically secure randomized encoding for NC1
by [AIK04] (AIK), which is in NC0 with input locality 4 and depth 3.
By the composability of randomized encodings [AIK04], we can achieve achieve both efficiency
properties simultaneously, by encoding the computation of each part in Yao’s garbling of a computation, using the AIK randomized encoding. We denote the composed scheme the Yao-AIK
scheme.

2.5

Functional Encryption

We provide the definition of a public-key functional encryption (FE) scheme with indistinguishabilitybased security which originally appeared in [BSW12, O’N10]. Below we define public key functional encryption first, and then note the difference with secret key functional encryption.
2.5.1

Public-Key Functional Encryption

Syntax. Let {Xλ }λ∈N and {Yλ }λ∈N be ensembles of sets. Let {Fλ }λ∈N , where every function in
the set Fλ maps inputs in Xλ to outputs in Yλ .
A public-key functional encryption (FE) scheme FE for {Fλ }λ∈N consists of four PPT algorithms (FE.Setup, FE.KeyGen, FE.Enc, FE.Dec).
• Setup: FE.Setup(1λ ) is an algorithm that on input a security parameter outputs a master
public key and a master secret key (mpk, msk).
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• Key Generation: FE.KeyGen(msk, f ) on input the master secret key and the description of a
function f ∈ Fλ , outputs a functional secret key skf .
• Encryption: FE.Enc(mpk, x) on input the master public key and a message x ∈ Xλ , outputs
an encryption ct of x.
• Decryption: FE.Dec(sk, ct) on input the secret key associated with f and an encryption of x,
outputs y ∈ Yλ .
Correctness: We define perfect correctness here. For every λ, f ∈ Fλ , x ∈ Xλ , it holds that,

$
(mpk, msk) ← FE.Setup(1λ )


$
: f (x) = FE.Dec(sk, ct) = 1
Pr 
ct ← FE.Enc(mpk, x)
$
sk ← FE.KeyGen(msk, f )


Indistinguishability Security. Indistinguishability security of a functional encryption requires
that no adversary can distinguish the FE encryption of one input x0 from that of another x1 , if the
adversary only obtains secret keys skf for functions f that yield the same output on x0 and x1 ,
that is, f (x0 ) = f (x1 ). In the adaptive setting, the two challenge inputs (x0 , x1 ) and all functions f
are chosen adaptively by the adversary. In the weaker selective setting, the adversary is restricted
to choose (x0 , x1 ) and all functions f statically.
Definition 7 (IND-Security). A public-key FE scheme FE = (FE.Setup, FE.KeyGen, FE.Enc, FE.Dec)
for {Fλ }λ∈N is µ-IND-secure, if for every PPT adversary A, and every sufficiently large security parameter
λ ∈ N, the adversary’s advantage in the following games is bounded by µ(λ)
FE λ
FE λ
AdvtFE
A = Pr[ExpA (1 , 0) = 1] − Pr[ExpA (1 , 1) = 1] ≤ µ(λ)
λ
ExpFE
A (1 , b) proceeds as follows:
$

1. Key Generation. The challenger CH samples (mpk, msk) ← FE.Setup(1λ ) and sends mpk to the
adversary.
2. Function Queries. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A: Upon
$
A choosing a function query f ∈ Fλ , CH sends A a function key skf ← FE.KeyGen(msk, f ).
$

3. Message Queries. Upon A choosing a pair of messages (x0 , x1 ), CH sends A a ciphertext ct ←
FE.Enc(mpk, xb ).
4. Function Queries Repeat the second step, again for an arbitrary number of times determined by A.
5. Finally A outputs a bit b0 which is also the output of the experiment.
Restriction: Every function query f must satisfy that f (x0 ) = f (x1 ).
Definition 8 (Selective Security). We say that FE is µ-selectively secure if the condition in Definition 7
λ
holds for modified experiments Sel.ExpFE
A (1 , b) where the adversaries choose challenge messages (x0 , x1 )
immediately after receiving the master public key and before requesting any function keys.
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Note that our notion of selective security is stronger than other notions in the literature, which
requires the adversaries to choose x0 , x1 at the beginning of the experiments before receiving the
master public key, or even requiring the adversaries to choose all function queries also at the
beginning of the experiment. Our construction of FE scheme later achieves this stronger form of
selective security.
Definition 9 (1-Key FE). We say that FE is a µ-secure (or µ-selectively secure) 1-key FE scheme if it
satisfies the security requirements in Definition 7 (or, respectively, Definition 8) against adversaries that
ask for at most one function key query.
2.5.2

FE Schemes for P/poly, NC1 and NC0

Consider the following function class parameterized by (efficiently computable) polynomials N ,
D, and S, which denote upper bounds on, respectively, the length of the inputs, the depth of the
circuits, and the size of the circuits computing the function class.
Function Class {Fλ,N,D,S }. The domain is the set of all N (λ)-bit strings Xλ = {0, 1}N (λ) . Every
function f in set Fλ,N,D,S is described by a tuple (C, ρ): C is a circuit of depth at most D(λ)
and size at most S(λ), and ρ is a subset of indexes of [N (λ)]. (C, ρ) satisfies that for every
x ∈ {0, 1}N (λ) , f (x) = C(x|ρ ), where x|ρ is the projection of the bits of x in the subset ρ.
Note that f (x) = C(x|ρ ) effectively means that f depends only on a subset of the input bits.
Therefore, the size S(λ) of the circuit C may be much smaller than the input length N (λ). This
allows us to consider, for example, NC0 functions that computes over a constant number of bits in
a polynomial length input. Additionally, the pair (C, ρ) can be described in poly(S(λ), N (λ)) bits.
Definition 10 (Families of FE schemes). Let N , D, S be subsets of polynomial functions. We say that
FE = {FEN,D,S } is a family of (1-key) FE schemes for N , D, S with µ-security (or µ-selective security)
if for every polynomials N ∈ N , D ∈ D, S ∈ S, FEN,D,S is a µ-secure (or µ-selectively secure, resp.)
(1-key) FE scheme for the function class {Fλ,N,D,S }.
Moreover, define the following special cases:
• When N , D, S are the sets of all polynomials, FE is a family of FE schemes for P/poly.
• When N , S are the sets of all polynomials and D is the set of all logarithmic functions, FE is a family
of FE schemes for NC1 .
• When N , S are the sets of all polynomials and D is the set of all constant functions, FE is a family of
FE schemes for NC0 .
2.5.3

Compactness

In the above definition of families of FE schemes, algorithms in scheme FEN,D,S could run in polynomial time depending on polynomials N, D, S. In the literature, stronger efficiency requirements
have been considered. In particular, the works of [AJ15, BV15] defined compact FE schemes for
NC1 , which requires the encryption time to be independent of the circuit size S of the functions.
Definition 11 (Compactness of FE schemes for NC1 ). Let FE = {FEN,D,S } be a family of FE schemes
for NC1 .
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Figure 2: Solid lines indicate direct implications, and dotted lines indicate implications that follow
as corollaries by combining the solid lines. By default, all FE schemes referred to here are selectively secure. Whenever there is an implication of the form X → Y , the reader should interpret
that as X for P/poly implies Y for P/poly. However, the actual theorems are somewhat stronger.
For example, we know that assuming the existence of weak PRFs in NC1 , many-key FE for NC1
implies single-key compact FE for all of P/poly [AJS15, BV15].
Compactness: We say that the functional encryption scheme FE is compact if for every logarithmic function D, there is a polynomial p, such that, for every polynomials N, S, the encryption algorithm of
FEN,D,S runs in time p(λ, N (λ), log S(λ)).
(1 − ε)-Sublinear Compactness: We say that FE is (1−ε)-sublinearly compact, if for every logarithmic
function D, there is a polynomial p, such that, for every polynomials N, S, the encryption algorithm
of FEN,D,S runs in time p(λ, N (λ)) · S(λ)1−ε .

3

Indistinguishability Obfuscation from NC0 -Functional Encryption

Recent results show a strong connection between Indistinguishability obfuscation (IO) and Functional encryption (FE). Here, as before, we distinguish between two different notions of functional
encryption: the standard notion of many-key secure (or, collusion-resistant) functional encryption
and single-key secure compact functional encryption.4 On the one hand, [GGH+ 13c] showed that
IO for NC1 implies many-key FE for P/poly. On the other hand, [AJ15, BV15] showed that (subexponentially secure) single-key compact FE for NC1 implies IO for P/poly. Finally, [BV15, AJS15]
showed that many-key FE for NC1 implies single-key compact FE for P/poly. Put together, this
shows that all three notions – IO, single-key compact FE, and many-key FE – are equivalent upto
subexponential security considerations. See Figure 2 for a detailed description of these connections.
Theorem 4. Assume the existence of a weak PRF in NC1 . Then:
4
In the rest of our exposition, when we talk of the security of functional encryption, we will mean selective security.
Ananth, Brakerski, Segev and Vaikuntanathan [ABSV15] have recently showed how to transform selectively secure
many-key FE schemes into adaptively (fully) secure many-key FE schemes.
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• [AJ15, BV15] For any constant  > 0, the existence of a single-key FE scheme FE = {FEN,D,S }
for NC1 with sub-exponential, selective, security and (1 − ε)-sublinear-compactness implies IO for
P/poly.
• [AJS15, BV15] The existence of a many-key FE scheme FE 0 = {FE0N 0 ,D0 ,S 0 } for NC1 with subexponential, selective, security implies the existence of a single-key FE scheme FE = {FEN,D,S } for
NC1 with sub-exponential, selective, security and (1 − ε)-sublinear-compactness.
Put together, if there is a many-key secure (but not necessarily compact) FE scheme for NC1 , then there is
an IO scheme for P/poly.
The authors of [AJS15] further noted that it suffices to use a PRG instead of a PRF in their construction, which still suffices for constructing compact 1-key FE scheme for polynomially bounded
computations.
In this section, we show that by carefully instantiating the cryptographic primitives underlying
the construction of [BV15, AJS15], we obtain that IO for P/poly is implied by FE for NC0 functions,
assuming the existence of subexponentially secure PRG in NC0 .
Theorem 5 (From NC0 -FE to IO). Let α > 0 be a positive constant, and let PRG be a sub-exponentially
secure n1+α -stretch pseudo-random generator computable by circuits of depth d = d(λ). Let FE =
{FEN,D,S } be a many-key functional encryption scheme for circuits of depth D(λ) = d(λ) + 5 with
sub-exponential selective security and the following encryption efficiency:
Encryption efficiency: the encryption time of FEN,D,S is linear in the length of the input, that
is, bounded by p(λ, S(λ)) · N (λ) for a fixed polynomial p.
Then, there exists an indistinguishability obfuscator IO for P/poly.
In particular, if PRG is in NC0 , then FE schemes for NC0 with encryption time linear in the input
length imply IO for P/poly.
The proof of the theorem is essentially identical to that of Theorem 4 by [AJS15]. Below we provide a proof sketch, and focus only on showing how carefully choosing the primitives underlying
the result [BV15, AJS15] affects the parameters of the FE scheme needed for IO.

3.1

Proof of Theorem 5

To construct an indistinguishability obfuscator (IO) for all functions in P/poly starting from a
many-key functional encryption (FE) scheme, Bitansky and Vaikuntanathan [BV15] and Ananth,
Jain and Sahai [AJS15] proceed in two steps.
Step 1. Construct sub-exponentially secure single-key FE schemes CFE = {CFEN,D,S } with (1 −
ε)-sublinear compactness for NC1 circuits; and
Step 2. Invoke the result of [AJ15, BV15] (resp. [BNPW16] in the case of secret-key FE).
We recall the transformation of [BV15, AJS15] below, and instantiate their components carefully to obtain Theorem 5.
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Tools Used for Obtaining Theorem 5 We will choose the following instantiations of the three
tools used in [AJS15]:
• A pseudorandom generator PRG computable in depth d = d(λ) with n1+α -stretch for any
constant α. We assume implicitly that d = O(log λ).
0

0

0

• Selectively secure (collusion resistant) FE schemes CRFE = {CRFEN ,D ,S } for circuits
with fixed depth D0 = D0 (λ) = d(λ) + 5 and encryption time linear in input length, namely
poly(λ, S 0 ) · N 0 .
• A specific PDRE scheme PDRE = (Decomp, REnc, REval) which is the composition of Yao’s
garbling scheme and the AIK randomized encoding scheme in NC0 . This scheme satisfies
what we call linear efficiency (described below), and each output bit is computable in depth
3.

3.2

The Construction

For any polynomial functions N, D, S, the scheme
CFEN,D,S = (CFE.Setup, CFE.KeyGen, CFE.Enc, CFE.Dec)
invokes PRG, PDRE and the CRFEN 0 ,D0 ,S 0 for N 0 , D0 , S 0 set below. For any λ and any function
f ∈ Fλ,N,D,S and input x ∈ {0, 1}N , the algorithms proceed as follows:
Single-key Compact FE Scheme CFE
$

• Setup: CFE.Setup(1λ ) samples (mpk, msk) ← CRFE.Setup(1λ ).
• Key Generation: CFE.KeyGen(msk, f ) does the following:
– Decompose function f to {(Fi , Si , Ii )}i∈[`] ← Decomp(1λ , f ).
$

– For each index i ∈ [`], sample a uniformly random bit CTi and generate a key ski ←
CRFE.KeyGen(msk, fi ) for fi defined as: On input x of length N , two PRG seeds s1 , s2
each of length `1/(1+α) and a bit b.
(
renc(Fi , x|Si , PRG(s1 )|Ii ) if b = 0
fi (x, s1 , s2 , b) =
CTi ⊕ PRG(s2 )|i
if b = 1
(We show below in Claim 2 how to represent fi as a circuit and index-set pair (Ci , ρi ) such
that fi (x, s1 , s2 , b) = Ci ((x, s1 , s2 , b)|ρi ), and analyze various bounds N 0 , D0 , S 0 related to
fi .)
$

1/(1+α)

• Encryption: CFE.Enc(mpk, x) samples s1 , s2 ← {0, 1}`

, and generates

$

ct ← CRFE.Enc(mpk, (x, s1 , s2 , 0))
• Decryption: CFE.Dec(sk, ct) computes for each i ∈ [`] the ith bit of the encoding fd
(x)i =
d
CRFE.Dec(ski , ct), and then evaluates the output f (x) = REval(f (x)).

Figure 3: Caption
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3.2.1

Compactness of CFE

We show that CFE is a compact FE scheme, which requires a new analysis different from [AJS15,
BV15], since we use tools with different parameters. In particular, our PRG has only n(1+α) -stretch,
as opposed to large polynomial stretch; to compensate for this, the Yao-AIK PDRE has linear
efficiency.
We start by showing that each of the component functions fi (see Figure 3) can be computed
by circuits whose depth and size are completely independent of those of the original function f .
Then, in Lemma 1, we show that CFE is compact.
Claim 2. For every λ ∈ N, the functions fi used in CFE.Enc (Figure 3) belong to the function class
Fλ,N 0 ,D0 ,S 0 , where
N 0 (λ) = N (λ) + 2`(λ) + 1

D0 (λ) = d(λ) + 5,

0

S 0 (λ) = O(2D (λ) )

Proof. To analyze the bounds N 0 , D0 , S 0 on the input length, circuit depth, and circuit size of fi , we
first show how to present it as (Ci , ρi ), such that, fi (x, s1 , s2 , b) = Ci ((x, s1 , s2 , b)|ρi ).
Towards this, let (PRGj , πj ) be the pair describing the function PRG(s)j that computes the
j th bit of the output of PRG, that is, PRGj (s|πj ) = PRG(s)|j . We first describe ρi and then the
circuit Ci .
To compute fi , the following bits in the entire input X = (x, s1 , s2 , b) are needed.
• Si contains the indexes of bits in x needed for computing fi ; let x0 = X|Si .
• For every j ∈ Ii , Ki,j contains the indexes of bits in s1 needed for computing PRG(s1 )|j .
Ki,j = {N + k | k ∈ πj }
Let s01,j = X|Ki,j .
• Li contains the indexes of bits in s2 needed for computing PRG(s2 )|i .
n
o
Li = N + `1/(1+α) + k | k ∈ πi
Let s02 = X|Li
• The bit b has index N + 2`1/(1+α) + 1.
Therefore, we set

ρi = Si ∪ ∪j∈[Ii ] Ki,j ∪ Li ∪ {N + 2`1/(1+α) + 1}
The circuit Ci on input X 0 = X|ρi can parse the input as (x0 , {s01,j }j∈Ii , s02 , b), and compute fi (x)
by computing the relevant PRG output bits, and the ith bit of the encoding. To do so, the circuit
Ci contains the circuits PRGj for every j ∈ Ii and j = i, and the circuit for computing renc. The
procedure of Ci is described in Figure 4.
Parameters N 0 , D0 , S 0 Clearly, the input (x, s1 , s2 , b) of fi has length N 0 = N + 2`1/(1+α) + 1. The
depth D0 of the circuit Ci is dominated by the depth d of PRG. Once the relevant PRG output
bits are computed, the rest of the computation, namely, computing renc of the Yao-AIK scheme
and branching depending on the mode b can be performed in depth 5 (the former can be done
in depth 3, and the latter in 2). Therefore D0 = d + 5. Finally, the size S 0 of Ci is again dominated by size of the circuits PRGj computing individual output bits of PRG, since the rest of
computation (renc and branching depending on the mode) can be done in constant size. Hence,
S 0 = O(maxj |P RGj |). Since PRG ∈ NC1 , |PRGj | ≤ 2d for all j, and we can set S 0 = O(2d ).
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Circuit C[{PRGj }, PRGi , renc, F, CT ](X 0 )
Hardwired Content: A set of circuits {PRGj }j∈J , PRGi for computing a subset J ∪ {i} of
output bits through PRG (in a valid circuit J = Ii ), and the circuit for computing renc. A
string F and a bit CT .
Input: A string X 0 . (A valid input X 0 = X|ρi for some input X = (x, s1 , s2 , b) and i ∈ [`].)
Procedure:
• Parse X 0 = (x0 , {s01,j }j∈J , s02 , b)). (Note that parsing can be done trivially through
wiring the input bits appropriately)
• If b = 0
1. For every j ∈ J, compute rj = PRGj (s01,j ).
2. Compute z = renc(F, x0 , {rj }).
• If b = 1
1. Compute σ = PRGi (s02 ).
2. Compute z = CT ⊕ σ.
Output: The bit z.

Figure 4: Circuit C
Lemma 1. Let α > 0 be a constant and let  := α/(1 + α). If PRG has n1+α -stretch and PDRE has
linear efficiency, then the functional encryption scheme CFE is (1 − )-sublinearly compact.
Proof. The efficiency of CRFEN 0 ,D0 ,S 0 guarantees that when encrypting a string X = (x, s1 , s2 , b)
of length N 0 the encryption time is bounded by
TimeCRFE.Enc (mpk, X) = poly(λ, S 0 ) · N 0 .
By the fact that N 0 = N + 2`1/(1+α) + 1, S 0 = O(2d ) and d = O(log λ), and that the encryption time
of CFEN,D,S is dominated by the encryption time of CRFEN 0 ,D0 ,S 0 , we have
TimeCFE.Enc = poly(λ, N ) · `1/(1+α) .
Recall that ` = `(λ, N, S) is an upperbound on the length of the randomized encoding (and
the number of random bits needed for generating it) for a computation with input length N , and
circuit size S. By the linear efficiency of the Yao-AIK scheme, `(λ, N, S) = poly(λ)S. Plugging this
into the above equation for TimeCFE.Enc ,
TimeCFE.Enc = poly(λ, N )(poly(λ)S)1/(1+α) = poly(λ, N )S 1/(1+α)
Therefore, CFE is (1 − α/(1 + α))-sublinearly compact.
3.2.2

Security of CFE

Since the above construction of CFE can be viewed as a special case of that in [AJS15], using
specific tools, it follows from their analysis that.
Lemma 2. CFE defined above is a single-key selectively secure FE scheme for NC1 .
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3.3

IO from FE for Constant Degree Polynomials

As an interesting corollary of the bootstrapping technique, we can show how to get IO starting
from FE for constant degree polynomials. We will not pursue this direction further in this paper,
but offer this section as an observation of independent interest.
Theorem 5 directly implies that assuming the existence of subexponentially secure n1+α -stretch
PRG in NC0 , it suffices to construct FE for Boolean NC0 , or equivalently, FE for constant degree
polynomials. In this section, we give a more refined analysis, and show that if the underlying
PRG can be computed in degree deg, then it suffice to have FE for degree (2 deg +2) polynomials.
In particular, if there exists a n1+α -stretch PRG with degree 2 over GF (2), then FE for degree 6
polynomials over GF (2) suffices.
Corollary 1 (IO from FE for Constant-Degree Polynomials). Assume the existence of a sub-exponentially
secure n1+α -stretch PRG PRG computable in degree deg for any positive constant α. Then, IO for P/poly
is implied by (collusion resistant) FE schemes FE for degree (2 deg +2) polynomials over GF (2) with
subexponential selective security and encryption time linear in the input length.
Proof. Towards the corollary, we need to show that the function fi used in the encryption algorithm CFE.Enc can be computed in degree 2 deg +2. This follows since the computation in mode
0 has degree 2 deg +1, and the computation in mode 1 has degree deg +1. Then since branching
based on mode can be done in degree 1, the overall degree is 2 deg +2. In mode 0, one bit in the
randomized encoding of the Yao-AIK scheme is computed. Since every encoding bit of Yao-AIK
scheme has degree 2 in the random bits and degree 1 in the input bit, the degree of the output bit
is exactly 2 deg +2. In mode 1, it essentially computes a random bit using PRG and XOR it with a
hardwired bit CT , and hence the degree is bounded by deg +1.

4

Graded Encoding with the Joint-SXDH Assumption

Our definition of Graded Encoding (GE) schemes for prime order rings (namely, rings whose
additive group has prime order) is based on the definition of GE schemes from [GGH13b] and
follow-up works. In a nutshell, a GES for a ring R consists of a collection of encodings that we
denote [a]` , where a ∈ R is a ring element, and ` is a “label” that comes from a label space L.
One can efficiently perform constrained homomorphic computation on these encodings. That is, (1)
Encodings with the same label can be homomorphically added; and (2) Encodings with labels that
satisfy certain “pairable” constraints can be homomorphically multiplied.
We also consider Noisy Graded Encoding (NGE) schemes which work as above except that
there is a set of encodings of a ring element a ∈ R under a label ` ∈ L, and not a single one as
with GE schemes. Correspondingly, an NGE scheme also comes with a zero-testing procedure that
checks whether encodings with a special zero-testing label `? belong to the set [0]`? .
In the literature, there are many variants of GE (and NGE) schemes. Different variants use
different types of labels (e.g., integers, sets, paths in a graph), and correspondingly different criteria
of being “pairable”.
In Section 4.1, we first present a general formalization of GES that uses a generic label set
L, and a general function “pairable” to determine which two labels l1 , l2 ∈ L can be paired together. Previous variants of GESs are special cases of this general formulation. In Section 4.4,
we define the concrete label set L and the concrete function pairable used in this work, for
the construction of FE schemes. We call this a tree-GES scheme. Additionally, we show that
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tree-GES can be implemented using either the graph-based or the set-based GESs from the literature [GGH13b, BGK+ 13, GGH15]. However, we prefer to use the tree-GES formulation as it
expresses directly the properties we need in the construction. That is, we decouple the construction of FE schemes from our new GES variant, namely tree-GES, from the implementation of the
new GES variant from more standard versions.
In Section 4.3, we consider a simple and concrete hardness assumption over GES, namely
the joint-SXDH assumption. (It naturally corresponds to the joint-SXDH assumption over jointly
sampled asymmetric bilinear maps in Section 5.5.)
Finally, looking ahead, we remark that in addition to homomorphic addition and multiplication, we also require efficient homomorphic scalar multiplication (in both our clean and noisy encoding definitions). Scalar multiplication is important for reducing the security of our FE scheme
to the simple, instance independent, joint-SXDH assumption. The need for efficient homomorphic scalar multiplication is shared by other IO and FE constructions from simple assumptions
such as [GLSW15, GLW14, GGHZ16].

4.1

Clean Graded Encoding Schemes

We first define (clean) graded encoding schemes and then generalize to define noisy ones.
Definition 12 (Clean Graded Encoding). Let R be a ring, L ⊆ {0, 1}∗ be a set of labels, and pairable :
L × L → L ∪ {⊥} be a function. A graded encoding scheme GES for (R, L, pairable) is associated with
a tuple of PPT algorithms (InstGen, Encode, Add, SMult, Mult) which behave as follows:
$

• (pp, ep) ← InstGen(1λ ). The p.p.t. instance generation algorithm InstGen outputs a public parameter pp and and encoding parameter ep that describe an (R, L, pairable)-graded encoding scheme.
• A ← Encode(ep, α ∈ R, l ∈ L). The deterministic encoding algorithm Encode takes as input
the encoding parameter ep, a ring element α and a label l and outputs an encoding A. We will also
use the shorthand [α]l for the unique encoding of α ∈ R under label l ∈ L, namely the output of
Encode(pp, α ∈ R, l ∈ L).
• B ← Add(pp, A1 , A2 ). The p.p.t. addition algorithm takes as input the public parameters, encodings
A1 = [α1 ]l1 and A2 = [α2 ]l2 , and outputs
B = A1 ⊕ A2 = [α1 + α2 ]l
if l1 = l2 = l and ⊥ otherwise.
• B ← SMult(pp, β ∈ R, A). The p.p.t. scalar multiplication algorithm takes as input the public
parameters, an encoding A = [α]l and a scalar β ∈ R, and outputs
B=β

A = [βα]l

• B ← Mult(pp, A1 , A2 ). The p.p.t. multiplication algorithm takes as input the public parameters,
encodings A1 = [α1 ]l1 and A2 = [α2 ]l2 , and outputs
B = A1 ⊗ A2 = [α1 α2 ]l3
if pairable(l1 , l2 ) = l3 ∈ L and ⊥ otherwise.
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Note that in the above definition, the ring R, the label set L, and the function pairable are
fixed, independent of the security parameter. We can also consider a stronger version of GES for
an ensemble of triples {(Rλ , Lλ , pairableλ )}λ∈N depending on the security parameters.
Definition 13. A graded encoding scheme GES for {(Rλ , Lλ , pairableλ )}λ is defined identically as
in Definition 12, except that for every λ ∈ N, the p.p.t. algorithm InstGen outputs a description of
(Rλ , Lλ , pairableλ ) and the algorithms (InstGen, Encode, Add, SMult, Mult) behaves w.r.t. the ring R =
Rλ , the label set L = Lλ , and function pairable = pairableλ .
For convenience of notation, in the rest of the paper, we will simply use binary operators ⊕,
and ⊗ in place of the efficient algorithms Add, SMult and Mult.

4.2

Noisy Graded Encoding Schemes

We generalize the definition above to consider noisy encodings, where there are multiple encodings for the same ring element and label. This necessitates two changes to the definition, providing
additional capabilities that were implicit in the definition of clean graded encodings.
Definition 14 (Noisy Graded Encoding). A noisy graded encoding scheme GES for (R, L, l? , pairable)
where l? ∈ L is associated with the PPT algorithms (InstGen, Encode, Add, SMult, Mult, Eq) just as in the
clean graded encoding from Definition 12, with the addition of the equality testing algorithm Eq. We describe the additional properties of a noisy graded encoding (on top of what Definition 12 requires) below.
• Probabilistic Encoding Algorithm: The encoding algorithm Encode(ep, α, l) is a probabilistic
algorithm (as opposed to deterministic in the definition of clean encodings). Consequently, we define
[α]l to be the set of all encodings of α ∈ R under label l ∈ L produced by Encode.
• Disjoint Encodings: The sets of encodings of different ring elements under different labels are
disjoint. That is, for every α, α0 ∈ R and l, l0 ∈ L, if (α, l) 6= (α0 , l0 ), [α]l ∩ [α0 ]l0 = ∅.
When there is no cause for confusion, we will slightly abuse notation and denote A = [α]l when
instead we should be writing A ∈ [α]l .
• Equality Testing: There is an additional p.p.t. algorithm Eq(pp, A1 , A2 ) that takes as input the
public parameter pp, encodings A1 = [α1 ]l? and A2 = [α2 ]l? , outputs 1 iff α1 = α2 . We call l? the
equality-testing label. Note that for clean graded encoding structures, equality testing can be done
efficiently for every label, by simply testing the equality of the encodings as strings.
• µ-Indistinguishable Linear-homomorphic Operations: For a linear function L : Rn → R, we
abuse notation and denote by L([x]l ) the operation of applying the linear function L to the encodings
[x1 ]l , [x2 ]l , . . . , [xn ]l . This can be done using a combination of Add and SMult.
The indistinguishable-linear homomorphic operations guarantee that performing linear operations to
the encodings of a vector produce indistinguishable encodings as directly encoding the outputs of the
linear operations. In the case of clean graded encoding schemes, since encodings are unique, this
property is automatically fulfilled. With this property, a noisy graded encoding scheme behaves like
a clean graded encoding scheme. In the rest of the paper, for convenience, we abuse notation to write
L([x]l ) = [L(x)]l .
Formally, for every PPT adversary A, we require the following games for b = 0 or 1 to be µindistinguishable.
λ
HomGES
A (1 , b) proceeds as follows:
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$

– Public Parameter. The challenger CH sends A the public and encoding parameters (pp, ep) ←
InstGen(1λ ), which describe a (R, L, l? , pairable)-noisy GES structure.
– Linear Function Query. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by
A. Upon A choosing a linear function L and a vector x ∈ Rm of arbitrary length, and a label
l ∈ L, CH does:
$

∗ If b = 0, sample [x]l ← Encode(ep, x, l) and send A the encoding X0 = L([x]l ).
$

∗ If b = 1, send A the encoding X1 ← Encode(ep, L(x), l).
– Finally A outputs a bit b0 .

4.3

The joint-SXDH Assumption

We observe that encodings of different ring elements under the same label l “acts” as a group:
Gl = {[α]l : α ∈ R} with operation ⊕ that achieves [α1 ]l ⊕ [α2 ]l = [α1 + α2 ]l . (In the case of
clean GES schemes, Gl is actually a group). Moreover, encodings under different labels l1 , l2 can
be paired together whenever pairable(l1 , l2 ) = l3 6= ⊥. Therefore, it is natural to view encodings
under labels l1 , l2 that are pairable as a noisy generalization of the classical asymmetric bilinear
groups, and GES as a further generalization that enables “a richer computation structure”. We
now naturally generalize the symmetric external Diffie-Hellman (SXDH) assumption over jointly
sampled asymmetric bilinear groups to the setting of (noisy) GES.
Before we define the joint-SXDH assumption, we need to define the notion of the closure of
the pairable relation, which we denote pairable∗ . pairable∗ (l1 , l2 ) = 1 if there are labels l3 and
l4 such that pairable∗ (l1 , l3 ) = 1, pairable∗ (l2 , l4 ) = 1, and pairable(l3 , l4 ) 6= ⊥. Otherwise,
pairable∗ (l1 , l2 ) = 0.
The joint-SXDH Assumption The joint-SXDH assumption over GES requires that encodings of
the same DDH tuple (a, b, ab) under a set S of labels to be indistinguishable to that of (a, b, r) under
the same set, as long as no two labels in S are in pairable∗ , the closure of the pairable relation.
Formally, for every ensemble {Sλ } of polynomial-sized sets satisfying that for every λ and every
i, j ∈ Sλ , pairable∗λ (li , lj ) = ⊥, the following two ensembles are µ-indistinguishable:
n
o
$
$
(pp, ep) ← InstGen(1λ ), a, b ← R : pp, {[a]l , [b]l , [ab]l }l∈Sλ
n
oλ
$
$
λ
(pp, ep) ← InstGen(1 ), a, b, r ← R : pp, {[a]l , [b]l , [r]l }l∈Sλ
λ

When |Sλ | = 1, the above gives the SXDH assumption over GES. When |Sλ | > 1, clearly if any two
labels li , lj are pairable, the above ensembles are distinguishable. In a similar vein, if two labels li , lj
are in the closure of pairable, then again the above ensembles are distinguishable. However, when
no pairs of labels are in the closure of pairable, the joint-SXDH assumption possibly holds.

4.4

Tree-GES: Graded Encoding for Depth-D 4-ary Trees

We now specify the parameters, {(Rλ , Lλ , lλ? , pairableλ )}λ∈N , of the GES we use. Roughly speaking, we require the GES scheme to support a “computation structure” that corresponds to a depthD (complete) 4-ary tree. When D is a constant, such a scheme can be instantiated with a GES for a
fixed tuple (L, l? , pairable), and when D is a logarithmic function, it can be instantiated with GES
for an ensemble {(Lλ , lλ? , pairableλ )}λ∈N . In both cases, we consider arbitrary prime order rings
R∼
= Zp .
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For convenience, we call such GES schemes, tree-GES schemes. The reason that we consider
GES for both constant and logarithmic depth 4-ary tree is that the former suffices for our FE construction later if assuming the existence of a sub-exponentially secure PRG in NC0 , and the latter
is needed if assuming sub-exponentially secure PRG in NC1 .
GES for Constant-Depth 4-ary Tree. Let D be a constant. Consider a 4-ary tree T of depth D,
where the root is at layer 0 and the leaves are at layer D. Every node in layer 0 ≤ d ≤ D is labeled
with a length-d 4-ary string, l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d . In particular, the root is labeled with the empty string
ε. A GES scheme for depth-D 4-ary tree is a GES scheme for a fixed tuple (L, l? , pairable) defined
as follows:
• The label set L = {0, 1, 2, 3}≤D is the set of nodes in a depth D 4-ary tree.
Note: It will be instructive to think of encodings with label l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}≤D as being associated with
node l in T .
• The equality testing label l? = ε, corresponding to the root of T .
• The function pairable is defined as follows: we allow the first two children l||0 and l||1, or
the second two children l||2 and l||3 of any node l, to be paired together and produce output
label l. That is,
(
l
if (l1 , l2 ) = (l||0, l||1) or (l||2, l||3)
?
pairable (l1 , l2 ) =
⊥ otherwise
We will let pairable∗ to be the closure of pairable, as defined in Section 4.3. That is, we
allow labels l1 , l2 that are descendants of such two children to be paired together, still producing label l. Without loss of generality, assume that l1 ≤ l2 .
(
l
if l1 , l2 are descendants of l10 , l20 s.t. (l10 , l20 ) = (l||0, l||1) or (l||2, l||3)
∗
pairable (l1 , l2 ) =
⊥ otherwise
GES for Logarithmic-Depth 4-ary Tree Let D be a logarithmic function. GES for Depth-D 4-ary
Tree is a GES for the ensemble {(L, l? , pairable)} defined as follows: For every λ ∈ N,
• The label set L = Lλ {0, 1, 2, 3}≤D is the set of labels of all nodes in the depth D = D(λ) =
c log λ 4-ary tree.
• The equality testing label l? = lλ? = ε.
• The function pairable is defined identically as above, over the bigger set of labels.
In the full version of the paper, we show how to implement tree-GES, starting from more
standard notions such as set-based GES [GGH+ 13c, BGK+ 13] and graph-based GES [GGH15].
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5

Function-Hiding Secret-Key IPE

In this section, we construct a function-hiding secret-key inner-product functional encryption
(IPE) scheme. We first recall in Section 5.3 the IPE scheme proposed by Bishop, Jain and Kowalczyk (BJK) [BJK15] which is based on the SXDH assumption on asymmetric bilinear groups and
satisfies a weak notion of function-hiding. We build on the BJK scheme in two important ways.
First, we require our scheme to be secure even when the randomness for generating the function keys and ciphertexts are “shared” between different instances of the IPE scheme. This strengthened notion called multi-instance function hiding (with shared randomness) is introduced in Section 5.4. We observe in Section 5.5 that the weak function-hiding property of the BJK scheme is
robust to sharing randomness as required in the multi-instance setting.
Second, in Section 5.7, we generically (without making any other assumptions) bootstrap any
weak function-hiding IPE scheme that is multi-instance secure to a (strong) function-hiding IPE
scheme that is multi-instance secure. We remark that even setting aside the multi-instance aspect
of the IPE scheme, our scheme gives a construction of function-hiding IPE secure under the SXDH
assumption on asymmetric bilinear groups. As we described in the introduction, strong functionhiding IPE was previously constructed in the work of Datta, Dutta and Mukhopadhyay [DDM16];
however, their construction is complex and non-generic, whereas we show a general transformation from any weak function-hiding IPE scheme.
We start by introducing secret-key IPE in Section 5.1 and asymmetric bilinear groups in Section 5.2.

5.1

Secret-Key Inner Product Functional Encryption

A secret-key inner product functional encryption (SKIPE) scheme for length-N inner products is a
secret key FE scheme for the function class of computing inner products of length-N vectors over
some ring R. In this work, we consider a slight generalization, and allow the setup algorithm
of the secret key IPE scheme to receive as input some public parameter pp, which in particular
specifies the ring R over which inner products are computed. This generalization allows us to
flexibly consider running the same scheme with different public parameters. For example, both
the BJK IPE scheme and our secret key IPE scheme use a public parameter pp that describes a pair
of asymmetric bilinear groups of prime order p, and computes inner products over R = Zp . Due
to our generalization, we can consider instantiating these schemes with different distributions of
asymmetric bilinear groups. In particular, in our FE construction later, we will instantiate them
with graded encodings with different labels that behave like asymmetric bilinear groups.
Syntax Let G be a public parameter generator and N = N (λ). A secret-key inner product functional encryption (IPE) scheme skIPE for length-N inner products consists of four PPT algorithms
(skIPE.Setup, skIPE.KeyGen, skIPE.Enc, skIPE.Dec). When instantiated with G, the algorithms proceed as follows:
• Setup: skIPE.Setup(1λ , pp) is an algorithm that on input a security parameter 1λ and a public parameter pp in the support of G(1λ ) outputs a master secret key msk. pp contains the
description of a ring R.
• Key Generation: skIPE.KeyGen(msk, y) on input the master secret key and the description of a
vector y ∈ RN , outputs a secret key sk.
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• Encryption: skIPE.Enc(msk, x) on input the master secret key and a message x ∈ RN , outputs
an encryption ct of x.
• Decryption: skIPE.Dec(sk, ct) computes x · y over R.
Correctness: We define perfect correctness of decryption here, although our definition can be
generalized to allow a negligible decryption error. For every λ, every pp, and every x, y ∈ RN , the
following holds


$
msk ← skIPE.Setup(1λ , pp)


$
Pr  ct ←
: skIPE.Dec(sk, ct) = x · y over R = 1
skIPE.Enc(msk, x)
$
sk ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, y)
5.1.1

Function Hiding and Weak Function Hiding

In the secret-key setting, researchers have considered a very strong security property of functional
encryption, namely input- and function-hiding. The combination of input- and function-hiding
provides privacy guarantees not only for the encrypted inputs but also for the encoded functions.
More specifically, in the setting of inner product encryption, the security definition requires that
the function keys and ciphertexts of vectors {yj0 } and {x0i } are indistinguishable from that of {yj1 }
and {x1i }, as long as the inner products of every input and function pair are identical. Namely,
x0i · yj0 = x1i · yj1
Definition 15 (Function Hiding for Secret Key IPE). Let G be a public parameter generator and N a
polynomial. We say that a secret key IPE skIPE = (skIPE.Setup, skIPE.KeyGen, skIPE.Enc, skIPE.Dec)
for computing length-N inner products is µ-function hiding w.r.t. G, if for every PPT adversary A, and
every sufficiently large security parameter λ ∈ N, the adversary’s advantage in the following games is
bounded by µ(λ):
skIPE λ
skIPE λ
AdvtskIPE
A,G = Pr[FH.ExpA,G (1 , 0) = 1] − Pr[FH.ExpA,G (1 , 1) = 1] ≤ µ(λ)
λ
The game FH.ExpskIPE
A,G (1 , b) proceeds as follows:
$

• Public Parameter and Key Generation. The challenger CH samples a public parameter pp ← G,
$
which contains the description of a ring R, and a master secret key msk ← skIPE.Setup(1λ , pp).
• Function and Message Queries. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined
by A: In iteration i,
– Upon A choosing a pair of challenge functions yi0 , yi1 ∈ RN (λ) . CH sends A a function key
$
ski ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yib ).
– Upon A choosing a pair of challenge messages x0i , x1i ∈ RN (λ) . CH sends A a ciphertext
$
cti ← skIPE.Enc(msk, xbi ).
• Finally A outputs a bit b0 .
Restriction R: Every message query x0i , x1i and every function query yj0 , yj1 must satisfy that x0i · yj0 =
x1i · yj1 .
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We call the above definition of security function-hiding security, or sometimes strong functionhiding security, to distinguish from the weaker security guarantee below.
Definition 16 (Weak Function Hiding for Secret Key IPE). We say that a secret key IPE skIPE for
computing length-N inner products is µ-weak function hiding w.r.t. G, if the condition in Definition 15
skIPE λ
λ
holds for a modified experiment wFH.ExpskIPE
A,G (1 , b) which is identical to FH.ExpA,G (1 , b) except that
0
the restriction R is replaced with the restriction R below.
Restriction R0 : Every message query x0i , x1i and every function query yj0 , yj1 must satisfy that x0i · yj0 =
x0i · yj1 = x1i · yj1 .

5.2

Asymmetric Bilinear Groups

Let G denote a group generator that on input 1λ outputs (p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗), where G0 , G1 , GT are
groups with prime order p. G0 and G1 are referred to as the source groups and GT as the target group. Assume without loss of generality that the description of the source groups contain
generators g0 , g1 of G0 , G1 . In addition, the following properties hold.
• Admissible: ⊗ : G0 × G1 → GT is efficiently computable and gT = g0 ⊗ g1 generates GT .
• Bilinear: For any a, b ∈ Zp , g0a ⊗ g1b = (g0 ⊗ g1 )ab = gTab .
The Bracket Notation To be consistent with the notations for graded encodings later, we use the
following bracket notations to denote group elements.
[a]0 = g0a ,

[b]1 = g0b ,

[c]T = gTc

Under this notation, the generators in group x ∈ {0, 1, T } is represented as [1]x = gx . We also
use the following vector notation to represent vectors of group elements succinctly: For any v =
(v1 , · · · , vm ) ∈ Zm
p , and x ∈ {0, 1, T }:
[v]x = [v1 ]x · · · [vm ]x
Homomorphic Operations Informally, [a]x can be viewed as an encoding of a in group Gx .
Then, using multiplication and exponentiation in each group, we can perform addition “⊕” and
scalar multiplication “ ” to vectors encoded in the same group x. Formally, for any v, w ∈ Zm
p ,
and α ∈ Zp ,
[v]x ⊕ [w]x := [v + w]x = ([v1 + w1 ]x · · · [vm + wm ]x )
α

[v]x := ([v]x )α = [αv]x = ([αv1 ]x · · · [αvm ]x )

In particular, this means we can homomorphically evaluate any linear function L in Zp , over
encoded vectors. We conveniently write
L([v]x ) = [L(v)]x
Using pairing, we can compute inner product “·” of two vectors encoded in different source
groups.
M
[v]0 · [w]1 :=
[vi ]0 ⊗ [wi ]1 = [v · w]T
i∈[m]
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The SXDH Assumption The SXDH assumption states that the standard DDH assumption holds
in each of the source groups. Formally, for each source group Gx for x ∈ {0, 1}, the following two
ensembles are µ-indistinguishable.
n
o
$
$
(p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗) ← G(1λ ), a, b ← Zp : (p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗), [a]x , [b]x , [ab]x
n
oλ
$
$
λ
(p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗) ← G(1 ), a, b, r ← Zp : (p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗), [a]x , [b]x , [r]x
λ

5.3

BJK Weak Function Hiding Secret Key IPE

Bishop, Jain and Kowalczyk constructed a secret key IPE with the weak function hiding property
using asymmetric bilinear groups in which the SXDH assumption holds. We recall their scheme.
Dual Pairing Vector Space The BJK construction employs the concept of dual pairing vector
space of Okamoto and Takashima [OT08, OT09]. The algorithm Dual(Zm
p ) samples two random
sets of vectors B = {b1 , · · · bm } and B ? = {b?1 · · · b?m } of Zm
,
subject
to
the
constraint that they are
p
?
T
−1
“dual orthonormal” meaning that B = (B ) , that is,
bi · b?i = 1
bi ·

b?j

=0

(mod p) for all i
(mod p) for all i 6= j
m×(m/2)

For convenience, we will denote by B1 = [b1 k · · · kbm/2 ] and B2 = [bm/2+1 k · · · kbm ] in Zp
the first and the second halves of columns in B, when m is even.

Overview of the BJK Scheme Fix any input length polynomial N = N (λ). The BJK scheme for
N
computing length-N inner products, which we will denote as skIPE , treats the plaintext vector
x and the key vector y completely symmetrically. To achieve weak function hiding, they encode
x in source group G0 and y in source group G1 . The inner product can then be computed using
pairing between G0 and G1 . The scheme cannot directly publish [x]0 and [y]1 , since the SXDH
assumption does not imply that encoded (non-random) vectors would be hidden. Instead, x, y
are first “embedded” into dual orthonormal spaces, like B ? x and By, before encoding. The dual
orthonormal spaces are sampled at random, and hence the embeddings are random, subject to
preserving the inner product x · y. For the proof to go through, another key ingredient in the
scheme is embedding the vectors twice and additionally masking the embedding with random
$
?
? $
scalars. More specifically, the scheme samples B, B ? ← Dual(Z2m
p ) and α, α , β, β ← Zp , and
embeds x, y as follows:
vx = α? B1? x + β ? B2? x

vy = αB1 y + βB2 y

Clearly, vx · vy = (αα? + ββ ? )x · y
(To remove the effect of θ = (αα? + ββ ? ) from the final output, the scheme separately embeds the
$
scalars in smaller dual orthonormal spaces D, D? ← Dual(Z2p ).) We refer to the first embedding
using B1 , B1? as the first slot, and that using B2 , B2? the second slot. The use of double embedding
and random scalar masks provide enough ambiguity, so that, in a hybrid security proof, vx (or vy )
can be information theoretically “repurposed” to embed a different x? in one of the two slots, w.r.t.
a different dual orthonormal space F, F ? . This allows us to gradually change the embedded vectors in different slots of different function keys and ciphertexts one by one in the hybrid security
proof.
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Because of the importance of this double embedding, we will explicitly write it as:
dE(B, v; α, β) = αB1 v + βB2 v , and
dE(B, v; α, β) · dE(B ? , w; α? , β ? ) = θ(v · w) , where θ = αα? + ββ ?
Remark 1 (Linearity of the Double Embedding Function). We remark that the double embedding function dE is lineally homomorphic in the sense that, for any w1 = dE(B, v1 ; α, β) and w2 = dE(B, v2 ; α, β),
the following holds:
w1 + w2 = dE(B, v1 + v2 ; α, β)
γw1 = dE(B, γv1 ; α, β)
This linearity will be very useful later when constructing our slotted public-key IPE scheme.
N

The BJK Schemes We now formally describe the BJK scheme skIPE for computing lengthN inner products. Let pp = (p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗) be the public parameters describing asymmetric
bilinear groups with order p.
$

$

?
2
• Setup: skIPE.Setup(1λ , pp) samples (B, B ? ) ← Dual(Z2N
p ) and (D, D ) ← Dual(Zp ). It sets
?
?
msk = (B, B , D, D ).

• Key Generation: skIPE.KeyGen(msk, y) on input the master secret key msk = (B, B ? , D, D? )
$
and vector y ∈ ZN
p . It samples two random scalars α, β ← Zp , and then computes
sk[1] = [c]1 = [dE(B, y; α, β)]1
sk[2] = [e]1 = [dE(D, 1; α, β)]1
It outputs sk = [c]1 , [e]1 .
• Encryption: skIPE.Enc(msk, x) on input the master secret key msk = (B, B ? , D, D? ) and vector
?
? $
x ∈ Zm
p , samples two random scalars α , β ← Zp , and then computes
ct[1] = [c? ]0 = [dE(B ? , x; α? , β ? )]0
ct[2] = [e? ]0 = [dE(D? , 1; α? , β ? )]0
It outputs ct = [c? ]0 , [e? ]0 .
• Decryption: skIPE.Dec(sk, ct) on input sk = [c]1 , [e]1 and ct = [c? ]0 , [e? ]0 computes
[e? ]0 ⊗ [e]1 = [αα? + ββ ? ]T = [θ]T
[c? ]0 ⊗ [c]1 = [dE(B ? , x; α? , β ? ) · dE(B, y; α, β)]T
= [(αα? + ββ ? )(x · y)]T
= [θ(x · y)]T
If z = x·y is bounded by some polynomial bound Γ = Γ(λ). Then z can be extracted through
trying all possible values i ∈ [Γ], and outputting the value i satisfying
[θ(x · y)]T = i

[θ]T

It is easy to verify that the BJK scheme is correct for computing inner products whose value fall
into a polynomial range.
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Weak Function Hiding In [BJK15], it is shown that their scheme guarantees the indistinguishability of experiments FH.Exp(1λ , 0) and FH.Exp(1λ , 1) if the adversaries choose only message and
function queries {(x0i , x1i )} and {(yj0 , yj1 )}, such that,
x0i · yj0 = x0i · yj1 = x1i · yj0 = x1i · yj1
This restriction is even more stringent than the restriction in our weak function hiding definition.
However, a careful examination of their security proof reveals that either the second or the third
equation (they are symmetric) is redundant (namely, their security proof goes through without it).
In other words, the BJK scheme satisfies the weak function-hiding security definition.
Lemma 3 ([BJK15]). Assume that the SXDH assumption holds in the asymmetric bilinear groups generN
ated by G. Then, for any polynomial N , the BJK secret key IPE scheme skIPE is weak function hiding
w.r.t. G.
Proof Idea. The proof of this lemma appears in the work of Bishop, Jain and Kowalczyk [BJK15].
Here, we describe the intuition behind the proof, highlighting the reason why they only achieve
weak function-hiding.
The BJK proof strategy uses two sequence of hybrids to show the indistinguishability of the
IPE λ
λ
two experiments, wFH.ExpIPE
A,G (1 , 0) and wFH.ExpA,G (1 , 1), where the former generates function
0
0
keys and ciphertexts for vectors {yj } and {xi }, and the latter generates keys and ciphertexts for
{yj1 } and {x1i }. The first sequence of hybrids switches the ciphertexts from encrypting {x0i } to
encrypting {x1i } one by one, while keeping the function keys always the same, encoding vectors
{yj0 }. The indistinguishability of neighboring hybrids in this sequence relies on the fact that
x0i · yj0 = x1i · yj0

(3)

for all i, j. (In fact, yj1 never appears in these hybrids and cannot play any role in their indistinguishability proof.)
Following the first sequence, the second sequence switches the function keys from encoding
0
{yj } to encoding {yj1 }, while keeping the ciphertexts the same, encrypting {x1i }. For the same
reason, the indistinguishability of neighboring hybrids in the second sequence only relies on the
fact that
x1i · yj0 = x1i · yj1
(4)
λ
for all i, j. Therefore, the indistinguishability of wFH.ExpIPE
A,G (1 , b) for b = 0, 1 holds as long as
x0i · yj0 = x1i · yj0 = x1i · yj1 . In other words, the BJK scheme satisfies weak function hiding. Indeed,
this particular way of proving security seems to require both conditions 3 and 4 above, resulting
in weak function-hiding.
We will show in the sequel a general transformation that takes any weak function-hiding
scheme (in particular, the BJK scheme) for length-2N inner products and converts it into a strong
function-hiding scheme for length-N inner products.

5.4

Multi-Instance Function Hiding

In this work, as we noted above, we need (and will construct) secret key IPE schemes with the
full function hiding property, as opposed to weak function hiding achieved by the BJK scheme.
Furthermore, we strengthen the security property to consider multi-instance function hiding. By an
instance of the IPE scheme, we refer to a master secret key generated w.r.t. some public parameter,
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and the function keys and ciphertexts generated using this master secret key. We require function hiding to hold even when an adversary sees the functional keys and ciphertexts of multiple
instances. Clearly, if all instances are independent, then multi-instance function hiding follows
from the function hiding of each instance via a simple hybrid argument. We here consider a twofold correlation between different instances: First, the function keys and ciphertexts of different
instances are generated using shared randomness. Second, different instances are w.r.t. public parameters sampled jointly by a multi-parameter generator. These two features will be important
for our construction of FE from graded encoding schemes later.
Multi-Parameter Generator: Let MG denote a multi-parameter generator that on input 1λ outputs a set of polynomial number m = m(λ) of public parameters {ppi }i∈[m] . We consider the
restricted case where all public parameters specify the same ring R for computing inner products.
An example of such a generator we consider is a multi-group generator that samples parameters
ppi = (p, G0,i , G1,i , GT,i , ⊗i ) describing asymmetric bilinear groups where ⊗i : G0,i × G1,i → GT,i .
Definition 17 (Multi-Instance Function Hiding). Let MG be a multi-parameter generator, and N =
N (λ) and m = m(λ) be polynomial functions. We say that a secret key IPE skIPE for computing length-N
inner products is m-multi-instance µ-function hiding w.r.t. MG, if for every PPT adversary A, and
every sufficiently large security parameter λ ∈ N, the adversary’s advantage in the following games is
bounded by µ(λ):
skIPE
λ
skIPE
λ
AdvtskIPE
A,MG = Pr[MFHA,MG (1 , 0) = 1] − Pr[MFHA,MG (1 , 1) = 1] ≤ µ(λ)
λ
The experiment MFHskIPE
A,MG (1 , b) proceeds as follows:
$

• Public Parameter and Key Generation. Public parameters (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1λ ) are sampled, which contain the description of a ring R. The challenger CH samples master secret keys
$
{mskk ← skIPE.Setup(1λ , ppk )}k∈[m] .
• Function and Message Queries. Interact with A in an arbitrary number of iterations, where in
each iteration, A has four options.
Below every ri? and rj are random coins shared across the generation of multiple function keys and
ciphertexts, sampled independently and randomly by CH.
– Upon A sending message query (mesg (x0k,i or x1k,i ), k, i) for k ≤ m, CH sends A ciphertexts
$

ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(mskk , xbk,i ; ri? ).
0 or y1 ), k, j) for k ≤ m, CH sends A function
– Upon A sending function query (func (yk,j
k,j
$

b ; r ).
keys skk,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(mskk , yk,i
i

– Upon A sending auxiliary message query (aux-mesg {xl,k,i }l , k, i) for k > m, CH sends A
$
ciphertexts {ctl,k,i ← skIPE.Enc(mskk , xl,k,i ; ri? )}l .
– Upon A sending auxiliary function query (aux-func {y1,k,j }l , k, j) for k > m, CH sends A
$
function keys {skl,k,j ← skIPE.KeyGen(mskk , yl,k,j ; rj )}l .
For every k, i, j, queries of form (?, k, i) can only be submitted once.
• Finally A outputs a bit b0 .
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0 , y1 must
Restriction: For every k ∈ [m], challenge message query x0k,i , x1k,i and function query yk,j
k,j
0 = x1 · y 1 .
satisfy that x0k,i · yk,j
k,i
k,j

Note that the in the above definition, there are two types of queries, the challenge ones (mesg (x0k,i or x1k,i ), k, i)
0 or y1 ), k, j), and the auxiliary ones (aux-mesg {x
and (func (yk,j
l,k,i }l , k, i) and (aux-func {y1,k,j }l , k, j).
k,j
For the challenge queries, the information which message or function vectors are encoded must
be hidden. In this case, the same randomness ri? , ri can not be reused within the same instance.
On the other hand, for the auxiliary queries, no hiding guarantees are required and ri? , ri can be
reused even within the same instance.

5.5

Multi-Instance Weak Function Hiding

We can similarly consider weak function hiding in the multi-instance setting.
Definition 18 (Multi-Instance Weak Function Hiding). Let MG be a multi-parameter generator and
N a polynomial. We say that a secret key IPE skIPE for computing length-N inner products is µ-multiinstance weak function hiding w.r.t. MG if the condition in Definition 17 holds with a more stringent
restriction.
• Restriction: For every k ∈ [m], every challenge message query x0k,i , x1k,i and challenge function query
0 , y1 ) must satisfy that x0 · y0 = x1 · y0 = x1 · y1 .
(yk,j
k,j
k,i
k,j
k,i
k,j
k,i
k,j
As discussed above, the BJK scheme is function hiding w.r.t. a G that samples asymmetric bilinear groups where SXDH holds. In the multi-instance setting, when different instances share the
random coins for generating function keys and ciphertexts, we show that the BJK scheme is multiinstance function hiding w.r.t. any multi-group generator MG that generates many asymmetric
bilinear groups where SXDH holds jointly, formalized below.
$

The Joint-SXDH Assumption Consider (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1λ ) generated by MG, where
ppi = (p, Gi,0 , Gi,1 , Gi,T , pairi ) describes the ith pair of asymmetric bilinear groups. Like before,
we denote elements in Gi,x using the bracket notation [a]ix . The joint-SXDH assumption states
that for any x, encodings of the same DDH tuple a, b, ab in all xth source group {Gi,x } are indistinguishable from that of a, b, r. Formally, for each x ∈ {0, 1}, the following two ensembles are
µ-indistinguishable.
n
o
$
$
(pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1λ ), a, b ← Zp : (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), {[a]ix , [b]ix , [ab]ix }i∈[m]
n
oλ
$
$
λ
(pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1 ), a, b, r ← Zp : (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), {[a]ix , [b]ix , [r]ix }i∈[m]
λ

When m = 1, the joint-SXDH assumption is exactly the SXDH assumption.

5.6

BJK is Multi-Instance Weak Function Hiding

Lemma 4. Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds in the asymmetric bilinear groups generated by
N
MG. Then, for any polynomial N , the BJK secret key IPE scheme skIPE is multi-instance weak function
hiding w.r.t. MG.
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sIPE
λ
λ
Proof Sketch. Towards showing the indistinguishability of MFHsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and MFHA,MG (1 , 1)
for any PPT A, it suffices to show their indistinguishability against a class of weaker adversaries
that only send challenge queries (mesg (x0k? ,i or x1k? ,i ), k ? , i) and (func (yk0? ,j or yk1? ,j ), k ? , j) in a
single instance k ? ≤ m, and in all other instances k 6= k ? it only asks for auxiliary queries
(aux-mesg {xl,k,i }l , k, i) and (aux-func {y1,k,j }l , k, j) where the inputs and functions do not change.
This holds since security against all PPT adversaries is implied by security against the weaker adλ
versaries via a simple hybrid argument, where the k th hybrid (for j ≤ m) is identical to MFHsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0),
1
1
except that input and function vectors encoded in the first k instance are xk0 ,i , yk0 ,j (as opposed to
x0k0 ,i , yk00 ,j ) for k 0 ≤ k.
Fix such a weaker adversary A, and security parameter λ. Assume w.l.o.g. that A submits challenge queries only in the first instance k = 1 and submits auxiliary queries in all other instances
k > 1. Call k the challenge instance and all others auxiliary instances. Security against A is almost
the same as single-instance weak function hiding, except from the following differences:

• the random scalars used in generating the challenge function keys and ciphertexts—αj , βj
for sk1,j and αi? , βi? for ct1,i , are also used for generating many auxiliary function keys skl,k,j
and ciphertexts ctl,k,i in auxiliary instances k > 1.
Therefore, security against A follows from essentially the same proof of single-instance weak function hiding in BJK, except from the need to simulate the auxiliary instances for A. Below, we briefly
review the BJK proof and show how to adapt it to simulate auxiliary instances.
Let Q1 , Q2 be respectively upper bounds on the number of ciphertexts and function keys that
A obtains in each instance. The BJK proof calls a normal ciphertext of x a type-(x, x) ciphertext,
since x is embedded twice. It also uses the notion of a type-(x, 0) and type-(0, x) ciphertext, where
x is only embedded once as α? B1? x or β ? B2? x. Similarly, there are type-(y, y), type-(y, 0) and
type-(0, y) function keys.
The BJK proof goes through two sequences of hybrids:
• Sequence Game0,Z · · · GameQ1 ,Z changes the input vectors being encoded. In Gamej,z the
first j ciphertexts in the challenge instance are of type-(x1j , x1j ) and the rest ciphertexts are of
type-(x0j , x0j ), while all keys are of type-(yj0 , yj0 ).
• Sequence GameO,0 = GameQ1 ,Z · · · GameO,j changes the function vectors being encoded.
In GameO,j the first j function keys in the challenge instance are of type-(yj1 , yj1 ) and the
rest are of type-(yj0 , yj0 ), while all ciphertexts are of type-(x1j , x1j ).
In our context, each hybrid additionally generates function keys of type-(yl,k,j , yl,k,j ) and ciphertexts of type-(xl,k,j , xl,k,j ) in auxiliary instances. Note that they remain the same in all hybrids.
Since in the BJK IPE scheme, the function key and ciphertexts are completely symmetric, the indistinguishability proof for the neighboring hybrids in the first and second sequences are identical.
Therefore it suffice to prove the indistinguishability between Gamej−1,Z and Gamej,Z , which in
turn is proven using another sequence of hybrids Game0j,Z = Gamej−1,z , Game1j,Z , · · · , Game7j,Z =
Gamej,Z as follows.
• Game1j,Z is the same as Game0j,Z except that all challenge ciphertexts i < j are of type(0, x1i ), the j th is of type-(0, x0j ), and all others i > j are of type-(0, x0i ). And every auxiliaryciphertexts ctl,k,i is of type-(0, xl,k,i ).
• Game2j,Z is the same as Game1j,Z , except that the j th challenge ciphertext is of type-(x0j , x0j ).
And all auxiliary-ciphertexts ctl,k,j for the same j are of type-(xl,k,j , xl,k,j ).
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• Game3j,Z is the same as Game2j,Z , except that the j th challenge ciphertext is of type-(x0j , x1j ).
• Game4j,Z is the same as Game3j,Z , except that all challenge ciphertexts i < j are of type(x1i , x1i ), and all others i > j are of type-(x0i , x0i ). And all auxiliary-ciphertexts ctl,k,i for the
i 6= j are of type-(xl,k,i , xl,k,i ).
• Game5j,Z is the same as Game4j,Z , except that all challenge ciphertexts i < j are of type(x1i , 0), and all others i > j are of type-(x0i , 0). And all auxiliary-ciphertexts ctl,k,i for the
i 6= j are of type-(xl,k,i , 0).
• Game6j,Z is the same as Game5j,Z , except that the j th challenge ciphertext is of type-(x1j , x1j ).
• Game7j,Z is the same as Game6j,Z , except that all challenge ciphertexts i < j are of type(x1i , x1i ), and all others i > j are of type-(x0i , x0i ). And all auxiliary-ciphertexts ctl,k,i for the
i 6= j are of type-(xl,k,i , xl,k,i ).
To show the indistinguishability of neighboring hybrids, BJK uses two types of arguments.
We argue that these arguments work even at the presence of auxiliary instances of types defined
above.
• Game2j,Z ≈ Game3j,Z and Game5j,Z ≈ Game6j,Z follow from the an information theoretic
argument. This means the marginal distributions D2 and D3 of function keys and ciphertexts
in the challenge instance in Game2j,Z and Game3j,Z are statistically close. Furthermore, given
a sample from D2 or D3 , the auxiliary instances in Game2j,Z or Game3j,Z respectively can be
sampled (using unbounded time) conditioned on sharing the random scalars used in the
challenge instance appropriately. Therefore, Game2j,Z and Game3j,Z are statistically close
even when there are auxiliary instances. The same holds for Game5j,Z and Game6j,Z .
• In BJK, the indistinguishability of other neighboring hybrids follows from the SXDH assumption of the 0th source group G0 of the asymmetric bilinear groups. Consider Game0j,z ≈
Game1j,z for example (other indistinguishability follows from similar arguments). We claim
that when there are auxiliary instances, it suffices to replace the SXDH assumption with the
joint-SXDH assumption over the 0th source groups of all instances.
The BJK proof provides a reduction from the indistinguishability of the challenge instance
in Game0j,z and Game1j,z to the indistinguishability of the DDH tuple [a]1,0 , [b]1,0 , [ab + r]1,0
where r is random or zero. (Recall that the ciphertexts of the challenge instance exist in group
G1,0 .) The reduction provides a way to generate from [a]1,0 , [b]1,0 , [ab + r]1,0 any ciphertext
ct1,i or any function keys sk1,j in the challenge instance, using correlated randomness that
determines the master secret key msk1 . The resulting ciphertext ct1,i uses random scalar
αi? = αi0 r, βi? = βi0 +αi0 b, and the function key sk1,j uses random scalar αj = αj00 , βj = αj00 a+βj00 ,
where αi0 , βi0 , αj00 , βj00 are random scalars sampled by the reduction.
We can use the BJK reduction to simulate any auxiliary ciphertext ctl,k,i or function key
skl,k,j in instance k, which share αi? , βi? and αj , βj . Simple use the method provided by the
BJK reduction to generate from [a]k,0 , [b]k,0 , [ab + r]k,0 (now in group Gk,0 ) ciphertext ctl,k,i or
key skl,k,j using correlated randomness that determines mskk . As long as the same random
scalars αi0 , βi0 , αj00 , βj00 are used, the resulting ciphertext and function key use exactly scalars
αi? , βi? and αj , βj as desired. Therefore, by the joint-SXDH assumption over groups {Gk,0 }k ,
Game0j,z ≈ Game1j,z .
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Finally, we note that when proving the indistinguishability of GameO,j−1 and GameO,j , the jointSXDH assumption over groups {Gk,1 }k is needed.

5.7

Our Multi-Instance (Strongly) Function-Hiding Secret-Key IPE

We show how to generically construct a multi-instance strongly function-hiding secret-key IPE
skIPEN for computing inner products of length-N vectors, starting from any multi-instance weakly
2N
function-hiding secret-key IPE scheme skIPE
for computing the inner product of length-2N
vectors. The idea enabling this bootstrapping is (extremely) simple.
A function key sk(y) for a vector y (respectively, ciphertext ct(x) for x) of skIPEN is simply a
function key sk(y||0N ) for the vector y||0N (respectively, ciphertext ct(x||0N ) for the vector x||0N )
N
of skIPE . That is,
0
0
N
∀y ∈ ZN
p , sk(y ) = sk(y ||0 )

and

0
0
N
∀x ∈ ZN
p , ct(x ) = ct(x ||0 )

To see why this simple idea works, consider showing the function hiding property w.r.t. a
single challenge function and message query (y0 , y1 ) and (x0 , x1 ) satisfying y0 · x0 = y1 · x1
(6= x0 · y1 and 6= x1 · y0 ). We want to show that:


ct(x0 ), sk(y0 ) ≈ ct(x1 ), sk(y1 )
That is, we want to show that:


ct(x0 ||0N ), sk(y0 ||0N ) ≈ ct(x1 ||0N ), sk(y1 ||0N )
Because of the redundancy in the encoded vectors, we can go through the following sequence of
2N
hybrids, encoding using skIPE intermediate vectors Xi , Yi satisfying the more stringent condition that Xi · Yi = Xi · Yi+1 = Xi+1 · Yi+1 . By weak function hiding, neighboring hybrids are
indistinguishable, which concludes the function hiding of skIPEN . In particular, we show that:

ct(x0 ||0N ), sk(y0 ||0N )


≈ ct(0N ||x1 ), sk(y0 ||y1 ) ≈ ct(x1 ||0N ), sk(y1 ||y1 )

≈ ct(x1 ||0N ), sk(y1 ||0N )
The reader can easily verify that the indistinguishability of each adjacent pair of hybrids follows
from weak function-hiding of skIPE together with the fact that y0 · x0 = y1 · x1 . For example,
referring to the first and second hybrids, note that
(x0 ||0N ) · (y0 ||0N ) = (x0 ||0N ) · (y0 ||y1 ) = (0N ||x1 ) · (y0 ||y1 )
which satisfies the pre-condition necessary to invoke weak function-hiding. (Here, as usual, ·
refers to the inner product operation and || refers to the concatenation of two vectors.)
We now formally present our multi-instance function hiding IPE scheme skIPEN , using a multi2N
instance weak function hiding IPE scheme skIPE .
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The Scheme skIPEN . Let pp = (p, G0 , G1 , GT , ⊗) be the public parameter that describes a pair of
asymmetric bilinear groups with order p.
$

• Setup: skIPE.Setup(1λ , 1N , pp) samples msk ← skIPE.Setup(1λ , 12N , pp).
$

• Key Generation: skIPE.KeyGen(msk, y) samples sk ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, y||0N ).
$

• Encryption: skIPE.Enc(msk, x) samples ct ← skIPE.Enc(msk, x||0N ).
• Decryption: skIPE.Dec(sk, ct) outputs z = skIPE.Dec(sk, ct).
2N

The correctness of skIPEN follows directly from that of skIPE
x · y. Next we analyze its security.

and the fact that (x||0N ) · (y||0N ) =
2N

Lemma 5. Let MG be a multi-group generator and N a polynomial. If skIPE is µ-multi-instance weakly
function hiding w.r.t. MG, then skIPEN is 3µ-multi-instance function hiding w.r.t. MG.
Proof. We want to show that for every PPT adversary A, and every sufficiently large security
parameter λ ∈ N, the adversary’s advantage is bounded by 3µ(λ).
skIPE
λ
skIPE
λ
AdvtskIPE
A,MG = Pr[MFHA,MG (1 , 0) = 1] − Pr[MFHA,MG (1 , 1) = 1] ≤ 3µ(λ)

Towards this, we consider a sequence of hybrids, H0 , · · · , H3 , where H0 and H3 are identical to
skIPE
λ
λ
experiments MFHskIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and MFHA,MG (1 , 1) respectively, and show that the probabilities
that A outputs 1 in neighboring hybrids differ at most by µ(λ).
• Hybrid H1 proceeds identically to H0 except that the challenger CH generates challenge
function keys and ciphertexts as follows:
$

– For every (mesg (x0k,i , x1k,i ), k, i) query, it returns ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(msk, 0N ||x1k,i ; ri? ), as
$

opposed to ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(msk, x0k,i ||0N ; ri? ) in H0 .
$

0 , y1 ), k, i) query, it returns sk
0
1
– For every (func (yk,i
k,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i ||yk,i ; ri ),
k,i
$

0 ||0N ; r ) in H .
as opposed to skk,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i
i
0

For every k ∈ [m], every pair of challenge function key and ciphertext satisfies,
0
0
1
0
1
∀i, j, x0k,i ||0N · yk,j
||0N = x0k,i ||0N · yk,j
||yk,j
= 0N ||x1k,i · yk,j
||yk,j
,
0 = x1 · y1 . Then it follows directly from the µ-multi-instance weak function
since x0k,i · yk,j
k,i
k,j
2N

hiding of skIPE

that H0 and H1 are µ-indistinguishable to A.

• Hybrid H2 proceeds identically to H1 except that the challenger CH generates challenge
function keys and ciphertexts as follows:
$

– For every (mesg (x0k,i , x1k,i ), k, i) query, it returns ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(msk, x1k,i ||0N ; ri? ), as
$

opposed to ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(msk, 0N ||x1k,i ; ri? ) in H1 .
$

0 , y1 ), k, i) query, it returns sk
1
1
– For every (func (yk,i
k,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i ||yk,i ; ri ),
k,i
$

0 ||y1 ; r ) in H .
as opposed to skk,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i
i
1
k,i
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For every k ∈ [m], every pair of challenge function key and ciphertext satisfies,
0
1
1
1
1
1
∀i, j, 0N ||x1k,i · yk,j
||yk,j
= 0N ||x1k,i · yk,j
||yk,j
= x1k,i ||0N · yk,j
||yk,j
,
0 = x1 · y1 . Then it follows directly from the µ-multi-instance weak function
since x0k,i · yk,j
k,i
k,j
2N

hiding of skIPE

that H1 and H2 are µ-indistinguishable to A.

λ
• (The final) Hybrid H3 = MFHskIPE
A,MG (1 , 1) proceeds identically to H2 except that the challenge
ciphertexts and function keys are generated as follows:
$

– For every (mesg (x0k,i , x1k,i ), k, i) query, it returns ctk,i ← skIPE.Enc(msk, x1k,i ||0N ; ri? ),
identical to H2 .
$

1
N
0 , y1 ), k, i) query, it returns sk
– For every (func (yk,i
k,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i ||0 ; ri ),
k,i
$

1 ||y1 ; r ) in H .
as opposed to skk,i ← skIPE.KeyGen(msk, yk,i
i
2
k,i

For every k ∈ [m], every pair of challenge function key and ciphertext satisfies,
1
1
1
||0N ,
= x1k,i ||0N · yk,j
||yk,j
∀i, j, x1k,i ||0N · yk,j
2N

It follows again from the µ-multi-instance weak function hiding of skIPE
are µ-indistinguishable to A.

that H2 and H3

Therefore, by a hybrid argument, H0 and H3 are 3µ-indistinguishable to A, which concludes the
lemma.

6
6.1

Slotted Public Key IPE
Public Key IPE

A public-key IPE scheme IPEN for computing length-N inner products consists of four PPT algorithms (IPE.Setup, IPE.KeyGen, IPE.Enc, IPE.Dec) that have the same syntax as that of a secret-key
IPE scheme skIPE except that (i) the setup algorithm IPE.Setup(1λ , pp) outputs a master public key
mpk and a master secret key msk, and (ii) the encryption algorithm IPE.Enc(mpk, x) on input the
master public key mpk and vector x outputs a ciphertext ct. Like in the secret key setting, the
public parameter pp specifies the ring R over which inner products are computed.
The security of a public key IPE is simply the indistinguishability security of public key FE
scheme, restricted to inner product computations. Note that this notion refers to hiding the input
that is encrypted, and not the function for which keys are generated.
Definition 19. Let G be a public parameter generator and N be any polynomial. We say that a public-key
IPE scheme IPEN for computing length-N inner products is µ-secure w.r.t. G, if it satisfies the condition in
$
Definition 7 with the setup algorithm IPE.Setup(1λ , pp) for pp ← G(1λ ), and function class Fλ consisting
of all inner product function fy (x) = y · x over R specified by pp.

6.2

ABDP Public Key IPE

In [ABDP15], Abdalla, Bourse, De Caro, and Pointcheval constructed public key IPE schemes with
indistinguishability security, based on the DDH assumption. We recall their scheme, which is very
similar to the ElGamal encryption scheme.
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The Decisional Diffie-Hellman (DDH) Assumption Let G denote a group generator that on
input 1λ outputs (p, G), where G is a group of prime order p, and g is a generator of G contained
in its description. As above, we use the bracket notation to denote elements in G: [v] = g v and
[x] = g x = g x1 , · · · , g xm for v ∈ Zp , x ∈ Zm
p . The DDH assumption states that the following two
ensembles are µ-indistinguishable for a negligible function µ:
n
o
$
$
(p, G) ← G(1λ ), a, b ← Zp : (p, G), [a], [b], [ab]
n
oλ
$
$
λ
(p, G) ← G(1 ), a, b, r ← Zp : (p, G), [a], [b], [r]
λ

Recall that the basic ElGamal encryption scheme for message

Overview of the ABDP Scheme
space Zp is as follows:
$

sk ← Zp ,

pk = g sk ,

$

ct = (g r , pkr g m ) = (g r , g (r sk+x) ) for r ← Zp

Note that in this scheme, decryption can be done when x is small.
Under our bracket notation this is written as:
$

sk ← Zp ,

pk = [sk],

ct = [r], (r

pk) ⊕ [x] = [r || (r sk + x)]

(Recall that “ ” and “⊕” are respectively the homomorphic scalar multiplication and addition
operations over encodings.) The ElGamal encryption can be easily modified to encrypt vectors
x ∈ ZN
p , while sharing the random scalar r, and maintaining security under the same (DDH)
assumption.
$

msk ← ZN
p ,

mpk = [msk],

ct = [−r], (r

mpk) ⊕ [x] = [(−r || r msk + x)]

(We encode −r instead of r for convenience.) To turn the above scheme into an IPE scheme,
observe that given a vector y ∈ ZN
p and the inner product y · msk in the clear, one can homomorphically evaluate,
(y · msk || y) · ct = (y · msk || y) · [−r || (r(msk + x))] = [−ry · msk + ry · msk + x · y] = [(x · y)] .
Therefore, it suffice to release y · msk || y as the function key for computing the inner product.
The ABDP Scheme We now formally describe the ABDP public key IPE scheme IPEN . Let pp =
(p, G) be a public parameter that describes a prime order group G; the inner product is computed
over ZN
p .
$

• Setup: IPE.Setup(1λ , pp) samples s ← ZN
p , and outputs master public key mpk = [s] and
master secret key msk = s.
• Key Generation: IPE.KeyGen(msk, y) on input the master secret key msk = s and vector y both
in ZN
p , simply outputs sk = y · s || y.
• Encryption: IPE.Enc(mpk, x) on input the master public key mpk = [s] and vector x ∈ ZN
p ,
$

samples a random scalar r ← Zp and outputs
ct = [−r] || (r

mpk) ⊕ [x] = [−r || rs + x]
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• Decryption: IPE.Dec(sk, ct) on input sk = (y · s || y) and ct = [−r || rs + x] homomorphically
computes the inner product between sk and ct.
sk · ct = [(y · s || y) · (−r || rs + x)] = [x · y]
If the output value z = x · y is bounded by some polynomial bound Γ = Γ(λ). Then z
can be extracted by trying all possible values i ∈ [Γ], and outputting the value i satisfying
[(x · y)] = i [1].
Correctness of the scheme is easy to see. The security proof is, however, non-trivial. Abdalla et
al. [ABDP15] showed that the scheme in fact satisfies simulation-based security, which implies the
notion of indistinguishability-based security considered in this work.
Lemma 6. Assume that the DDH assumption holds in the groups generated by G. Then, for any polynomial
N , the ABDP public key IPE scheme IPEN is secure w.r.t. G.
Remark 2 (Linearity of the ABDP Schemes). We note that the algorithms of the ABDP schemes are
“linear” in the following sense.
• Key Generation is deterministic, and the algorithm IPE.KeyGen(msk, y) is linear over y.
• Encryption uses a random scalar r, and the algorithm IPE.Enc(mpk, x; r) is linear over x, and
elements in mpk and x are never multiplied together.
• Decryption is deterministic, and the algorithm IPE.Dec(sk, ct) is linear over sk, as well as over the
vector encoded in ct.
Jumping ahead, later when constructing a slotted public key IPE, we will replace y and x with their encoded
versions, and thanks to the linearity properties, the above algorithms can still be evaluated homomorphically.

6.3

Definition of Output-Encoded Slotted-IPE

Syntax An output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEN for computing length-N inner products
consists of the following six PPT algorithms, and is associated with an output encoding function
OEnc. When instantiated with a public parameter generator G, the algorithms proceed as follows:
• Setup: sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp; rS ) is an algorithm that on input a security parameter, a public
parameter pp in the support of G that contains the description of a ring R, and (partial)
random coins rS , outputs a master public key mpk and a master secret key msk.
$

Note: sIPE.Setup could sample additional random coins besides rS . When we write directly (mpk, msk) ←
sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp), we mean rS is randomly sampled. The same applies to following algorithms.
• Key Generation: sIPE.KeyGen(msk, y1 , y2 ; rK ) on input the master secret key, two vectors
y1 , y2 ∈ RN (λ) and (partial) random coins rK , outputs a secret key sk = sk(y1 , y2 ) with
y1 in the first slot and y2 in the second slot.
• Secret Encryption: sIPE.sEnc(msk, x1 , x2 ; rE ) on input the master secret key, two messages
x1 , x2 ∈ RN (λ) and (partial) random coins rE , outputs an encryption ct = ct(x1 , x2 ) with x1
in the first slot and x2 in the second slot.
• Public Encryption: sIPE.Enc(mpk, x; rE ) on input the master public key a message x ∈ RN (λ)
and (partial) random coins rE , outputs an encryption ct = ct(x, 0N ) of x in the first slot.
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• Decryption: sIPE.Dec(sk, ct) outputs an encoding Z = OEnc(z, pp, rS , rK , rE ) of the actual
output z via OEnc. The encoding also depends on the partial random coins rS , rK , rE and
the public parameter pp.
Note: In some cases, the actual output z can be extracted from the encoding Z. For example, in the BJK
secret key IPE, our secret key IPE, and the ABDP public key IPE schemes, the decryption algorithms
first produce an encoding of the output in some groups, and then the output can be extracted if its
value falls in some polynomial-sized range.
Normal Public Key Mode In the normal public key mode, only the first slot in the ciphertexts and
function keys are needed, meaning that only the public encryption algorithm sIPE.Enc is used, and
the second vector y2 to the algorithm sIPE.KeyGen is always set to an arbitrary non-zero vector say
1N .
Correctness: There is a negligible function µ, such that, for every λ, pp in the support of G, and
x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ∈ RN , the following holds conditions holds.


$
(mpk, msk) ← sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp; rS )
z = x1 · y1 + x 2 · y2


$
Pr  ct ←
:
 ≥ 1 − µ(λ)
sIPE.sEnc(mpk, x1 , x2 ; rE )
OEnc(z, pp, rS , rE , rK ) = sIPE.Dec(sk, ct)
$
sk ← sIPE.KeyGen(msk, y1 , y2 ; rK )
Statistically Indistinguishable Public Encryption. We require that ciphertexts produced by the
public encryption to be statistically close to ciphertexts produced by the secret encryption when
the second slot is set to 0N . That is, there is a negligible function µ, such that, for every λ, pp, x,
the following two distributions are at most µ(λ) far.
!
!
$
$
(mpk, msk) ← sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp)
(mpk, msk) ← sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp)
: mpk, ct ,
: mpk, ct
$
$
ct ← sIPE.Enc(mpk, x)
ct ← sIPE.sEnc(mpk, x, 0N )
Input Indistinguishability This security property corresponds to the basic IND-security of public key IPE, that is, encryption of vectors x01 , x02 in the first and second slots is indistinguishable
from encryption of vectors x11 , x12 , as long as, all function keys correspond to functions {yi,1 , yi,2 }
that have the same output on these inputs (yi,1 ||yi,2 ) · (x01 ||x02 ) = (yi,1 ||yi,2 ) · (x11 ||x12 ). Here again,
we consider multi-instance security as in the definition of multi-instance function hiding of secret
key IPE (Definition 17), where the adversary sees ciphertexts and function keys of different instances, that are correlated through shared randomness and the public parameters. Like before,
the public parameters are sampled jointly via a multi-parameter generator MG. Different from
before, the function keys and ciphertexts of different instances do not share all random coins, but
rather only share (partial) random coins rS , {rK,i }, rE that affects the output encoding at decryption time. Formally,
Definition 20 (Multi-Instance Input Indistinguishability). An output-encoded slotted IPE scheme
sIPEN for computing length-N inner products has µ-multi-instance input indistinguishability w.r.t.
sIPE
λ
λ
MG, if for every PPT adversary A, the following games IntsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and IntA,MG (1 , 1) are µ-indistinguishable.
λ
IntsIPE
A,MG (1 , b) proceeds as follow:

• Public Parameter and Key Generation. The challenger does:
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$

– sample public parameters (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1λ ), which contain the description of a ring
R,
– sample (partial) randomness rS ,
$

– sample m master public and secret key {(mpkk , mskk ) ← sIPE.Setup(1λ , ppk ; rS )}k∈[m] , and
sends A all master public keys {mpkk }.
• Function Queries. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A: In
iteration i, upon A choosing challenge functions {y1,k,i , y2,k,i }k∈[m] in RN (λ) , CH does:
– sample (shared) random string rK,i ; and
$

– send A challenge function keys {skk,i ← sIPE.KeyGen(mskk , y1,k,i , y2,k,i ; rK,i )}k ;
• Message Queries: Upon A choosing challenge messages {(x01,k , x02,k ), (x11,k , x12,k) }k in RN (λ) , CH
does:
– sample (shared) random string rE ; and
$

– send A ciphertexts {ctk ← sIPE.sEnc(mskk , xb1,k , xb2,k ; rE )}k ;
• Function Queries Again: Repeat the “function queries” stage above.
• Finally A outputs a bit b0 .
Restriction: For every k ∈ [m], every function query y1,k,i , y2,k,i from A must satisfy that (y1,k,i ||y2,k,i ) ·
(x01,k ||x01,k ) = (y1,k,i ||y2,k,i ) · (x11,k ||x12,k ).
Input Indistinguishability in Normal Mode. We note that the above input indistinguishability directly
implies that in the normal public key mode, where x2,k and y2,k,i are all set to 0N , the usual input
indistinguishability property of public key functional encryption schemes holds.
Second-Slot Function Hiding One can encrypt any value in the first slot using the master public
key, whereas can only encrypt in the second slot using the master secret key. Therefore, the second
slot acts like a secret key IPE. We require that the stronger function hiding property to hold w.r.t.
the second slot, (again) in the multi-instance setting.
Definition 21 (Multi-Instance Second Slot Function Hiding). An output-encoded slotted IPE scheme
sIPEN for computing length-N inner products has µ-multi-instance second-slot function hiding w.r.t.
sIPE
λ
λ
MG, if for every PPT adversary A, the following games SdFHsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and SdFHA,MG (1 , 1) are µindistinguishable.
λ
SdFHsIPE
A,MG (1 , b) proceeds as follow:
λ
• Public Parameter and Key Generation. The same as in experiment ExpsIPE
A,MG (1 , b) of Definition 20.

• Function Queries. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A: In
0
1
iteration i, upon A choosing challenge functions {y1,k,i , y2,k,i
, y2,k,i
}k in RN (λ) , CH does:
– sample (shared) random string rK,i ; and
$

b
; rK,i );
– send A challenge function keys skk,i ← sIPE.KeyGen(mskk , y1,k,i , y2,k,i
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• Message Queries: Upon A choosing challenge messages {x1,k , x02,k , x12,k }k in RN (λ) , CH does:
– sample (shared) random string rE , and
$

– send A challenge ciphertexts {ctk ← sIPE.sEnc(mskk , x1,k , xb2,k ; rE )}k .
• Function Queries Again: Repeat the “function queries” stage above.
• Finally A outputs a bit b0 .
0
1
0
Restriction: For every k ∈ [m], every function query y1,k,i , y2,k,i
, y2,k,i
from A must satisfy that y2,k,i
·
0
1
1
x2,k = y2,k,i · x2,k .

Joint Indistinguishability We show that combining input indistinguishability and second-slot
function hiding gives a stronger security property, called joint indistinguishability, defined below.
We will use this security property in our construction of FE schemes later.
Definition 22 (Multi-Instance Joint Indistinguishability). An output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEN
for computing length-N inner products satisfies µ-multi-instance joint-indistinguishability w.r.t. MG,
sIPE
λ
λ
if for every PPT adversary A, the following games JIndsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and JIndA,MG (1 , 1) are µ-indistinguishable.
λ
JIndsIPE
A,MG (1 , b) proceeds as follow:
λ
• Public Parameter and Key Generation. The same as in experiment ExpsIPE
A,MG (1 , b) of Definition 20.

• Function Queries. Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A: In
1
0
}k in RN (λ) , CH does:
, y2,k,i
iteration i, upon A choosing challenge functions {y1,k,i , y2,k,i
– sample (shared) random string rK,i , and
$

b
– send A challenge function keys {skk,i ← sIPE.KeyGen(mskk , y1,k,i , y2,k,i
; rK,i )}k .

• Message Queries: Upon A choosing challenge messages {(x01,k , x02,k = 0N ), (x11,k = 0N , x12,k )}k
in RN (λ) , CH does:
– sample (shared) random string rE , and
$

– send A challenge ciphertext {ctk ← sIPE.sEnc(mskk , xb1,k , xb2,k ; rE )}k .
• Function Queries Again: Repeat the “function queries” stage above.
• Finally A outputs a bit b0 .
0
1
Restriction: For every k ∈ [m], every function query y1,k,i , y2,k,i
, y2,k,i
from A must satisfy that y1,k,i ·
0
1
1
0
1
N
x1,k = y2,k,i · x2,k . (Note that x2,k = x1,k = 0 )

Lemma 7. Let MG be a multi-parameter generator and N any polynomial. If an output-encoded slotted
IPE scheme sIPEN satisfies both multi-instance input indistinguishability and second-slot function hiding
w.r.t. MG, then it also satisfies multi-instance joint indistinguishability w.r.t. MG.
Proof of Lemma 2. Fix any PPT adversary A, and security parameter λ. Let m = m(λ) be an upper
bound on the number of public parameters sampled by MG. We show the indistinguishability of
sIPE
λ
λ
experiments JIndsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and JIndA,MG (1 , 1) through a sequence of hybrids H0 to H3 , where
sIPE
λ
λ
the former is identical to JIndsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and the latter to JIndA,MG (1 , 1). Recall that
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Hybrid H1 : H1 proceeds identically to H0 except that,
0
1
• upon A choosing a function query {y1,k,i , y1,k,i
, y2,k,i
}k∈[m] , send A function keys {skk,i }k
0
that encode vector (y1,k,i , y1,k,i ) as opposed to (y1,k,i , y2,k,i
) as in H0 .

Note that because the only difference between H0 and H1 is the vectors encoded in the
second slot of the function keys, and it holds that:
0
∀k, i, 0N · y2,k,i
= 0N · y1,k,i

It follows from the multi-instance second-slot function hiding property of sIPE that H0 and
H1 are indistinguishable.
Hybrid H2 : H2 proceeds identically to H1 except that,
• upon A choosing a message query {(x01,k , 0N ), (0N , x12,k }k∈[m] , send A ciphertext {ctk }k
that encodes vector (0N , x01,k ) as opposed to (x01,k , 0N ) as in H1 .
Note that because the only difference between H1 and H2 is the vector encoded in the ciphertext, and it holds that:
∀k, i, (x01,k , 0N ) · (y1,k,i , y1,k,i ) = (0N , x01,k ) · (y1,k,i , y1,k,i )
It follows from the multi-instance input indistinguishability property of sIPE that H1 and H2
are indistinguishable.
Hybrid H3 : H3 proceeds identically to H2 except that,
0
1
• upon A choosing a function query {y1,k,i , y1,k,i
, y2,k,i
}k∈[m] , send A function keys {skk,i }k
1
that encodes vector (y1,k,i , y2,k,i ) as opposed to (y1,k,i , y1,k,i ) as in H2 .

• upon A choosing a message query {(x01,k , 0N ), (0N , x12,k }k∈[m] , send A ciphertext {ctk }k
that encodes vector (0N , x12,k ) as opposed to (0N , x01,k ) as in H2 .
Note that because the only difference between H2 and H3 is the vectors encoded in the
second slots of the function keys and ciphertext, and it holds that:
1
∀k, i, x01,k · y1,k,i = x12,k · y2,k,i

It follows from the multi-instance second-slot function hiding property of sIPE that H2 and
H3 are indistinguishable.

6.4

Our Output-Encoded Slotted-IPE

We construct output-encoded slotted-IPE schemes sIPEN using asymmetric bilinear groups. Scheme
sIPEN combines our function hiding secret-key IPE scheme skIPEN in Section 5.7 and the ABDP
public-key IPE scheme IPEM for some polynomial M related to N that is specified below. We
in-line the construction with correctness analysis in italic font. Let pp = (p, G0 , G1 , GT , pair) be a
public parameter that describes asymmetric bilinear groups.
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• Setup: sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp) samples
$
d = (B,
b B
b ? , D,
b D
b ? ) where (B,
b B
b?) ←
b b? $
– first-slot secret key msk
Dual(Z4N
p ) and (D, D ) ←
Dual(Z2p ) as skIPE.Setup(1λ ) samples.

g = (B,
e B
e ? , D,
e D
e ? ) sampled as above.
– second-slot secret key msk
$

– first-component IPE keys (mpk1 , msk1 ) where s1 ← ZN
p , msk1 = s1 and mpk1 = [s1 ]0 as
λ
IPE.Setup(1 ) samples.
$

– second-component IPE keys (mpk2 , msk2 ) where s2 ← ZN
p , and msk2 = s2 and mpk2 = [s2 ]0
as above.
$

– random scalars rE = α? , β ? ← Z2p .
$
d ui ; α? , β ? )}i∈[M ] for all “unit” vectors ui ∈
bi ←
skIPE.Enc(msk,
– first-slot seed ciphertexts {ct
th
ZN
p that has 1 at the i location and 0 everywhere else.

d msk,
g msk1 , msk2 , α? , β ? ), sl.mpk = (mpk , mpk , {ct
b i }i∈[M ] ).
It sets sl.msk = (msk,
1
2
• Key Generation: sIPE.KeyGen(sl.msk, y1 , y2 ) on input the master secret key sl.msk and vectors y1 , y2 ∈ ZN
p samples
$

– random scalars rK = (α, β) ← Z2p ;
$
$
b ←
d y1 ; α, β) and sk
e ←
– first-slot and second-slot function keys of skIPE, sk
skIPE.KeyGen(msk,
g y2 ; α, β), where
skIPE.KeyGen(msk,

FIRST COMPONENTS
FIRST SLOT
SECOND SLOT

b = [b
b y1 ||0N ; α, β)]1
sk[1]
c]1 = [dE(B,
e = [e
e y2 ||0N ; α, β)]1
sk[1]
c]1 = [dE(B,

SECOND COMPONENTS

b = [b
b 1; α, β)]1
sk[2]
e]1 = [dE(D,
e = [e
e 1; α, β)]1
sk[2]
e]1 = [dE(D,

e
Discard sk[2].
Note: By the construction of skIPEN , b
c, e
c ∈ Z4N
e ∈ Z2p .
p and b
$

– first-components and second-components function keys of IPE, [sk1 ]1 ← IPE.KeyGen(msk1 , [b
c]1 ||[e
c]1 )
$
and [sk2 ]1 ← IPE.KeyGen(msk2 , [b
e]1 ).
We note that the key generation can be done despite of the fact that the vectors b
c||e
c
and b
e are already encoded in G1 is because the key generation algorithm IPE.KeyGen
is linear in the encoded vector (see Remark 2) and we can homomorphically compute
linear functions over encodings in G1 .
[sk1 ]1 = [(s1 · (b
c||e
c)) || (b
c||e
c)]1

[sk2 ]1 = [(s2 · b
e) || b
e]1

Note: Since b
c||e
c ∈ Z8N
e ∈ Z2p , it suffices to set the length of the vectors that IPE handles
p and b
to M = 8N .
It outputs sl.sk = ([sk1 ]1 , [sk2 ]1 ).
• Secret Encryption: sIPE.sEnc(msk, x1 , x2 ) on input the master secret key sl.msk and vectors
x1 , x2 ∈ ZN
p does:
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– Set random scalars rE = rS = (α? , β ? );
b = ⊕i∈[N ] (xi ct
b i [1]) where
– Generate the first-slot and second-slot ciphertexts of skIPE: ct[1]
$
g x2 ; α? , β ? ).
b i } are the ciphertexts in sl.mpk, ct[2]
b
b 1 [2], and ct
e ← skIPE.Enc(msk,
{ct
= ct
b is below):
We have (analysis of ct

FIRST SLOT

SECOND SLOT

FIRST COMPONENTS

SECOND COMPONENTS

b = ⊕i∈[N ] (x1,i
ct[1]

b = ct
b 1 [2]
ct[2]

b i [1])
ct
b ? , x1 ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0
= [b
c? ]0 = [dE(B
e ? , x2 ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0
e = [e
ct[1]
c? ]0 = [dE(B

b ? , 1; α? , β ? )]0
= [b
e? ]0 = [dE(D
e ? , 1; α? , β ? )]0
e = [e
ct[2]
e? ]0 = [dE(D

e
Discard ct[2].
b Recall that {ct
b i } in sl.mpk are encryption of the unit vectors {ui } sharing the
Analysis of ct:
same random scalars α? , β ? .
b ? , ui ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0
b i [1] = [b
ct
c?i ]0 = [dE(B

b ? , 1; α? , β ? )]0
b i [2] = [b
ct
e? ]0 = [dE(D

b ? , 1; α? , β ? )]0 .
b = [dE(D
Note that all the second components are identical. Hence, ct[2]
b
On the other hand, expand the computation of ct[1]:
b ? , ui ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0 )
[dE(B
b ? , x1,i ui ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0 = [dE(B
b ? , Σi∈[N ] x1,i ui ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0
= ⊕i∈[N ] [dE(B
b ? , x1 ||0N ; α? , β ? )]0
= [dE(B

b = ⊕i∈[N ] (x1,i
ct[1]

b i [1]) = ⊕i∈[N ] (x1,i
ct

where the third and fourth equalities follow from the linearity of the double embedding dE funcb = ct[1],
b
b is an skIPE encryption of x1 .
tion (see Remark 1). Therefore ct
ct[2]
$

– Generate first-components and second-components function encryptions of IPE, [ct1 ]0 ←
$
IPE.Enc(mpk1 , [b
c? ]0 ||[e
c? ]0 ) and [ct2 ]0 ← IPE.Enc(mpk2 , [b
e? ]0 ).
We note that the encryption can be done despite of the fact that the vectors b
c? ||e
c? and
?
b
e are already encoded in G1 , because the key generation algorithm IPE.Enc is multilinear, and it never multiples elements in the master public key with that in the plaintext
vectors (see Remark 2).
[ct1 ]0 = [−r1 || (r1 s1 + (b
c? ||e
c? ))]0

[ct2 ]0 = [−r2 || (r2 s2 + b
e? )]0

It outputs sl.ct = ([ct1 ]0 , [ct2 ]0 ).
b i })
• Public Encryption: sIPE.Enc(sl.mpk, x) on input the master public key sl.mpk = (mpk1 , mpk2 , {ct
N
N
and vector x ∈ Zp proceeds identically as sIPE.sEnc(sl.msk, x, 0 ). This can be done since
g and the
the only secret information used in sIPE.sEnc is the second slot master secret key msk
?
?
scalars α , β for generating second slot ciphertext, when the second vector is set to x2 = 0N ,
g α? , β ? are not needed. All other steps rely only on public ine = [e
ct[1]
c? ]0 = [04N ]0 and msk,
formation.
Note: By construction, the output of public encryption is identical to sIPE.sEnc(sl.msk, x, 0N ).
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Note: The above algorithm requires the capability to encode zero in group G0 . We can modify it so that
the algorithm does not need to generate encoding of zero. Since e
c? = 0N , instead of encoding it and
then homomorphically generate the first-components ciphertext, we can generate the first-components
ciphertext as follows:
[ct1 ]0 = [−r1 ]0 || [r1 (s1,1···N ) + b
c? ]0 || [r1 (s1,N +1···2N )]0
b
The middle part is still produced homomorphically over ct[1],
while the last part can be produced by
directly encoding r1 s1,N +1···2N , which is non-zero with overwhelming probability.
• Decryption: sIPE.Dec(sl.sk, sl.ct) on input sl.sk = ([sk1 ]1 , [sk2 ]1 ) and sl.ct = ([ct1 ]0 , [ct2 ]0 )
does:
– Decrypt the first-components and second-components ciphertexts: [zb ]T = IPE.Dec([skb ]1 , [ctb ]0 )
for b ∈ {1, 2}. Note that IPE.Dec can be evaluated despite that skb is encoded in G1 because the algorithm requires taking inner product between skb and [ctb ]0 , which can be
done homomorphically over [skb ]1 using pairing. More specifically
[z1 ]T

= [sk1 ]1 · [ct1 ]0 = [(b
c||e
c) · (b
c? ||e
c? )]T = [b
c·b
c? + e
c·e
c? ] T

[z2 ]T

= [sk2 ]1 · [ct2 ]0 = [b
e·b
e? ]T

It outputs [z1 ]T , [z2 ]T
– The output encoding function is OEnc(z, mpk, rS , rK , rE ) = OEnc(z, mpk, α, α? , β, β ? ) =
[θz]T , [θ]T , where θ = αα? + ββ ? .
Note: Here again if z is a value in a polynomially sized range, then it can be extracted by trying all
possible values.
Correctness of Computation: Note that [b
c]1 · [b
c? ]0 = [b
c·b
c? ]T corresponds exactly to decrypting the
first-slot ciphertext with the first-slot function key of skIPE, and [e
c]1 · [e
c? ]0 = [e
c·e
c? ]T corresponds
to decrypting the second-slot ciphertext and key. Therefore, this gives
[z1 ]T

= [(αα? + ββ ? )(x1 · y1 ) + (αα? + ββ ? )(x2 · y2 )]T = [θ(x1 · y1 + x2 · y2 )]T

[z2 ]T

= [(αα? + ββ ? )]T = [θ]T

Thus, for any λ, x1 , x2 , y1 , y2 ∈ RN , the probability that decryption of sl.sk, sl.ct yields OEnc((x1 ·
y1 +x2 ·y2 ), mpk, α, α? , β, β ? ) is 1 (over the randomness of the scalars, the generation of sl.mpk, sl.msk,
sl.sk and sl.ct).

6.5

Security

We next proceed to analyze the security of the scheme sIPEN . At a high-level, it follows from
the input indistinguishability of the public key IPE scheme IPEM that sIPEN also satisfies input
indistinguishability, and it follows from the function hiding property of the secret key IPE scheme
skIPEN (and the fact that the second-slot master secret key is completely hidden) that sIPEN is
second-slot function hiding. Note that in sIPEN , the random coins rS , rK , rE that affect the output
encoding are exactly the random scalars α, α? , β, β ? used by invocations of skIPEN . On the other
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hand, the random coins used by invocations of IPEM are independently and randomly sampled in
different instances. Therefore, the input indistinguishability property of sIPEM holds in the multiinstance setting since all invocations of IPEM are independent, assuming that the SXDH assumption holds in every asymmetric bilinear group sampled by MG. The second-slot function hiding
property also holds in the multi-instance setting because the scheme skIPEN is multi-instance function hiding, assuming that the joint-SXDH assumption holds in asymmetric bilinear groups MG.
Formally,
Lemma 8. Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds in the asymmetric bilinear groups generated by
MG. Then, for any polynomial N , the output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEN satisfies multi-instance
input indistinguishability w.r.t. MG.
Lemma 9. Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds in the asymmetric bilinear groups generated by
MG. Then, for any polynomial N , the output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEN satisfies multi-instance
second-slot function hiding w.r.t. MG.
As a corollary of Lemma 2, we obtain that sIPEN also satisfies multi-instance joint indistinguishability.
Corollary 2. Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds in the asymmetric bilinear groups generated
by MG. Then, for any polynomial N , the output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEN satisfies multi-instance
joint indistinguishability w.r.t. MG.
Proof of Lemma 8. Fix any PPT adversary A, and security parameter λ. Let m = m(λ) be an upper
bound on the number of public parameters sampled by MG. We show the indistinguishability of
sIPE
λ
λ
experiments IntsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and IntA,MG (1 , 1) through a sequence of hybrids H0 to Hm , where the
sIPE
λ
λ
former is identical to IntsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and the latter to IntA,MG (1 , 1). By definition of experiment
Int, in both H0 and Hm , A sees m instances of the scheme sIPEN . In each instance, A receives the
master secret key mpkk , an arbitrary number of function keys {skk,i } of vectors y1,k,i , y2,k,i , and a
ciphertext ctk of vectors x01,k , x02,k in H0 and x11,k , x12,k in Hm . Then, the intermediate hybrid Hj for
j ∈ [m] is defined as follows:
• Hybrid Hj proceeds identically to H0 except that, in the first j instances, A receives ciphertexts ctk of x11,k , x12,k , as opposed to x01,k , x02,k , for k ≤ j. The only difference between Hj−1
and Hj is that the ciphertext ctj of the j th instance switches from encrypting x01,j , x02,j to
encrypting x11,j , x12,j .
Next, we reduce the indistinguishability of Hj−1 and Hi to the (single-instance) input indistinguishability of the ABDP public key IPE scheme IPE. Then, by a hybrid, we obtain the lemma.
Formally, suppose for contradiction that for infinitely many λ ∈ N, A distinguishes H0 and Hm
with advantage ν(λ), then for every such λ, there exists a j ∈ [m], such that, A distinguishes hybrid
Hj−1 and Hj with advantage ν(λ)/m(λ). Then we can build another adversary B that violates the
input indistinguishability of IPE when instantiated with the j th public parameter ppj sampled by
MG, which contradicts with the fact the SXDH assumption holds w.r.t. the asymmetric bilinear
groups described by ppj , generated by MG.
λ
The adversary B interacts with the challenger CH in experiment ExpIPE
B (1 , b) for b ∈ {0, 1},
and internally emulates the execution of hybrid Hj−1+b with A, as follows:
$

• Public Parameter Generation: Public Parameters (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG are sampled.
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• Key Generation: Upon receiving an IPE master public key mpk∗ from CH generated w.r.t. the
j th public parameter ppj , B generates the master public and secret keys {sl.mpkk , sl.mskk } of
m sIPE instances as follows:
– sample (shared) random string rS = α? , β ? ,
$

– generate m instances (sl.mpkk , sl.mskk ) ← {sIPE.Setup(1λ , ppk ; rS )}k∈[m] ,
– replace the first-component IPE master public key of the j th instance with mpk∗ from
CH, and replace the corresponding first-component IPE master secret key with ⊥, und j , msk
g j , ⊥, msk2,j , α? , β ? ).
b l,j }l∈[M ] ) and sl.mskj = (msk
known. That is, sl.mpkj = (mpk∗ , mpk2,j , {ct
It sends A master public keys {sl.mpkk }.
• Function Queries: Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A: In
iteration i, upon A choosing challenge functions {y1,k,i , y2,k,i }k , B does:
– sample (shared) random string rK,i = αi , βi ,
$

– for the every instance k 6= j, generate function key skk,i ← sIPE.KeyGen(sl.mskk , y1,k,i , y2,k,i ; rK,i ).
– for the j th instance, B is missing the first-component IPE master secret key in sl.mskj =
d j , msk
g j , ⊥, msk2,j , α? , β ? ). Thus, to generate the secret key skj,i of y1,j,i , y2,j,i , B
(msk
simulates the steps sIPE.KeyGen(sl.mskj , y1,j,i , y2,j,i ; rK,i ) does, and obtains the firstcomponent secret key using its challenger CH.
More precisely, B computes first the vectors to be encoded in the first- and second-slot
b j,i , sk
e j,i of skIPE.
function keys sk
FIRST COMPONENTS
FIRST SLOT
SECOND SLOT

SECOND COMPONENTS

bj , y1,j,i ||0N ; αi , βi )
b
cj,i = dE(B
ej , y2,j,i ||0N ; αi , βi )
e
cj,i = dE(B

b j , 1; αi , βi )
b
ej,i = dE(D

d j = (B
g j = (B
e ? ).
bj , B
b?, D
bj , D
b ? ) and msk
ej , B
e?, D
ej , D
where msk
j
j
j
j
To obtain the first-component IPE function key under key mpk∗ , B sends CH the function query yi∗ = b
cj,i ||e
cj,i and receives back an IPE function key sk∗i of yi∗ under mpk∗ . It
sets the first-component function key to [sk1,j,i ]j,1 = [sk∗i ]j,1 and generates the second$
component function key itself [sk2,j,i ]j,1 ← IPE.KeyGen(msk2,j , [b
ej,i ]j,1 ).
∗
This yields the function key skj,i = [ski ]j,1 , [sk2,j,i ]j,1 .
It sends A function keys {skk,i }.
• Message Queries: Upon A choosing challenge messages {x01,k , x01,k , x12,k , x11,k }k , B does:
– (the (shared) random string rE is empty.)
$

– for every instance k < j, generate ciphertext ctk ← sIPE.sEnc(sl.mskk , x11,k , x12,k ).
$

– for every instance k > j, generate ciphertext ctk ← sIPE.sEnc(sl.mskk , x01,k , x02,k ).
– for the j th instance, B generates the ciphertext ctj of xb1,j , xb2,j , by simulating the steps
sIPE.sEnc(sl.mskj , xb1,j , xb2,j ) does, obtaining the first-component ciphertext using CH.
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More precisely, B computes first the vectors to be encoded in the skIPE first- and secondb bj , ct
e bj of vectors xb1,j , xb2,j for both b = 0, 1.
slot ciphertexts ct

FIRST SLOT
SECOND SLOT

FIRST COMPONENTS

SECOND COMPONENTS

N
?
?
b? b
b
c?b
j = dE(Bj , x1,j ||0 ; αj , βj )
e ? , xb ||0N ; α? , β ? )
e
c?b = dE(B

b ? , 1; α? , β ? )
b
e?j = dE(D
j
j
j

j

j

2,j

j

j

To obtain the first-component IPE ciphertext under key mpk∗ , B sends CH the message
∗,1 = b
∗
∗,b
query x∗,0 = b
c?0
c?0
c?1
c?1
j ||e
j and x
j ||e
j , and receives back an IPE ciphertext ct of x
∗
under mpk . It sets the first-component function key to [ct1,j ]j,0 = [ct∗ ]j,0 and generates
$
e?j ]j,0 ).
the second-component ciphertext itself [ct2,j ]j,0 ← IPE.Enc(mpk2,j , [b
This yields the function key ctj = [ct∗ ]j,0 , [ct2,j ]j,0 .
It sends A challenge ciphertext {ctk }.
• Function Queries Again: Repeat the “function queries” stage above.
• Finally B outputs what A outputs.
λ
We argue that when B participates in ExpIPE
B (1 , b), it internally emulates for A hybrid Hj−1+b perfectly. By construction, all instances other than j are generated exactly as the challenger in both
hybrid Hj−1 and Hi does. Thus it suffices to show that B emulates the j th instance perfectly for
A. B embeds the external IPE master public key mpk∗ as the first-component public key in the j th
instance, which is correctly distributed. Then to generate the first-component function key and ciphertexts correctly, B generates the vectors {b
cj,i , e
cj,i } and {b
c?b
c?b
j ,e
j } to be encoded in the first- and
second-slot function keys and ciphertexts of skIPE correctly. In the key generation and encryption
algorithms sIPE.KeyGen and sIPE.sEnc, the first-component function key and ciphertext are evaluated homomorphically over the first- and second-slot function keys and ciphertexts, which are
[yi∗ ]j,1 for yi∗ = b
cj,i ||e
cj,i and [x∗,b ]j,0 for x∗,b = b
c?b
c?b
j ||e
j .

[sk∗i ]j,1 ← IPE.KeyGen(msk∗ , [yi∗ ]j,1 )

[ct∗,b ]j,0 ← IPE.Enc(mpk∗ , [x∗,b ]j,0 )

$

$

Instead, B sends the plaintext vectors {yi∗ } and x∗,0 , x∗,1 as function and message queries to its
challenger, obtaining {sk∗i } and ct∗,b in the plaintext. It then internally encodes them to obtain
{[sk∗i ]j,1 } and [ct∗,b ]j,0 . Therefore, it generates the first-component function key and ciphertext
perfectly as in sIPE.KeyGen and sIPE.sEnc. Furthermore, B also generates the second-component
function key and ciphertext perfectly. Overall, B emulates the generation of the j th instance perfectly. This concludes the lemma.
Remark 3. We remark that in the proof above, we rely on the fact that for any vector x and linear function
L. The following two procedures produce the same encoding: 1) generate the encoding of x first in some
group Gl , and then apply the linear function L homomorphically over the encodings and 2) evaluate L(x)
first, and then encode the output in Gl . That is, [L(x)]l = L([x]l ). This is true in asymmetric bilinear
groups since encodings of any element is unique.
We stress that the property of unique encoding is sufficient but not necessary. Even if encodings are
not unique, as long as they satisfy that the distribution of [L(x)]l and that of L([x]l ) are computationally
indistinguishable, the above proof still go through, as well as the security proof of the ABDP public key IPE
IPE and our secret key IPE skIPE. Thus, the above lemmas still hold. As we will see later, this fact helps us
to instantiate the slotted IPE scheme sIPE using graded encoding schemes with noisy encodings.
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Proof of Lemma 9. Suppose for contradiction that there exists a PPT adversary A, that for infinitely
sIPE
λ
λ
many λ ∈ N distinguishes SdFHsIPE
A,MG (1 , 0) and SdFHA,MG (1 , 1) with advantage ν(λ). Then we
show that there is a another adversary B that violates the multi-instance function hiding property
of skIPE w.r.t. a related group generator MG ∗ .
$

• MG ∗ (1λ ) samples (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG outputs (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), (pp1 , · · · , ppm ).
By that joint-SXDH holds w.r.t. MG, joint-SXDH also holds w.r.t. MG ∗ . The first m public parameters corresponds to the second-slot skIPE function keys and ciphertexts in the m instances, while
the second m parameters corresponds to the first-slot skIPE function keys and ciphertexts.
Fix a security parameter λ. The adversary B interacts with the challenger CH in experiment
sIPE
λ
λ
MFHskIPE
B,MG ∗ (1 , b) for b ∈ {0, 1}, and internally emulates the execution of SdFHA,MG (1 , b) as follows. Steps that belong to the MFH experiment are underlined.
$

• Public Parameter Generation: Public Parameters (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG ∗ are
sampled in the MFH experiment. B uses (pp1 , · · · , ppm ) as the public parameters for A.
• Key Generation: The challenger CH samples 2m master secret keys of skIPE. The the first
g 1 , · · · msk
g m , and second m corm corresponds to the m second-slot master secret keys msk
d
d
responds to the m first-slot master secret keys msk1 , · · · mskm , in the m instances of sIPE
emulated by B internally for A.
B receives nothing from CH, and needs to emulate for A the m sIPE master public keys
b l,k }). It does:
{sl.mpkk }, where each sl.mpkk = (mpk1,k , mpk2,k , {ct
$

– Generate the first-component and second-component keys (mpk1,k , msk1,k ) ← IPE.Setup(1λ )
$

and (mpk2,k , msk2,k ) ← IPE.Setup(1λ ).
b l,k }l of skIPE that encrypt
– For every k ∈ [m], to obtain the first-slot ciphertexts {ct
the unit vectors {ul }, B sends query (aux-mesg {ul }, m + k, 1) to its challenger CH,
$
d k , ul ; α? , β ? )}l , where α? , β ? are the
b l,k ←
who replies with ciphertexts {ct
skIPE.Enc(msk
1 1
1 1
shared randomness corresponding to r1? (in the MFH experiment).
B sends A master public keys {sl.mpkk }.
• Function Queries: Repeat the following for an arbitrary number of times determined by A:
0
1
In iteration i, upon A choosing challenge functions {y1,k,i , y2,k,i
, y2,k,i
}k∈[m] , B needs to genb
erate the sIPE function keys {skk,i }k of vector {y1,k,i , y2,k,i }k for A. For every k, it does the
following:
b k,i , B sends query (aux-func y1,k,i , m + k, i) to its
– To generate the first-slot function key sk
$
d k , y1,k,i ; αi , βi ),
b k,i ←
skIPE.KeyGen(msk
challenger CH, who replies with function key sk
where αi , βi are the shared randomness corresponding to ri .
e k,i , B sends query (func (y0 or y1 ), k, i)
– To generate the second-slot function key sk
2,k,i
2,k,i
$
g k , yb ; αi , βi ).
e k,i ←
skIPE.KeyGen(msk
to its challenger CH, who replies with function key sk
2,k,i

– Complete the key generation by computing the first- and second-component function
keys using msk1,k and msk2,k as in sIPE.KeyGen, obtaining skk,i .
Send A function keys {skk,i }k .
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• Message Queries: Upon A choosing challenge messages {x1,k , x02,k , x11,k }k , B needs to generate
the sIPE ciphertexts {ctk }k of vector {x1,k , xb2,k }k for A. For every k, it does the following:
b k of vector x1,k using {ct
b l,k }k exactly as in sIPE.Enc.
– Generate the first-slot ciphertext ct
e k , B sends query (mesg (x02,k or x12,k ), k, 1) to
– To generate the second-slot ciphertext ct
$
g k , xb ; α ? , β ? )
ek ←
its challenger CH, who replies with ciphertext ct
skIPE.KeyGen(msk
(using random scalars α1? , β1? corresponding to r1? .)

2,k

1

1

– Complete the key generation by computing the first- and second-component ciphertexts using mpk1,k and mpk2,k as in sIPE.Enc, obtaining ctk .
Send A ciphertexts {ctk }k .
• Function Queries Again: Repeat the “function queries” stage above.
• Finally B outputs what A outputs.
sIPE
λ
λ
We argue that when B participates in MFHskIPE
B,MG ∗ (1 , b), it internally emulates SdFHA,MG (1 , b)
perfectly. To see this, observe that the first- and second-slot function keys and ciphertexts that
B obtains from CH are all correctly distributed. Furthermore, given them, B generates the firstand second-components keys and ciphertexts exactly as algorithms sIPE.KeyGen and sIPE.Enc do.
Therefore, if A distinguishes the two SdFH experiments with advantage ν(λ), so does B.

6.6

Output-Encoded Slotted-IPE using GES

In this section, we instantiate the output-encoded slotted-IPE sIPEN in Section 6.4 using GES for
depth-D 4-ary tree. (The instantiation is the same for constant or logarithmic D.)
Recall that sIPEN is built upon asymmetric bilinear maps. As discussed before, encodings
under each label Gl0 = {[α]l0 : α ∈ R} “acts” as a group under the ⊕ operator. In particular, for
any label l in the second last layer D −1 of the tree T , Gl||0 and Gl||1 act as groups. By the definition
of pairable, encodings in Gl||0 and Gl||1 are pairable producing encodings in Gl . Therefore, Gl||0
and Gl||1 “act” as the source groups of asymmetric bilinear groups and Gl “acts” as the target
group. We can use them to instantiate our output-encoded slotted IPE. More precisely, for R ∼
= Zp ,
consider a public parameter pp = (p, Gl||0 , Gl||1 , Gl , pair) that describes encodings under label
l||0, l||1, l.
• The sIPE.Setup(1λ , pp) on input the security parameter and such a public parameter pp outputs sl.mpk, sl.msk as before.
• In all algorithms, every encoding [a]0 in G0 of the asymmetric bilinear groups is replaced
with an encoding of the same value under label l||0 using GES, [a]l||0 , and every encoding
[a]1 in G1 is replaced with encodings under label l||1, [a]l||1 . Correspondingly, addition and
scalar multiplication in Gb for b ∈ {0, 1} are replaced with addition and scalar multiplication
between encodings with label l||b, and pairing between G0 and G1 to GT is replaced with
pairing between encodings with label l||0 and l||1, to encodings with label l.
Security When instantiated with encodings of GES, the scheme sIPEN satisfies the same security property, multi-instance joint-indistinguishability, provided that the joint-SXDH assumption
holds w.r.t. these encodings used to instantiate the scheme. We define a multi-group generator MG
w.r.t. GES.
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$

• MG(1λ ) samples pp0 ← InstGen(1λ ), which describes a graded encoding structure for ring
R ∼
= Zp , and outputs {ppi = (p, Gli ||0 , Gli ||1 , Gli , pair)}i∈[m] satisfying that for every i, j ∈
[m], li ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D−1 , and pairable(li , lj ) = ⊥.
Lemma 10. Let GES be a GES scheme for depth-D 4-ary tree and MG a multi-group generator w.r.t. it.
Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds for GES. Then, for any polynomial N , the output-encoded
slotted IPE scheme sIPEN satisfies multi-instance joint-indistinguishability w.r.t. MG.
Proof. We show that if joint-SXDH holds w.r.t. GES, then joint-SXDH holds w.r.t. MG. This follows
because for every x ∈ {0, 1}, no two “groups” Gli ||x and Glj ||x in the collection of xth “source
groups” {Gli ||x } can be paired together, that is pairable(li ||x, lj ||x) = ⊥, because pairable(li , lj ) =
⊥. It follows from the joint-SXDH assumption w.r.t. GES, that the following two ensembles are
indistinguishable.
n
o

$
$
(pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1λ ), a, b ← Zp : (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), [a]li ||x , [b]li ||x , [ab]li ||x i∈[m]
n
oλ

$
$
λ
(pp1 , · · · , ppm ) ← MG(1 ), a, b, r ← Zp : (pp1 , · · · , ppm ), [a]li ||x , [b]li ||x , [r]li ||x i∈[m]
λ

This is exactly the joint-SXDH assumption w.r.t. MG. Then by corollary 2, sIPEN satisfies multiinstance joint-indistinguishability w.r.t. MG.

7

FE from the joint-SXDH Assumption on Graded Encodings

We finally describe our functional encryption scheme for NC0 which is secure under the jointSXDH assumption on tree-graded encodings. We start in Section 7.1 by introducing our central
information-theoretic tool, namely the notion and construction of (affine) arithmetic randomized
encodings (ARE) by Applebaum, Ishai and Kushilevitz [AIK14]. In Section 7.2, we use AREs
and all the machinery developed in the previous sections to construct our FE scheme, and in
Section 7.3, we provide a proof of security.

7.1

Affine Randomized Encoding for NC1

Syntax An (affine) Arithmetic Randomized Encoding (ARE) scheme produces randomized encodings that depend linearly on the input bits; more specifically, the encodings consist of the
outputs of a set of linear functions


d
f (x) = Li (xπ(i) ; r)
i∈[`]

over a ring R, each evaluated on a single input bit specified by an input mapping function π
and shared randomness r. The encoding procedure first evaluates a program encoding algorithm
RPenc that depends only on f (but not x) and outputs the function π, and then evaluates an input
encoding algorithm RIenc that evaluates the set of linear functions on appropriate input bits to
obtain fd
(x).
Formally, an ARE scheme AREN,D,S for the class of functions Fλ,N,D,S is associated with the
following:
• an ensemble of rings {Rλ }λ∈N , and
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• an ensemble of sets of functions


{Li }i∈[`]

` = `(λ), M = M (λ), and i ∈ [`], Li : {0, 1}

and a polynomial M , such that for every λ,
λ∈N
× RM

→ R is linear in its first input.

Li (b, r) = bpi (r) + qi (r) where pi : RM → R, qi : RM → R
The scheme AREN,D,S consists of three PPT algorithms (RPenc, RIenc, REval). For any λ, function
f ∈ FλN,D,S described as (C, ρ), and input x ∈ {0, 1}N , the algorithms proceed as follows:
• Encoding: REnc(1λ , f, x) runs the following two algorithms in sequence and outputs what
RIenc outputs.
1. Program Encoding: RPenc(1λ , f ) outputs an input mapping function π : [`] → [N ] that
specifies which input bit xπ(i) the ith linear function Li should be applied to.
$

2. Input Encoding: RIenc(1λ , x, π) samples r ← RM , and evaluates Li on input bit xπ(i) and
r to obtain the ith element in the randomized encoding Π[i] = Li (xπ(i) ; r). It outputs
fd
(x) = Π.
• Evaluation: REval(fd
(x)) on input an encoding fd
(x) outputs a value y = f (x).
The correctness and security requirements are identical to regular randomized encoding schemes
as in Definition 6.
The AIK Affine Randomized Encoding Schemes for NC1 In [AIK11] (AIK), a very simple affine
randomized encoding scheme for Boolean NC1 is proposed, whose time complexity grows exponentially in the depth of the functions. Their main novelty is extending this basic scheme to
work with P/poly. For our purpose, the simple scheme for NC1 suffices. At a high-level, the AIK
schemes for NC1 generates randomized encodings inductively depending on the depth of the circuit. From randomized encodings of depth d circuits to that of depth d + 1 circuits, the following
simple Π randomized encoding for quadratic functions of form f (x1 , x2 ) = c1 x1 x2 + c2 is used.
 


 






1
r0
1
r1
Π[0]
Π[1]
=
x1 +
=
c1 x2 +
(5)
Π[2]
−r1
r2
Π[3]
−r0
−r2 − r0 r1 + c2
The above randomized encoding Π can be evaluated as Π[0]Π[1] + Π[2] + Π[3] = f (x1 , x2 ).
Below we recall their scheme. Fix any polynomials N, S, and a logarithmic function D. The
AIK ARE scheme AREN,D,S for the class of Boolean functions in FλN,D,S works with arbitrary rings
{R}λ , and a sets of functions {{Li }i∈[`] }λ specified below. For any Boolean function f = (C, ρ) ∈
FλN,D,S , we assume w.l.o.g. that C contains D = D(λ) layers of NAND gates. We use the following
notations:
• C d represents the circuit consisting of the first d layers of C, with a set of wd input wires
xd (i.e., output wires of layer d + 1). In particular, when d = 0, C 0 is a circuit with no gate
and simply output the input bit x0 . When d = D, C D = C and xD = x|ρ. (Recall that C is
evaluated on the subset ρ of the bits of x.)
Using the above notations, we now describe the algorithms in the AIK ARE scheme AREN,D,S :
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• Program Encoding: RPenc(1λ , f = (C, ρ)) inductively define the randomized encoding Πd (xd )
for C d treating xd as formal variables, from d = 0 to D. We denote by {Ldi }i∈[`d ] the set
of linear functions for computing the randomized encoding of depth d circuits, and `d the
number of these functions.
– B ASE CASE d = 0: The randomized encoding for C 0 (x01 ) = x01 is simply Π0 (x01 ) = x01 .
The corresponding linear function and input mapping function are:

∗ the set of functions L01 contains a single function L01 (b, r0 = ε) = b, and
∗ the input mapping function π 0 : [1] → [1] is π 0 (1) = 1.
This way,
 0 0
Π (x )[1] = L01 (x01 , r0 ) = x01
– I NDUCTIVE C ASE FROM d TO d + 1: Given the randomized encoding for C d ,
o
n
where ki = π d (i).
Πd (xd )[i] = Ldi (xdki , r≤d ) = pdi (r≤d )xdki + qid (r≤d )
d
i∈[` ]

Towards defining the randomized encoding for C d+1 , observe that every bit xdk equals
d+1
to the NAND of two input bits xd+1
τ (k,1) , xτ (k,2) for layer d + 1, where τ is determined
by the wiring in layer d + 1 of C. Then, every element Πd (xd )[i] in the randomized
encoding Πd is a quadratic function over two input bits in xd+1 .


d+1
d ≤d
Πd (xd )[i] = pdi (r≤d ) 1 − xd+1
x
τ (ki ,1) τ (ki ,2) + qi (r )

 

d+1
d ≤d
d ≤d
= −pdi (r≤d ) xd+1
x
+
p
(r
)
+
q
(r
)
, where ki = π d (i).
i
i
τ (ki ,1) τ (ki ,2)
Compute the randomized encoding for this quadratic function, as described in equation (5).
!
 

 d+1 d+1
d+1
r
1
Π (x )[4i + 0]
i,0
=
xd+1
d+1
d+1
τ (ki ,1) +
−ri,1
Πd+1 (xd+1 )[4i + 2]
ri,2

 d+1 
 d+1 d+1
 
1
ri,1
Π (x )[4i + 1]
d ≤d d+1
−
p
(r
)x
+
=
d+1
i
τ (ki ,2)
−ri,0
Πd+1 (xd+1 )[4i + 3]
ν


d+1
d+1 d+1
where ν = −ri,2
− ri,0
ri,1 + pdi (r≤d ) + qid (r≤d )
Then, the randomized encoding of C d+1 (xd+1 ) is the collection of randomized encodings of every quadratic function, each corresponding
to an element in the randomized

encoding of C d (xd ), that is, Πd+1 (xd+1 ) = Πd+1 (xd+1 )[4i + c] i∈[`d ],c∈{0,1,2,3} . In total,
there are `d+1 = 4`d = 4d+1 elements in Πd+1 and the corresponding linear functions
{L4i+c } and π d+1 are:
π d+1 (4i + 0) = π d+1 (4i + 2) = τ (ki , 1) = τ (π d (i), 1)
π d+1 (4i + 1) = π d+1 (4i + 3) = τ (ki , 2) = τ (π d (i), 2)
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d+1
d+1
≤d+1
Ld+1
) = xd+1
4i+0 (xτ (ki ,1) , r
τ (ki ,1) + ri,0
d+1
d+1
≤d+1
d d+1
Ld+1
) = −ri,1
xτ (ki ,1) + ri,2
4i+2 (xτ (ki ,1) , r
d+1
d+1
≤d+1
Ld+1
) = −pdi (r≤d )xd+1
4i+1 (xτ (ki ,2) , r
τ (ki ,2) + ri,1


d+1
d+1 d ≤d d+1
d+1
d+1 d+1
≤d+1
d ≤d
d ≤d
Ld+1
(x
,
r
)
=
r
p
(r
)x
+
−r
−
r
r
+
p
(r
)
+
q
(r
)
i
i
i
4i+3 τ (ki ,2)
i,0
i,2
i,0 i,1
τ (ki ,2)
d+1
where r≤d+1 consists of r≤d and all the new random elements {ri,t
}i∈[`d ],t∈{0,1,2} .

The induction ends at d = D, procuring the randomized encoding for C D (xD ) = C(x|ρ ):
 D D
D ≤D
Π (x )[i] = LD
) i∈[`D ] where ki = π D (i) and `D = 4D
i (xki , r
To transform the input mapping function from working with domain xD to domain x, RPenc
sets the final input mapping function π so that
∀i ∈ [`D ], xπ(i) = (x|ρ )πD (i)
It outputs π.

≤D )
• Input Encoding: RIenc(1λ , x, π) samples random r≤D and outputs Π[i] = LD
i (xπ(i) ; r

i∈[`D ]

• Evaluation: REval(Π) on input an encoding Π of f (x) inductively computes the randomized
encoding Πd for C d (xd ) from d = D to 0. The final output is exactly y = Π0 .
– Base Case d = D: ΠD for C D (xD ) is exactly Π, and has length `D = 4D .
– Inductive step from d + 1 to d: Given the randomized encoding Πd+1 for C d+1 (xd+1 ),
compute the randomized encoding Πd for C d (xd ) as follows:
Since every element i ∈ [`d ] in Πd is encoded by Πd+1 [4i + 0, · · · , 4i + 3], we obtain
Πd [i] = Πd+1 [4i + 0]Πd+1 [4i + 1] + Πd+1 [4i + 2] + Πd+1 [4i + 3]
Lemma 11 ( [AIK11]). For every polynomials N and S and logarithmic function D, the AIK scheme
AREN,D,S is a perfectly secure affine randomized encoding for Boolean functions in the class F N,D,S .
7.1.1

Additional Properties of the AIK Affine Randomized Encoding

We observe the following properties of the AIK ARE scheme AREN,D,S , which will be instrumental
for our construction of FE scheme later. Let {LD
i }i∈[`D ] be the set of linear functions associated with
D (r)b + q D (r).
(b,
r)
=
p
AREN,D,S , where each function LD
i
i
i
• Multilinear coefficient functions: All the coefficient functions {qiD , pD
i } are multilinear in elements of r.
• Bounded number of monomials: Let Mnml({qiD , pD
i }) be the set of monomials (over elements of
D ’s. The total number of monomials is bounded by a fixed polynomial, in
r) in pD
’s
and
q
i
i
2
particular, |Mnml({qiD , pD
i })| = O(λ ).
This can be shown via the following recurrence relation: Let M d = |Mnml({qid , pdi })|. M d+1 =
M d + 5`d , and thus M D = O(λ2 ).
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.

• Multiplication with independent randomness: For every d+1 ≤ D, evaluation of the randomized
encoding Πd+1 for C d+1 (xd+1 ) involves computing Πd [i] = Πd+1 [4i+0]Πd+1 [4i+1]+Πd+1 [4i+
2] + Πd+1 [4i + 3] for every i ∈ [`d ]. Note that, the two elements Πd+1 [4i + 0] and Πd+1 [4i + 1]
that are multiplied together depend on completely independent random coins, the former
d+1
d+1
on ri,0
and the latter on r≤d and ri,1
. They both share random coins with the other two
terms, which however are only added together.
These property are crucial for our FE construction next.

7.2

Construction

We now construct a FE scheme FEN,D,S for the class of functions F N,D,S , where N, S are any
polynomials and D is any logarithmic function. The construction uses the following building
blocks:
• a GES scheme GES for depth-(D(λ) + 1) 4-ary tree T . Let R and {(L, l? , pairable)} be the
parameters associated with GES. (When D is a constant, the ensemble is replace with a single
tuple (L, l? , pairable)),
• the output-encoded slotted IPE scheme sIPEM instantiated with GES of Lemma 12, and
• the AIK affine randomized encoding scheme AREN,D,S .
Overview Recall the following facts about our GES scheme associated with a depth-(D(λ)+1) 4ary tree T . It has a label set L = {0, 1, 2, 3}≤D+1 consisting of the labels of all nodes in T . Equality
testing can be performed over encodings labeled with the root ε, and pairing can be done between
descendants (l1 , l2 ) of two labels (l10 , l20 ) that are either the first two children (l||0, l||1) of a node l,
or the second two (l||2, l||3).
To compute f (x), our FE scheme generates a secret key sk of f and an encryption ct of x using
multiple instances {sl.ski , sl.cti } (under different master public and secret keys) of the slotted IPE
scheme sIPE. Different instances of sIPE are instantiated with encodings labeled with different
leaves l||0, l||1 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D+1 of T , and the vectors encoded in {sl.ski , sl.cti } are set up carefully
so that their inner products produce exactly the randomized encoding fd
(x) = Π of f (x) (up to
some technicality discussed below). Here, we crucially rely on the fact that the randomized encoding is affine in order to compute it using only inner product. Then, evaluating sk and ct yields
GES-encodings of Π labeled with different nodes at (the second last) layer D. Using the tree computation structure of GES, GES-encodings of Π can be homomorphically evaluated, eventually
yielding a GES-encoding of the output y = f (x) at the root. Since the final output is Boolean, y
can be extracted using equality testing at the root.
Two technical challenges need to be addressed for the above high-level plan to go through.
First, where does the random coins for generating the randomized encoding Π come from? One
naive attempt is embedding some fixed random elements r≤D in either the secret key sk or the
ciphertext ct. But, this would lead to reusing the same random elements across all randomized encodings produced using that secret key or that ciphertext, rendering these randomized encodings
≤D
insecure. To overcome this problem, we embed independent random elements r≤D
sk and rct in
sk and ct respectively, so that, the randomized encoding Π produced by sk, ct corresponds to ran≤D
dom elements r≤D = r≤D
sk rct (where multiplication is coordinate-wise). This way, randomized
encodings produced using different pairs of secret key and ciphertext would not have identical
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random elements, but still correlated random elements. Then, in the security proof, we first move
to a hybrid experiment where the randomized encodings Π for f (x) is hardwired in the function
≤D
key sk for f , and Π is generated using r≤D r≤D
sk rct . Then, we move to another hybrid experiment where the random elements r≤D are randomly and independently sampled, by relying on
the joint-SXDH assumption of GES. Finally, in this hybrid, we can leverage the perfect security
of the randomized encoding scheme ARE to argue that it is indistinguishable to switch from one
challenge input x0 to another x1 , since they produce the same outputs w.r.t. f .
One technicality is that our slotted IPE scheme sIPE when evaluated does not directly produce
an encoding of the output [Π]l . Instead, for each element Π[i], it produces encodings [Π[i]θi ]l and
[θi ]l w.r.t. some mask θi (which depends on the random scalars α, α? , β, β ? used in key generation
and encryption of sIPE). If different elements Π[i]’s are masked with distinct θi ’s, Π can no longer
be evaluated. To see this, consider the simple randomized encoding Π[0, · · · , 3] for the quadratic
function q(x1 , x2 ) = c1 x1 x2 + c2 . The evaluation involves computing y = Π[0]Π[1] + Π[2] + Π[3],
which cannot be done if each Π[c] is masked with a different θc . One naive fix is to mask all
Π[i] with the same θ. This however is insecure for the following reason. Sharing the mask θ
corresponds to sharing the same random scalars α, α? , β, β ? across all instances of sIPE. Though
our slotted IPE satisfies multi-instance security with shared random scalars, this only holds for
instances instantiated with encodings that cannot be paired together (otherwise, the joint-SXDH
assumption does not hold). Thus, we cannot use a universal mask θ. Instead, we design a way to
partition elements in Π into groups, such that, it is secure to share the same mask θ within each
group, and Π can still be evaluated though different groups use different masks.
Formal Construction Fix a security parameter λ, a function f = (C, ρ) ∈ F N,D,S and an input
x ∈ {0, 1}N . The scheme FEN,D,S associates every layer d ∈ {0, · · · , D} of the three T with the
randomized encoding Πd of C d (xd ). In particular, the root is associated with the output y = Π0
and the second last layer D is associated with the randomized encoding ΠD of C D (xD ), which is
the randomized encoding of f (x). The last layer D + 1 is used to instantiate different instances
of sIPE, which when evaluated produce the encodings of ΠD at layer D. Within each layer d ∈
{0, · · · , D}, different nodes l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d are associated with different disjoint subsets Sld ⊆ [`d ]
of the elements in Πd , such that, ∪l Sld = [`d ]. The scheme guarantees that for all element Πd [i]
associated with a node l (i.e., i ∈ Sld ), evaluation would produce their encodings masked by some
value θl under the label l, that is, [Πd [i]θl ]l and [θl ]l .
We first specify inductively the assignment of subsets {Sld }.
• Base Case for d = 0: Sε0 = {1}, that is, the root corresponds to Π01 .
• Inductive Case from d to d + 1: For every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d in layer d associated with subset Sld ,
its four children at layer d + 1 are associated with subsets:
d+1
d+1
d+1
d+1
Sl||0
= {4i | ∀i ∈ Sld } , Sl||1
= {4i + 1 | ∀i ∈ Sld } , Sl||2
= {4i + 2, 4i + 3 | ∀i ∈ Sld } , Sl||3
=∅

That is, if element Πd [i] is assigned to node l, then the four elements Πd+1 [4i + 0, · · · 4i + 3] in
Πd+1 that computes Πd [i] are assigned to l’s four children: Πd [4i + 0] to child l||0, Πd [4i + 1]
to l||1, and (Πd [4i + 2], Πd [4i + 3]) to l||2. Node l||3 is not assigned with any element of Πd+1 ,
but is used for computing encoding of the mask.
With the above assignment of Sld , we now describe the algorithms of FEN,D,S .
• Setup: FE.Setup(1λ ) does the following:
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$

– Sample the public parameter pp ← InstGen(1λ ) which describes a (R, L, pairable)-GES
with R ∼
= Zp for some prime p.
For every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D , let ppl = (p, Gl||0 , Gl||1 , Gl , pair) be the public parameter that
describes encodings under label l||0, l||1, l.
– Jointly sample a pair of scalars for every node in layer D {αl? , βl? }l∈{0,1,2,3}D from the
scalar distribution D(R, D):
$

∗ For every l ∈ {0, 1}D , sample αl? , βl? ← R at random.
∗ For every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D \ {0, 1}D , αl? , βl? = ατ? (l) , βτ?(l) , where τ (l) replaces every
letter li ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3} with li mod 2 ∈ {0, 1}.
– for every node in the second last layer l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and every i ∈ SlD ∪ {0}, sample
a pair of master public and secret keys of sIPE, using public parameter ppl and random
scalars αl? , βl? .
o
n
$
(sl.mpkl,i , sl.mskl,i ) ← sIPE.Setup(1λ , ppl ; αl? , βl? )
D
D
l∈{0,1,2,3} ,i∈Sl ∪{0}

Each sl.mpkl,i , sl.mskl,i defines an instance of sIPE instantiated with encodings under
labels l||0, l||1 and l.
It outputs master public key mpk = {sl.mpkl,i } and master secret key msk = {sl.mskl,i }.
• Key Generation: FE.KeyGen(msk, f = (C, ρ)) does the following:
– Jointly sample a pair of scalars for every leaf {αl , βl }l∈{0,1,2,3}D from the distribution
D(R, D) described in FE.Setup.
– Sample elements of r≤D
randomly from R.
k
 D
≤D )b + q D (r≤D )
– Let Li = pD
be the set of functions associated with AREN,D,S ,
i (r
i
i∈[`D ]
and M n = Mnml({qiD , pD
i }) = {mj }j∈[Q] the set of monomials in the coefficient polynoD
mials (recall that Q = |M n| = O(λ2 )). Then, pD
i , qi can be decomposed to:
qiD (r≤D ) = Σj∈[Q] γi,j mj (r≤D )

≤D
pD
) = Σj∈[Q] δi,j mj (r≤D )
i (r

For every i ∈ [`D ], set Vi to the following length-2Q vector:
≤D
≤D
Vi = γi,1 m1 (r≤D
sk )|| · · · ||γi,j mj (rsk )|| · · · ||γi,Q mQ (rsk )
≤D
≤D
||δi,1 m1 (r≤D
sk )|| · · · ||δi,j mj (rsk )|| · · · ||δi,Q mQ (rsk )
$

– Generate the input mapping function π ← RPenc(1λ , f = (C, ρ)). For every i ∈ [`D ] ∪
{0}, set Yi to the following length-M vector where M = 2QN .
(
Vi ⊗ uπ(i) = (02Q )π(i)−1 ||Vi ||(02Q )N −π(i) if i ∈ [`D ]
Yi =
0M −1 1
if i = 0
where uπ(i) is the unit vector of length-N that has a single 1 at position π(i).
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– for every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and i ∈ SlD ∪ {0}, sample a sIPE function key sl.skl,i of Yi ,
using sl.mskl,i and the random scalars αl , βl :
$

sl.skl,i ← sIPE.KeyGen(sl.mskl,i , Yi , 1M ; αl , βl )
where the second slot is set to a dummy value 1M .
Output sk = {sl.skl,i }.
• Encryption: FE.Enc(mpk, x) does the following:
– Sample elements of r≤D
ct randomly from R.
– Set U and X to the following length-Q and length-2N vectors
≤D
≤D
U = m1 (r≤D
ct )||mj (rct )|| · · · ||mQ (rct )

X = x1 ||1||x2 ||1 · · · ||xN ||1
– for every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and i ∈ SlD ∪ {0}, set Xi to the following length M = 2QN
vector.
(
U ⊗ X = x1 U ||U ||x2 U ||U · · · ||xn U ||U if i ∈ [`D ]
Xi =
0M −1 1
if i = 0
– for every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and i ∈ SlD ∪{0}, sample a sIPE ciphertext sl.ctl,i using sl.mpkl,i :
$

sl.ctl,i ← sIPE.Enc(sl.mpkl,i , Xi ).
It outputs ct = {sl.ctl,i }.
• Decryption: FE.Dec(sk, ct) does the following:
– Evaluate the IPE secret keys and ciphertexts: For every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and i ∈ SlD ∪ {0},
D = sIPE.Dec(sl.sk , sl.ct ).
evaluate sl.skl,i and sl.ctl,i to obtain Zl,i
l,i
l,i
By the correctness of sIPE,
D
Zl,i
= OEnc((Xi · Yi ), sl.mpkl,i , αl , αl? , βl , βl? ) = [(Xi · Yi )θl ]l , [θl ]l where θl = αl αl? + βl βl?

By definition of Xi and Yi ,
X0 · Y0 = (0M −1 1) · (0M −1 1) = 1

Xi · Yi = (Vi ⊗ uπ(i) ) · (U ⊗ X) = Vi · xπ(i) U ||U




≤D
≤D
≤D
= Σj∈[Q] γi,j mj (r≤D
)m
(r
)
x
+
Σ
δ
m
(r
)m
(r
)
j ct
j ct
π(i)
j∈[Q] i,j j sk
sk




≤D
≤D ≤D
= Σj∈[Q] γi,j mj (r≤D
sk rct ) xπ(i) + Σj∈[Q] δi,j mj (rsk rct )
≤D
= pD
)xπ(i) + qiD (r≤D )
i (r

= ΠD [i](r≤D ) = ΠD [i]
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≤D
where r≤D = r≤D
sk rct

(*)

D
We note that equality (*) holds because all {pD
i , qi } are multiplier and hence so are all monomials {mj }. (See Section 7.1.1.)
For convenience of notation, we think of Πd being pre-pended with a 1, that is, Πd [0] = 1 for all
d ∈ [D]. Then, evaluating sl.skl,i and sl.ctl,i gives GES-encodings of the randomized encoding
ΠD of f (x), more precisely,
 D
Zl,i [1] = [ΠD [i]θl ]l l∈[`D ],i∈[S D ]∪{0} where ΠD [0] = 1
(6)
l

– Evaluate the randomized encoding ΠD homomorphically: Starting from the encodings in
Equation 6 at layer D − 1, inductively evaluate the encodings to obtain encodings of Πd
at higher layers:
n
o
[Πd [i]θl ]l
where θl = θl||0 θl||1
d
d
l∈[` ],i∈[Sl ]∪{0}

while maintaining the invariant that θl = θτ (l) .
The inductive step from encodings at layer d + 1, {[Πd+1 [i]θl ]l } for l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d+1 ,
i ∈ [Sld+1 ] ∪ {0}, to encodings at layer d, {[Πd [i]θl ]l } for l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d , i ∈ [Sld ] ∪ {0},
proceeds as follows:
∗ For every l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d and i = 0,
[Πd [0]θl ]l = [θl ]l = pair([θl||0 ]l||0 , [θl||1 ]l||1 )
= pair([Πd+1 [0]θl||0 ]l||0 , [Πd+1 [0]θl||1 ]l||1 ) (7)
Invariant: By the induction hypothesis, θl||0 = θτ (l)||0 and θl||1 = θτ (l)||1 , and thus
θl = θτ (l) .
∗ For every l ∈ [`d ] and i ∈ Sld , since Πd [i] = Πd+1 [4i + 0]Πd+1 [4i + 1] + Πd+1 [4i + 2] +
Πd+1 [4i + 3],
[Πd [i]θl ]l = pair([Πd+1 [4i + 0]θl||0 ]l||0 , [Πd+1 [4i + 1]θl||1 ]l||1 )
⊕ pair([Πd+1 [4i + 2]θl||2 ]l||2 , [Πd+1 [0]θl||3 ]l||3 )
⊕ pair([Πd+1 [4i + 3]θl||2 ]l||2 , [Πd+1 [0]θl||3 ]l||3 ) (8)
Invariant: The induction hypothesis guarantees that for any c, θl||c = θτ (l||c) , and
thus θl = θl||0 θl||1 = θl||2 θl||3 = θτ (l)||0 θτ (l)||1 = θτ (l) .
At the end of the induction, obtain encodings [Π0 [0]θε ]ε = [θε ]ε , and [Π0 [1]θε ]ε = [yθε ]ε .
Since y ∈ {0, 1}, output y = 1 iff Eq([θε ]ε , [yθε ]ε ) = 1.
To show that the final output y is computed correctly, it suffices to show that the above induction step
from d + 1 to d computes elements Πd [i] correctly, if elements Πd+1 [i] are correct. Then combined
with the fact that ΠD [i]’s are computed correctly by the analysis above, we conclude that y = Π0 [1]
is also correct.
The correctness of the induction step follows from the correctness of the AIK ARE scheme, the invariant on θ’s and the fact that the assignment of subsets {Sld+1 } ensures that all encodings on the right
hand side of equations (7) and (8) can be found in {[Πd+1 [i]θl ]l }l∈[`d+1 ],i∈[S d+1 ]∪{0} .
l
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7.3

Security

Lemma 12. Let D be any logarithmic function and GES a GES scheme for depth-D(λ) + 1 4-ary tree.
Assume that the joint-SXDH assumption holds for GES. Then, for any polynomials N, S, the scheme
FEN,D,S presented above is a selectively secure FE scheme for the class of Boolean functions in F N,D,S .
Proof. Fix any PPT adversary A, and security parameter λ. We need to show that experiments
FE λ
FE λ
λ
Sel.ExpFE
A (1 , 0) and Sel.ExpA (1 , 1) are indistinguishability to A. Recall that in Sel.ExpA (1 , b),
the adversary A after receiving a master public key mpk, immediately chooses two challenge inputs (x0 , x1 ) and obtains a ciphertext ct of xb . Then, it can request for many function keys {skj } of
arbitrary functions {f j } of his choice, with the only restriction that f j (x0 ) = f j (x1 ) for all j. Let J
be an upper bound on the number of function keys that A asks. By construction, one instance of
FE consists of many instances of the slotted IPE scheme sIPE instantiated using encodings under
different labels l||0, l||1, for l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D in the second last layer. That is,
mpk, msk = {sl.mpkl,i }, {sl.mskl,i },

sk = {sl.skl,i },

ct = {sl.ctl,i }

where l ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}D and i ∈ SlD ∪ {0}. We refer to sl.mpkl,i , sl.mskl,i , sl.skl,i , sl.ctl,i the (l, i)th
instance of sIPE.
At a high-level, we show the indistinguishability of the two experiments in the following steps:
• Step 1: Hardwire the randomized encodings. First, we go through a sequence of 2D hybrids H0b =
j
j
λ
b
b
Sel.ExpFE
A (1 , b), H1 , · · · , H2D , to switch every function keys sk = {sl.skl,i } and challenge
ciphertext ct = {sl.ctl,i } from encoding vectors {(Yij , 1M )} and {(Xi , 0M )} (where 1M and
0M are encoded in the second slot) to encoding {(Yij , 0M −1 ||Πj [i])} and {(0M , 0M −1 ||1)},
where Πj [i] = Yij · Xi . Here, we rely on the fact that A chooses his challenge inputs x0 , x1
before sending any function queries to ensure that at the time of generating function key skj ,
Πj is known. The indistinguishability of neighboring hybrids reduces to the multi-instance
joint indistinguishability of sIPE.
In the final hybrid H2bD , the ciphertext ct contains no information of xb , and the secret keys
j (xb ). We would
skj = {sl.skj }l,i has Πj hardwired inside which is a randomized encoding f\
l,i

like to apply the perfect security of the AIK ARE scheme ARE to claim that H20D is identically
distributed as H21D . This, however, fails because different Πj are generated using correlated
randomness. In particular, the randomness rj for generating Πj is equal to rj = rjsk rct , where
rct is embedded in ct, and rjsk is embedded in skj .
• Step 2: Switch to truly random elements. To address the above issue, we use another sequence
of hybrids Gb1,0 = H2bD , · · · GbJ,T to switch, for each function query j, rj from being the product rjsk rct to a uniformly random vector wj ← RT , (where T is an upper bound on |rj |). This
step relies on the joint-SXDH assumption of GES and crucially the fact that the same random
element rtj would never appear at two nodes l1 , l2 that are pairable.
$

At the final hybrid GbJ,T , the randomized encoding Πj hardwired in the function key skj is
computed using independent and random vector wj .
• Step 3: Switch the challenge input. Then it follows from the perfect security of ARE, G0J,T
and G1J,T are identically distributed. By a hybrid argument, we conclude that experiments
λ
H0b = Sel.ExpFE
A (1 , b) for b = 0 and 1 are indistinguishable.
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Next, we describe formally the hybrids {Hsb } and {Gbj,t } and analyze the indistinguishability
of neighboring hybrids.
λ
Hybrid Hsb : Hybrid Hsb for s ∈ [2D ] proceeds identically to H0b = Sel.ExpFE
A (1 , b), except that, all
D
the sIPE instances in the set Γ(< s) = {(l, i) : τ (l) < s, i ∈ Sl } encode different function
and input vectors:

In H0b , ∀ (l, i) ∈ Γ(< s) sl.skjl,i encodes (Yij , 1M )

ctl,i encodes (Xi , 0M )

(9)

In Hsb , ∀ (l, i) ∈ Γ(< s) sl.skjl,i encodes (Yij , 0M −1 ||Πj [i]) ctl,i encodes (0M , 0M −1 ||1) (10)
where Πj [i] = Yij · Xi . All other instances outside the set Γ(< s) encode identical vectors as
in line (9).
Recall that by construction of FE, Πj [i] is the ith element of the randomized encoding Πj for
the computation f j (xb ). In other words, in Hsb , for every i ∈ ∪τ (l)<s SlD , the ith randomized
encoding element Πj [i] is directly hardwired into skj , as opposed to being computed via
Yij · Xi .
b
b
and Hsb
and Hsb : We claim that for every s, hybrids Hs−1
Indistinguishability between Hs−1
are indistinguishable to A. Note that the only difference between them is that instances in the set
b
and vectors in line (10)
Γ(s − 1) = {(l, i) : τ (l) = s − 1, i ∈ SlD } encode vectors in line (9) in Hs−1
b
? , β?
in Hs . By the construction of FE, all instances (l, i) ∈ Γ(s − 1) use random scalars αs−1
s−1
in the setup phase for generating the master public and secret keys (sl.mpkl,i , sl.mskl,i ), and use
j
j
random scalars αs−1
, βs−1
during the j th key generation for generating sl.skjl,i . Moreover, instances
in Γ(s − 1) are the only instances that use these random scalars. In other words, instances outside
Γ(s − 1) are generated completely independently of instances in Γ(s − 1), and are identically
b
b
and Hsb , it suffices
and Hsb . Therefore, to show the indistinguishability of Hs−1
distributed in Hs−1
b
to show the indistinguishability of the joint distributions of instances in Γ(s − 1) in Hs−1
and Hsb ,
which we show follows from the multi-instance joint-indistinguishability of sIPE.
Note that for any labels l1 < l2 such that τ (l1 ) = τ (l2 ) = s − 1, they are not pairable, that is,
pairable(l1 , l2 ) = ⊥. This is because for τ (l1 ) = τ (l2 ) to hold, it must be that l1 and l2 are decedents
of (l||0, l||2) or (l||1, l||3), and hence are not pairable. Therefore, by that joint-SXDH holds in GES,
joint-SXDH holds over encodings with labels {l||0 : τ (l) = s − 1}, as well as over encodings with
labels {l||1 : τ (l) = s − 1}. In other words, joint-SXDH holds in encodings used to instantiate sIPE
instances in Γ(s − 1). Hence, by Lemma 12, the multi-instance joint-indistinguishability property
holds for instances in Γ(s − 1). Observe additionally that the function and input vectors encoded
b
in instances in Γ(s − 1) have identical inner products in Hs−1
and Hsb .

(Yij ||1M ) · (Xi ||0M ) = Xi · Yij = Πj [i] = (Yij , 0M −1 ||Πj [i]) · (0M , 0M −1 ||1)
b
b
Therefore, instances in Γ(s − 1) are indistinguishable in Hs−1
and Hsb , and hence so are Hs−1
and
b
Hs .

Analysis of H2bD In the last hybrid H2bD , the ciphertext ct = {sl.ctl,i }l,i encodes the vector (0M , 0M −1 ||1),
containing no information of xb . For every function query f j , the secret key skj = {sl.skjl,i }l,i contains in the second slots a randomized encoding Πj of the computation f j (x). Towards showing the indistinguishability of H20D and H21D , we will eventually apply the perfect security of the
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randomized encoding scheme ARE, to argue that a randomized encoding Πj of the computation f j (x0 ) is identically distributed as a randomized encoding of the computation f j (x1 ), since
f j (x0 ) = f j (x1 ). But for the perfect security of ARE to hold, it must be the case that randomized
encodings Πj for different function queries are generated using independent random elements.
However, this is not true in H2bD . By construction of FE, the j th randomized encoding Πj is generated using a vector of random elements rj = rjsk rct , where rct are random elements sampled
at encryption time and embedded in ct, and rjsk are random elements sampled at key generation
time and embedded in skj . The distributions of rj = rjsk rct for different j are correlated. This
motivates the next sequence of hybrids.
Hybrid Gbj,t Hybrid Gbj,t for j ∈ [J] and t ∈ {0} ∪ [T ] (where J is an upper bound on the number
of function queries and t an upper bound on the number of random elements for generating
AIK randomized encodings), is identical to Gb1,0 = H2bD except that {Πj } are computed with
the following random elements.
$

• For all h < j, {Πh } is generated using independent random vector wh ← RT , during
the key generation for function f h .
• For all h > j, {Πh } is generated using a vector rh = rhsk rct , where rct is the random
elements sampled during the encryption of xb and rhsk is sampled during the key generation for function f h .
• For h = j, {Πh } is generated using a vector rh such that the first t elements are random
$
rh≤t ← Rt while the rest are the products rh>t = rhsk,>t rct,>t .
By construction, for any j, hybrids Gbj−1,T and Gbj,0 are identically distributed. Therefore, it suffices
to show the indistinguishability between Gbj,t−1 and Gbj,t .
Indistinguishability of Gbj,t−1 and Gbj,t We claim that for every j, t, hybrids Gbj,t−1 and Gbj,t are
indistinguishable to A. Note that the only difference between them is that in the former, the tth
$
j
rct,t , whereas in the latter rtj = wtj ← R is random.
random element rtj is rtj = rsk,t
Recall that by construction of ARE, the ith element in a randomized encoding Π for some computation f (x) using random vector r is computed as,
Π[i] = pi (r)xπ(i) + qi (r)

where pi (r) = Σl∈[Q] γi,l ml (r), pi (r) = Σl∈[Q] δi,l ml (r)

where {ml }l∈[Q] is the set of monomials in all {pi , qi }i . Moreover, pi , qi are multilinear and so are
all monomial ml ’s. Therefore, every element Π[i] (viewed as a function over f, x, r) is multilinear
over r. Different pi , qi functions can depend on different subsets of elements in r. Let Λ(t) be the
set of indexes i such that pi or qi depends on the tth random element rt . In other words, Λ(t) is the
set of RE elements Π[i] that depends on rt . (Note that Λ(t) is determined by the scheme ARE, and
independent of f, x, r.)
By the construction of FE, the ith RE element Π[i] is assigned to a unique node l s.t. i ∈ SlD .
Let Ψ(t) = {(i, l) | i ∈ Λ(t) and i ∈ SlD } be the set of sIPE instances designated for computing RE
elements in Λ(t). Therefore, Ψ(t) is the set of instances depend on rt .
Combing back to hybrids Gj,t−1 and Gj,t , for every instance (l, i) ∈ Ψ(t), and every function
query f j , the function key sl.skjl,i encoding vector (Yij , 0M −1 ||Πj [i]), where Yij = Vij ⊗ uπj (i) and
Vij = γi,1 m1 (rjsk )|| · · · ||γi,Q mQ (rjsk )||δi,1 m1 (rjsk )|| · · · ||δi,Q mQ (rjsk )
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j
Thus, Yij depends linearly on rsk,t
and as discussed above Πj [i] depends linearly on rtj as well. Fur-

thermore, by construction of sIPE, the function key sl.skjl,i depends linearly on the encoded vectors
Yij and Πj [i], meaning that there exist linear functions Lj1 , Lj2 such that sl.skjl,i can be written as
j
)]l , [Lj2 (rtj )]l , where Lj1 , Lj2 depends on the master secret key sl.mskl,i and other random el[Lj1 (rsk,t

ements for instance (l, i). Furthermore, only function keys {sl.skjl,i } of instances in Ψ(t) depend on
j
rsk,t
and rtj . All other objects — master keys, other function keys, and ciphertexts — are generated
identically in in Gj,t−1 and Gj,t .
Therefore, to show the indistinguishability of Gj,t−1 and Gj,t , it suffices to show the indistinguishability of function keys {sl.skjl,i } of instances (l, i) ∈ Ψ(t), which in turn is implied by the
indistinguishability of the following distributions


n
o
$
j
j
j
j
j
rsk,t , rct,t ← R, rt = rsk,t rct,t : [rsk,t ]l||1 , [rct,t ]l||1 , [rt ]l||1
(l,i)∈Ψ(t)


n
o
$
j
j
rsk,t
, rct,t , wtj ← R, rtj = wtj : [rsk,t
]l||1 , [rct,t ]l||1 , [rtj ]l||1
(l,i)∈Ψ(t)

All keys sl.skjl,i in Gj,t−1 can be generated from the first distribution homomorphically (in an indistinguishable way), and all keys in Gj,t can be generated from the second distribution homomorphically. Moreover, the above two distributions are indistinguishable as long as the joint-SXDH
assumption holds for encodings under labels {l||1}(l,i)∈Ψ(t) , which is implied by the joint-SXDH
assumption of GES and the following claim. Therefore Gj,t−1 and Gj,t are indistinguishable.
Claim 3. For every t, every (l1 , i1 ), (l2 , i2 ) ∈ Ψ(t), it holds that pairable(l1 , l2 ) = ⊥.
Proof. Proof by induction over the depth d of the circuit. When d = 0, the claim holds vacuously
since Π0 [1] = x1 does not depend on any random elements.
Assume that the claim is true for depth-d circuits. That is, for every element rt≤d in the random
vector r≤d for computing Πd , for every (l1 , i1 ), (l2 , i2 ) ∈ Ψd (t), it holds that pairable(l1 , l2 ) = ⊥,
where l1 , l2 ∈ {0, 1, 2, 3}d and i1 , i2 are indexes of elements in Πd . Then we show that the claim
holds for all depth-(d+1) circuits. Recall that the random vector r≤d+1 for computing Πd+1 consists
of two parts r≤d and rd+1 . Consider two cases:
• Case 1: rt≤d+1 is an element in rd+1 . Recall that by construction of ARE, when encoding
d+1 d+1 d+1
a depth-(d + 1) computation, for every i ∈ [`d ], three random vectors ri,0
, ri,1 , ri,2 are
sampled, and used respectively in the generation of the following RE elements (Πd+1 [4i +
0], Πd+1 [4i + 3]), (Πd+1 [4i + 1], Πd+1 [4i + 2], Πd+1 [4i + 3]), and (Πd+1 [4i + 2], Πd+1 [4i + 3]). The
four RE elements are respectively assigned to node l||0, l||1, l||2 and l||2 for some l ∈ {0, 1}d .
Hence Ψ(i, 0) = {(l||0, 4i + 0), (l||2, 4i + 3)}, Ψ(i, 1) = {(l||1, 4i + 1), (l||2, 4i + 2), (l||2, 4i + 3)}
and Ψ(i, 3) = {(l||2, 4i + 2), (l||2, 4i + 3)}. It is easy to verify that for every t = (i, c), the claim
holds.
• Case 2: rt≤d+1 is an element in r≤d . Let rt≤d+1 = rt≤d
for some t0 . By the induction hy0
pothesis, no two labels in Ψd (t0 ) are pairable. Additionally, by the construction of ARE,
for every (l, i) ∈ Ψd (t0 ), the RE element Πd [i] is encoded in 4 elements Πd+1 [4i · · · 4i +
3] in Πd+1 . Moreover, only Πd+1 [4i + 1] and Πd+1 [4i + 3] depend on random elements
in r≤d (the other two elements depend only on elements in rd+1 .) Therefore, Ψd+1 (t) =
{(l||1, 4i + 1), (l||2, 4i + 3) | (l, i) ∈ Ψd (t0 )}. By the fact that no two labels in Ψd (t0 ) are pairable,
the same holds for Ψd+1 (t).
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